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Abstract

There is growing evidence that climate change is becoming one of the major issues facing

mankind within the next century. In this context, the electricity sector has been receiving

increasing attention over the past decade due to the large amount of carbon it emits.

Demand-side management - controlling overall power demand - has been heralded as a

potential solution to this problem and while it is common in industry today, residential

demand response remains elusively untapped. This is because residential electricity con-

sumers are generally unwilling to sacrifice comfort for often meagre incentives, and the

difficulty of controlling such a complex system increases its cost.

This work specifically targets these barriers to adoption, proposing an entire demand-

side management topology, control algorithm, and novel way of viewing controllable loads.

To start, a unified load model is introduced which sees all controllable loads represented

as batteries with time-varying power and energy values bounded by consumer comfort

limits. Then, an algorithm called NES (Net Energy Stored) control is introduced that

controls loads modelled in this fashion using a simple, scalable control system. The algo-

rithm operates without making any predictions, greatly enhancing its ability to respond

to unexpected events such as reserve provision, real-time pricing, unpredictable local gen-

eration, and the load profiles of diverse, human consumers. A practical system was built

on low-cost microcontrollers and the algorithm was implemented thereon.

A method of validating demand response algorithms is also proposed in this thesis, em-

ploying a Monte-Carlo simulation of 100 statistically representative 7-house New Zealand

communities using a bottom-up load modelling tool based on large behavioural studies.

Several scenarios were explored, covering electric vehicle adoption, varying allowable tem-

perature deviation in hot water cylinders and different wind generation profiles. Then

an optimal scenario operating with perfect foresight was implemented as a Mixed Integer

Program and used as a benchmark.

Both the optimal savings and performance of NES control varied significantly across

the 100 communities and across the scenarios, notably performing very well in the most

volatile scenarios. On average, NES control obtained 57.4% of the theoretical optimal

savings assuming the use of existing residential loads. Increasing the allowable tempera-
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ture range of hot water cylinders using a mixing valve on the output allowed NES control

to extract significantly more savings relative to the uncontrolled case, extracting 68.2%

of the optimal benefits if the water temperature is allowed to fluctuate between 55-85◦C.

At 30% electric vehicle adoption Net Energy Stored (NES) extracts 66.4% of the optimal

value. Under different wind profiles NES extracts between 38.8% and 66.0%, showing

its sensitivity to the timing and magnitude of wind power. Combining the extremes of

all of these scenarios, NES control achieves 63.6% of the optimal results. NES performs

marginally worse under a real-time pricing scheme, with 48.2% of the optimal savings

extracted in the status quo situation and 56.3% with all technologies combined.

Overall these results are promising because NES control does not make any predic-

tions of load, price or wind while its benchmark is afforded ‘perfect foresight’. Furthermore

NES control has been successfully implemented on an ultra-low-cost, ultra-low-bandwidth

embedded communications system which performed almost identically over a networked

control system as it did in simulation. NES control is therefore a low-cost, readily imple-

mentable solution that is well suited to the complex problem of residential demand-side

management.
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1
Introduction

In the most prosperous era in human history, in a world of super-human productivity and

global connectivity, energy underpins everything. From mineral extraction and refinement

to manufacturing and distribution, energy has become as indispensable as the people

and companies who employ it for the benefit of society. Energy enables widespread

refrigeration, space conditioning, and transportation, which keep people fed, comfortable

and employed. Meanwhile the world’s population has increased exponentially, nearly

doubling in the past 40 years [173]. This has placed immense pressure on food, water,

and housing provision which, without new technology, humanity would not be able to

withstand. Simultaneously, energy demand has increased at an even faster rate, more

than doubling in the last 40 years, with almost 80% of the increase attributable to the

developing world [85]. Our growth and advancement as a species are predicated upon

cheap access to ever-increasing quantities of energy. Fortunately we have access to such

energy reserves, and despite the significant geopolitical consequences of their extraction

and distribution, oil and gas have provided a strong platform upon which humanity has

thrived. However, scientists have observed what may be a troubling hidden cost to energy

consumption: climate change. Climate change discourse has emerged as a leading issue in

the past decade, and as a consequence, energy supply and carbon emissions have become

inextricable. Whether or not the current science proves to be prophetic, climate change

promises to completely change the way in which the world pursues economic and societal

growth, starting with the energy sector.
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2 Introduction

1.1 Climate Change

Climate change may be one of the biggest challenges facing humanity in the 21st cen-

tury. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines climate change as:

“...a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g. using statistical tests)

by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an

extended period, typically decades or longer”, and does not distinguish between anthro-

pogenic and natural climate change [74]. There exists high-profile and wide-scale doubt

over its effects, its causes, and its very existence [109]; yet despite a hiatus in warming

between 1998 and 2008 [93], the majority of scientists believe global average temperatures

will continue to rise [12, 128, 72]. It is widely agreed that this temperature rise should be

constrained to 2 ◦C to avoid the worst potential effects of climate change.

1.1.1 Climate Change - Causes and Consequences

Some of the key indicators of a ‘warming’ globe can be seen in Fig. 1.1. The observed

divergence of these climate metrics away from historical trends could have a significant

impact on the everyday lives of hundreds of millions of people. Perhaps the largest study

into the potential impacts of climate change are summarised in a 2014 document created

by the IPCC Working Group II (WGII) [75], and from this document several impacts are

presented. An area of impact of particular importance is the availability of fresh water.

The amount of fresh water stored in glaciers and snow cover is projected to decrease, which

could affect freshwater availability in climates that depend on this water source. There

may also be effects on food security, with the IPCC concluding with medium confidence

that maize and corn crop yields have decreased due to climate change. Furthermore the

fisheries resource is expected to face challenges as fish generally move from the tropics

towards higher latitudes. Additionally, fresh water availability is projected to decrease in

dry areas such as the Mediterranean Basin, western USA, southern Africa, and northern

Brazil as a result of climate change.

Another area of concern is the impact on ecosystems, with extinctions and changes in

biome categorisation projected for some ecosystems. The projected rising of sea levels is

expected to increase the occurrence of submergence, coastal flooding and coastal erosion

in many countries, particularly low-lying developing countries. Regarding the risk to

human health, potential effects on humanity include: impact due to more intense heat

waves and fires, increased likelihoood of under-nutrition from diminished food production

in poor regions and increased risks from food-, water- and vector-borne diseases. There

are also some positive effects associated with climate change, such as reduced mortality

from cold-related deaths and some vector-borne diseases but the IPCC WGII project that,

overall, the negative impacts will outweigh the positive aspects [75].
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Figure 1.1: Key indicators of a ‘warming’ globe [74]



4 Introduction

The IPCC WGII outlines dire consequences if climate change cannot be avoided and

the next logical question for engineers is what can be done about it. One point of con-

tention in the climate change debate is whether systematic and chronic climate change

is the result of human activity or natural causes, and hence whether humanity has any

influence on climate systems. Human activity in this context refers to greenhouse gas

emissions which describe gases emitted into the atmosphere that contribute to the ‘green-

house effect’, thought to be responsible for global warming. The most prominent of these

gases are carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. The IPCC carried out perhaps

the most comprehensive survey on the topic and concluded strongly in their AR4 report

that “most of the global average warming over the past 50 years is very likely due to

anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas (GHG) increases and it is likely that there is a discernible

human-induced warming averaged over each continent (except Antarctica)”. The IPCC

WGI’s AR5 final draft, compiled late 2013, suggests that this view remains dominant at

the IPCC, stating it is “unequivocal” that anthropogenic climate change contributes to

radiative forcing, which is a measure of global warming potential [74]. However this issue

has become highly politicised and there is good evidence on both sides of the debate.

Despite the uncertainty that remains, the AR5 report and its predecessor, the AR4

report has spurred international discussion which has in turn brought about action in the

form of international accords and climate-change related legislation. In most cases, the

conversation is centred on reducing GHG emissions since it appears that this is the most

likely mechanism by which to mitigate the impact of climate change.

Fig. 1.2 gives a breakdown of global and New Zealand GHG emissions by sector. This

information can be used to identify the areas in which significant improvements can be

made to emission profiles. ‘Electricity and Heat’ was the primary source of world GHG

emissions in 2011 and relates to energy used for heating and electricity except in the in-

dustrial sector. ‘Industrial Processes’ represents emissions from large industrial consumers

such as refineries and includes emissions from industrial electricity usage. ‘Transportation’

refers to all air, road, and marine transport, wherein the majority of emissions comes from

passenger vehicles [83]. ‘Other’ includes emissions from agriculture, forestry and waste.

New Zealand’s agricultural emissions accounted for 47.2% of total emissions, which

were mostly due to enteric digestion, the expulsion of gas from livestock [119]. In New

Zealand, activities from forestry reduce the country’s net GHG emissions due to new

forest plantations out-pacing forest harvesting, although this is not shown in Fig. 1.2.

However, forestry-related emissions have been trending sharply upwards since 2008 and

may start to contribute to New Zealand’s GHG emissions within 5 or 10 years at current

rates of increase [119].
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Figure 1.2: Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Sector [83, 119]

1.1.2 Climate Change Mitigation

Potential for reductions exists in all sectors, and this was the focus of the IPCC Working

Group III (WGIII)’s 2007 and 2014 reports [73, 75]. In the waste sector, solutions include

landfill gas recovery, increased recycling rates, composting, and alternatives to landfilling,

which include: incineration, industrial co-combustion, anaerobic digestion, pyrolysis and

gasification. Agricultural improvements include agronomy, nutrient management of crops

and livestock, and carbon sequestration. In forestry, key solutions are to maintain or

increase forest areas, increase the carbon density of such areas, promote the use of wood,

and displace fossil fuels with biomass. In the industrial sector, carbon sequestration,

switching to fuels with lower emissions profiles, energy efficiency schemes, recycling, and

increasing usage of biological matter are key solutions. In the residential and commer-

cial sectors, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) are typically the largest

contributors to indirect GHG emissions and solutions include better insulation and more

efficient or passive HVAC.

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), emissions from the energy sector

are expected to be halved by 2050 relative to 2005 levels [77], while the IPCC suggests

that the share of low-carbon electricity supply should increase from its current 30% to

80% by 2050 [75].
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Total emissions from electricity and heat supply alone accounted for 41% of total

emissions in 2011 [83], and if energy used in transportation is added to this figure the

amount of GHG emissions from energy use approaches two-thirds of global emissions.

Therefore, although New Zealand is a notable exception, the energy sector is the single

largest contributor to suspected anthropogenic climate change.

In 2011, global primary energy supply was divided roughly into 5 major sources: oil

(34.6%), coal (29%), gas (21%), and ‘other’ (18%), which accounts for nuclear energy

and renewables [83]. Emissions from the energy sector, however, were dominated by

coal (44%), oil (35%), and gas (20%), with ‘other’ contributing only 1% [83]. Effective

solutions in the energy sector are, therefore, ones which reduce the amount of, or decrease

the emissions of coal and oil. Two such solutions are Renewable Energy Generation

(REG) and Electric Vehicles (EVs)s. Renewable energy refers to energy that is able to

be regenerated in the short term, while REG refers to renewable energy used to generate

electricity. The potential for emissions reduction from REG comprises most of the 41%

of emissions devoted to electricity and heat supply. EVs, either plug-in or wireless, have

the potential to make inroads into the transportation sector’s emissions, which account

for approximately 22% of the world’s 2011 emissions [83]. These both face significant

obstacles to widespread adoption: power quality and grid integration issues in the case of

REG, and a reliance on electricity system emissions profiles and grid integration in the

case of EVs; but their key weaknesses tend to be cancelled when they are used together.

1.2 Renewable Energy Generation

Renewable energy technologies typically emit one to two orders of magnitude less GHGs

than their fossil fuel counterparts [171, 89], making renewables a key component of a

‘cleaner’ electricity sector. The major renewable sources of global electricity supply in

2011 were hydropower (16.3%), wind (2.5%), bioenergy (1.5%) and solar Photovoltaic

(PV) (0.1%) [78, 79, 80, 81]. Each of these sources has advantages and disadvantages and

future power systems are likely to comprise a mix of these technologies.

1.2.1 Sources of Renewable Electricity

The term hydropower refers to energy generated from the mechanical power of moving

water. It is a relatively reliable and mature form of electricity generation, although it

is sensitive to rainfall and dry years are common. It is, by quantity, the fastest grow-

ing renewable used in electricity generation, with new capacity in hydropower generating

more electricity than that of all other renewables combined between 2005 and 2012 [79].

Hydropower plants, unlike other forms of renewable energy, supply characteristically pre-
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Figure 1.3: Fuel Composition of Electricity and Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES) [85]

dictable, controllable power by storing and releasing large quantities of water in dams.

From a power systems perspective this is extremely valuable and can be used to offset

the variability of the other renewable sources. Disadvantages of hydropower include its

vastly reduced generation capacity in dry years, the ecological impact on river systems

and fresh water supply, its high capital cost, and the limited amount of suitable locations

for large dams.

Wind energy is growing at a tremendous rate, with wind capacity doubling between

2008 and 2012 [82]. Wind power is promising from a sustainability standpoint as its

variable costs are nearly zero and it does not impact upon food or water production,

although maintenance costs are relatively high. Critics of the form of energy cite noise

and visual pollution as key detractors from widespread adoption in populated areas [175,

56, 46], and while the noise and associated health effects are widely disputed [168, 96, 36],

the prices of houses near wind farms have been shown to decrease by as much as 10%

[32]. A bigger issue is that its variability and unpredictability make it difficult to integrate

into power systems [159, 111, 105]. Despite this, wind energy is touted to contribute to

15-18% of GHG emission reductions required in the energy sector by 2050 [82].

Bioenergy is a broad term to describe energy derived from organic plant or animal

matter that is available on a renewable basis. Most bioenergy comprises wood, charcoal,
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agricultural residues and animal dung for cooking and heating in poor areas of developing

countries [80]. In terms of raw energy it is by far the most ubiquitous form of renewable

energy and is expected to increase from approximately 10% today to 24% of primary

energy supply by 2050. Most of the growth in this area will be attributable to electricity

generation [80]. A major disadvantage of bioenergy is that many promising technologies

compete directly with food and fodder production, require a large amount of arable land

to produce energy at the required scale [80], and the traditional burning of animal dung

adversely affects soil quality.

Solar energy is the most abundant form of energy to which humanity has access. While

there are other technologies to harness the power of the sun in the form of electrical energy,

such as concentrated solar power [78], the most mature technology uses the photovoltaic

effect in solar panels [81]. Solar energy suffers from the same issues as wind energy in

terms of supply variability and unpredictability [105]. Solar energy has a marginally more

predictable generation curve than wind energy, coinciding with daylight hours, but cannot

typically contribute to supplying evening peaks in winter time.

1.2.2 Grid Integration of Renewables

Of the sources of renewable energy, hydropower is the most desirable from a grid inte-

gration standpoint, and many countries are aggressively pursuing hydropower capacity

additions. The IEA’s outlook for hydropower predicts energy from hydropower to double

by 2050, but for its share in generation to remain relatively constant at 14% [79], while

wind is expected to increase its proportion from 2.5% today to 15-18% in 2050 [82], solar is

expected to increase from 0.1% today to 11% in 2050 [81], and bioenergy may contribute

up to 7.5% of electricity generation by 2050 [80].

This generation mix poses serious challenges to power system operators around the

world for a number of reasons. The first of which relates to the requirement for in-

stantaneous power supply and demand balance, which means energy must be supplied

immediately by generators in the power system whenever it is demanded by consumers

[76]. If there is an imbalance between supply and demand the frequency of the power

system will change; a frequency increase reflects supply exceeding demand and vice versa.

To ensure that power systems operate within a narrow frequency band, a governing body

called the system operator typically controls electricity supply to accommodate changing

electricity demand. The power supply/demand problem is the subject of extensive pre-

diction and analysis to keep the system operational on a daily basis, and this process is

labelled Unit Commitment. Currently the system operator uses accurate models of de-

mand to inform its supply estimations throughout the day, week and year and the system

works extremely well in most developed countries.

However for the system to work effectively, electricity generators must be able firstly to
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specify how much electricity they are able to generate in a given time period, and secondly

they should be able to generate that amount for the duration of that time period. For

coal, gas, and hydro plants this is not an issue since their electricity supply is relatively

controllable, or at the very least, predictable. Wind and solar are examples of Variable

Renewable Energy Generation (VREG) and are, by contrast, uncontrollable. Deviations

from predicted supply levels are frequent and can be significant in magnitude, with a

practical mean error of between 5% and 35% of installed capacity in the case of wind [55].

Therefore in power systems with high penetrations of wind and solar, the system operator

must not only match its controllable supply to demand predictions and fluctuations, it

must also match its controllable supply to increasing supply fluctuations [76]. The reliance

on controllable supply increases, and for power systems in which increasing the amount

of hydropower is not economical on the scale required, gas and coal power capacity must

often be increased to match increases in wind and solar. The purpose of introducing wind

and solar - reduced GHG emissions - is hence undermined [76]. This is compounded by

the lower efficiency of peaking generators.

A second challenge is the geographical distribution of resources. A number of studies

suggest that distributing VREG over large distances reduces the natural variability of the

overall generation profile in both wind and solar because correlation between the power

output of VREG sites decreases with respect to the distance between them [67, 148, 118,

20, 43]. Hence one way to reduce the impact of wind and solar variability on power

systems is to make the best use of space. However the extent to which this effect can be

exploited is limited by the amount of favourable generation sites and the areas to which

the power system has access. Additionally, geographical dispersion creates a challenge for

transmission and distribution network operators because while generation sites tend to

benefit from being separated, demand is typically located in large concentrated clusters

and may not be geographically distributed. Additionally, favourable generation sites are

not necessarily located near demand centres. Hence the distance between supply and

demand is larger, and this increases transmission capacity requirements and losses [4].

Short-term variability is an important consideration for supply/demand balance, but

long-term variability can also significantly impact upon power system planning. At times

VREG generates less power than is required to meet its share of demand. In these cases

peaking generators must be employed to meet the shortfall. The cost of under-utilising

peak generation units in power systems is necessarily high, and hence VREG leads to

inefficiencies in the power market. Secondly, thermal power plants, which often act as the

flexible plants that wind farms displace, are more efficient at high levels of output, and

running them at a lower average power level can lead to lower overall power efficiency. In

some cases, there may be significant system-level efficiencies to be gained by coordinating

international renewable portfolios based on the nature of the wind resource in each country
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[141], but interconnection issues are exacerbated when spanning international borders, and

for some countries, of which New Zealand is a prime example, international links are not

cost-effective.

There are also times when VREG supply is higher than is required to meet demand.

Power generated in this situation must be curtailed, reducing the effectiveness of VREG

investment. This trend is hinted at by the low capacity factors of wind and solar genera-

tors. The capacity factor of a generator is the proportion of its average delivered power to

its maximum theoretical power. For wind turbines in the United States (US) and Europe,

the capacity factor for wind is around 30%. Profitability is one of the key drivers which

influences wind power investment and if capacity factors could be increased, wind would

be more self-sustainable.

Overall, wind and solar play a key role in our vision for future power systems, hence

investment in wind and solar continue to grow. These technical problems are significant,

although there are many solutions that have gained widespread attention.

1.2.3 Storing Renewable Energy

The variability of VREG sources in different time frames impacts upon power systems

in a number of ways, and the main problem with VREG is that power supply from

variable sources does not match electricity demand. If demand fluctuated in proportion

to wind speed, for example, wind would be significantly more valuable. Obviously this

cannot be the case, but the effect can be simulated with technology. For example, if

energy storage were widespread, future (and past) demand could be provided for with

current electricity supply, i.e. energy storage could store VREG supply peaks and release

this energy in temporary supply troughs. Furthermore, if ideal energy storage devices

were distributed geographically throughout a power system, even long-term imbalances

between supply and demand could be accommodated. In such a situation power balancing

as a control paradigm could be replaced with energy balancing. The only factor a system

operator would then need to govern is the state of charge level in its grid support batteries.

However energy storage devices are not ideal, and as the power generation capacity of

VREG generators increases, and as supply/demand mismatches lengthen in duration, the

power and energy requirements of energy storage solutions rise rapidly.

Energy storage solutions are limited in power and energy capacity. In the current

embodiment of global power systems the vast majority of electricity is generated for im-

mediate consumption, i.e. a very small amount of electrical energy is stored due to the

high capital cost and low efficiency of electrical energy storage technologies. In terms

of discharge power, there was 127GW of installed storage worldwide [41] in 2011, out

of 5300GW total installed power capacity [165]. Over 95% of this is pumped hydro.

Pumped hydro is a notable outlier in energy storage for its large energy and power capac-
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ities. Pumped hydro follows the same concept as hydropower dams, but where hydropower

is supplied by natural weather systems such as rainfall and glacier melt, pumped hydro

moves water from a lower reservoir to an upper reservoir using electrical energy. Hence

when supply exceeds demand, water can be pumped upwards and used to generate elec-

tricity later when demand exceeds supply. This can be done at a relatively high efficiency,

with practical round-trip efficiencies of above 70% [11].

Compressed air energy storage also has the potential for adoption on a large scale.

In gas-fired power plants, compressed air is mixed with natural gas and combusted to

generate electricity. However compressing the air requires electricity itself and reduces

the overall efficiency of the power generation process. If air can be pre-compressed when

supply exceeds demand, gas plants can draw from this compressed air supply at other

times. A drawback to this form of generation is storing large volumes of high pressure air

can be expensive, although some installations use underground geological formations to

store the air [11].

Another method of storing electrical energy is Superconductor Magnetic Energy Stor-

age (SMES) which stores energy in magnetic fields generated by large currents in super-

conducting inductors. Traditional inductors are too lossy to store such a large current,

but the lossless property of superconductors makes SMES a viable option, even consid-

ering the energy required to keep the superconductor at very low temperatures. Several

small pilot plants have been set up in the US [11] with limited success.

Batteries are another form of energy storage, although few batteries exist that could

meet the scale required to accommodate the variability of VREG. One promising technol-

ogy is the ‘molten salt’ battery, which operates at over 300 ◦C and boasts high efficiency,

long cycle life, and high specific energy. Alternatively, flow batteries, including vana-

dium redox batteries, are another form of energy storage which are designed primarily

for scalability. Also, the power and energy capacities of flow batteries are independent

of one another, so in theory flow batteries could be used for large-scale centralised en-

ergy storage. Many of these energy storage technologies, with the exception of pumped

hydro, are in their early stages of development and adoption in the future is relatively

uncertain, but there is another unrelated application which is pushing widespread energy

storage: electric vehicles. Since electric vehicle batteries have growing energy capacities,

and their primary use as a mode of transport creates its own impetus for adoption, aggre-

gate electric vehicle energy storage has emerged as a potential solution to REG variability.

Additionally, EVs can work with VREG to improve the carbon footprint of both.
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1.3 Electric Vehicles

In 2010, energy related to transportation accounted for 22% of global GHG emissions. Ap-

proximately three-quarters of transportation emissions, or roughly one-sixth of all emis-

sions are attributable to road transport specifically. This figure in 2011 had grown to

around 50% above 1990 levels [83]. The vast majority of the energy that fuels trans-

portation comes from non-renewable sources, specifically oil [85], and herein arises a key

opportunity for GHG emission reductions. Leading methods by which GHG emission re-

ductions can be achieved in the transportation sector include: increasing energy efficiency

in vehicles; reduced use of vehicles by promoting public transport; and the substitution of

oil with biofuels, hydrogen fuel cells, or electricity [83]. Biofuels have a lot of potential, but

as mentioned earlier have a high opportunity cost in terms of prime agricultural land use,

which raises ethical concerns in the context of widespread famine in developing countries.

Hydrogen fuel cells are also very attractive, but hydrogen distribution systems are limited

in scope. One promising solution for hydrogen fuel cells uses water as its fuel source, but

energy - often electricity - is required to separate the hydrogen in the water in a process

called electrolysis. EVs more commonly use batteries to store electrical energy, and are

often referred to in the literature as plug-in EVs and plug-in hybrid EVs. However the use

of the term ‘plug-in’ to describe EVs doesn’t allow for wireless electric vehicle charging,

which is promising for its comparable efficiency and superior convenience, so the term

EVs will be used to discuss this range of technologies.

Electric vehicles were first commercialised over 100 years ago, but since then fossil-fuel

powered cars have dominated the vehicle market. EVs made a small resurgence in the

early 1990s, and are today making gains on the back of concern for climate change and

battery technology advancement in what is called the ‘third wave’ of electric vehicles [84].

By 2011, the amount of EVs had reached 50,000, in 2012 had grown to over 180,000 [84],

and in 2013 grew faster still to 380,000 [31]. While growth is significant, EVs still represent

less than 0.05% of the total vehicle stock. However as EV infrastructure develops, this

exponential growth may be sustained into the future, with the IEA’s Electric Vehicle

Initiative (EVI) targeting 20 million EVs by 2020 [84].

Apart from decreasing GHG emissions, EVs provide many other benefits. The cost

of running an EV is lower than a petrol car, even if the consumer were charged for

electricity at twice the cost of generation and distribution and charging occurred in peak

hours [61]. EVs provide distributed storage potential for system operators to utilise in

residential settings, or more centralised storage potential in car parks and large offices

[94, 133, 41]. A movement labelled ‘vehicle to grid’ (V2G) advocates that in some cases

drawing energy from EV batteries to serve the power system could be profitable for EV

owners [112, 94, 101]. Other sources suppose that drawing from charged electric vehicles
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is not economical, and in many cases reducing the charge rate of EVs that are currently

charging provides almost as much value as allowing power to flow back to the grid from

the battery [153, 37, 45]. The value of V2G is also questionable when factoring in battery

degradation [133, 113].

1.3.1 Grid Integration of Electric Vehicles

High levels of EV penetration would have an unprecedented impact on power systems if

not managed appropriately. Most visibly, large EV penetrations will impact upon dis-

tribution networks. One potential impact is distribution-level voltage deviations, which

could exceed 5% for EV penetrations of 14%, up to 10% in a worst-case scenario at 30%

EV penetration, and up to 12% for EV penetrations of 52% [30, 132, 135]. Large, per-

sistent voltage deviations can lead to brown-outs, damage to appliances, and distribution

infrastructure damage. Another risk for distribution systems is increased peak loading,

sometimes termed the ‘switch-on problem’, and increased average loading. Typical res-

idential EV chargers deliver between 2kW and 5kW of power and require substantial

amounts of energy when compared to other residential appliances. Distribution trans-

formers are rated based on maximum power throughput, and total energy transferred

within a particular time period is limited indirectly by the internal temperature of the

transformer. Hence, high penetrations of EVs may increase the capacity requirements of

distribution transformers, in some instances exceeding maximum allowable ratings and

requiring additional investment [132]; and increase network reinforcement costs by up to

19% of total actual network costs at 62% penetration [134]. A third impact on distribu-

tion networks is increased power losses, which may reach 6% in peak times at 30% EV

penetration [30], and increase by up to 40% if EV penetration were to reach 62% [134].

Another impact relates to supply and demand balance. If EV charging is not con-

trolled, EVs will begin to charge immediately when the owner arrives at work in the

morning in the case of commercial chargers, or when he or she arrives home in the evening.

In scenarios with large proportions of EVs, this time period coincides with, and would add

to traditional evening peaks by as much as 50% at 30% EV penetration [135], although

this figure depends on EV penetration, location, and the charge power of EV chargers

and may only reach half of this figure in the worst-case [60]. The system operator must

schedule additional generation to meet the increased demand, however since baseload and

renewable generators are likely to be fully utilised at this time, peaking plants will be

employed to make up evening EV electricity supply [61, 60]. Peaking plants typically

have high GHG emission profiles and if they comprise much of the energy used to power

EVs, the environmental benefits of switching vehicles from fossil fuels to electricity will

be reduced. Electricity prices may also increase as a result of EV integration due to the

reliance on peaking plants to power them [60].
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1.3.2 Coordinated Electric Vehicle Charging

Many of the impacts associated with EV charging could be avoided by smart charging

strategies [29, 37, 45, 48, 113, 132, 134, 153]. For example, by limiting the amount of

power drawn by EVs on an overloaded transformer, transformer investment could be

postponed. Alternatively, by scheduling EVs later in the night the switch-on problem

could be avoided [61]. Further still, EVs could be controlled to charge whenever VREG

resources are generating electricity and help to correct the supply/demand imbalance that

VREG resources can impose on power systems. Moreover, EVs could perform ancillary

services for power systems and compete with traditional flexible generators in power

system balancing. Extrapolating further, given the large amount of energy storage that

EVs introduce into the demand-side of the power system, EVs could be coordinated to

operate as a “virtual power plant” [125].

Many different objectives exist in the literature for EV charging strategies. Some

explore the effect of a dual pricing system [132, 92]. Others perform optimisation al-

gorithms to control electric vehicles to benefit the power system by managing their

impact on the distribution network [132, 149, 158, 152], reducing peak loading [153,

176, 92, 166, 114, 172] or participating in ancillary service provision [174, 129]. Yet

others have a consumer focus by optimising battery life [113] or cost to the owners

[113, 153, 37, 44, 92, 166, 19, 158]. Finally, many explore charging strategies that allow

bidirectional power transfer in V2G arrangements [113, 112, 149, 166, 152]. Regardless

of their objectives, few contend the assertion that controlling EV charging can improve

the operation of the power system. While EV populations are increasing at an alarming

rate, they are not yet at the scale at which major charging control infrastructure is cost-

effective. EVs are not the only controllable appliances in the residential sector however,

and by controlling other residential appliances many of the same benefits can be achieved.

Herein lies an exciting field which has immediate value in its own right and which would

seamlessly integrate electric vehicles as they become popular: demand-side management

(DSM).

1.4 Summary and Context

Climate change is a high-profile issue that some scientists claim could have wide conse-

quences for humanity. The same scientists also claim that GHG emissions are a major

contributing factor to the rate at which climate change advances. If these scientists are

correct, reducing humanity’s reliance on oil and coal should be a high priority. The global

electricity sector is a major consumer of coal due to its relatively low cost, its power

quality and the flexibility of its generation profile. Renewable electricity generators such

as hydro, wind and solar have been emerging to replace coal power plants as a result,
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but wind and solar have a variable output profile which lowers their value to power sys-

tem operators. Electric vehicles, on the other hand, could displace a large percentage of

oil consumption but suffer from their own electricity grid-integration issues. These two

technologies are symbiotic in nature: electric vehicles can be controlled to absorb vari-

able supply fluctuations and increase the value of VREG, while simultaneously the better

GHG emissions profiles of REG makes the environmental case for EVs stronger and could

reduce the cost of electricity for EV owners. Both REG and EVs in some form rely upon

one another to make their business cases stronger, but there is also a third technology

which can already be implemented and would help to integrate both technologies, and

would facilitate their symbiosis as they become ubiquitous. This technology is called

Demand-side Management (DSM), and will be the focus of this thesis.

Chapter 2 will introduce DSM in terms of its value to power systems, then it will

introduce common ways to implement DSM and follow with key challenges facing DSM

implementation. Afterwards it will narrow down into the application of DSM in the resi-

dential sector and finish by summarising the literature in the field of residential demand

response. Chapter 3 will propose a way in which all types of residential appliances can be

combined into a unified model that can be controlled by a single demand response signal.

The chapter will suggest that the controllable aspect of the residential demand sector can

be viewed as a single battery with time-varying power and energy characteristics. Then,

Chapter 4 will explain a novel algorithm by which to control residential loads modelled in

this fashion while emphasising simplicity of control, scalability and practical implementa-

tion. The chapter will then follow by introducing a practical system that implements the

algorithm, then comparing practical results to simulated case studies introduced earlier

in the chapter. Chapter 5 will introduce a bottom-up load model developed for the New

Zealand context and discuss the formulation of a 100-community Monte-Carlo simulation

with which to validate the control algorithm proposed in Chapter 4. This will be fol-

lowed by a case-study of a realistic community generated in such a fashion. Chapter 6

will extensively evaluate the performance of the algorithm in several different simulated

scenarios alongside an optimal schedule for each scenario calculated by a proposed opti-

misation program which explores how much value could be extracted in each situation.

Chapter 7 will conclude the contribution of this thesis before Chapter 8 outlines future

work for the research.
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2
Demand-side Management

Demand-side Management (DSM) could be one of the key enabling technologies to mit-

igate the potential effects of climate change. It is often used to describe programmes

implemented by utilities to reduce energy consumption, but a wider and more useful def-

inition is any program that aims to modify consumer electricity usage [117, 131]. Despite

its obvious applications for Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Variable Renewable Energy Gen-

eration (VREG) integration, which drive its adoption today, the field originally started

in response to energy security issues in the 1970s, and by 1985 an estimated 50% of util-

ities in the US were actively engaged in some form of DSM [52]. At that time, DSM

was defined as the “planning, analysis, and implementation of utility activities to influ-

ence customer load shapes” [110, 52] and it has been covered extensively in the literature

for over 30 years. The field has evolved somewhat since then as advances in informa-

tion and communications technology have made coordinated, near-real-time control of

dispersed demand resources possible [160, 136, 117, 124, 58]. The purpose of DSM has

expanded from attempting to influence longer-term load shapes at hourly timescales to

include shorter time-scale DSM such as ancillary service provision and network support

[160, 136, 117, 124, 17, 95].

DSM aims to control consumer consumption, however electricity is a critical resource

and consumers have very little tolerance for electricity suppliers failing to meet their ex-

pectation of unlimited electricity provision at any time. The power system is designed

to achieve this, under the supervision of the system operator, by contracting electricity

17
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generation to meet demand instantaneously while ensuring that transmission and distri-

bution links are operated safely and efficiently [65, 17]. DSM can provide significant value

to power systems because it can influence both supply/demand balance as well as help

to meet the constraints imposed by the transmission and distribution networks. Therein

arises three opportunities for DSM, summarised in Fig. 2.1 and also in the list below.

Additionally, it can in theory perform these services more efficiently and at a lower cost

than traditional mechanisms. It can:

• help to manipulate the overall shape of demand to better match generation in longer

time-scales,

• participate in the operation of the power system on shorter time-scales by providing

ancillary services, and

• perform network support services to ensure power system assets are operated within

acceptable bounds.

Figure 2.1: DSM Value Areas

The first half of this chapter will describe the three competing areas of value DSM

can bring and the mechanisms that are used in practice to achieve them. The purpose of
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this is to give a systematic overview of DSM. It will be shown that while load shaping is

the most common goal for DSM in the literature, significant value can be extracted by

targeting the other areas, which require controllable demand with minimal delay.

The second half of the chapter will finish by summarising a range of technical imple-

mentations from the literature, with a focus on automated DSM in the residential sector.

There are a plethora of approaches to the problem which seem to fit into two different cat-

egorisation systems: firstly centralised, distributed and hierarchical; and secondly optimal

scheduling, agent-based approaches, and reactive control. It will be shown that most of

these approaches have drawbacks which limit their implementability in a practical setting.

The approaches that remain will be explained in detail and the chapter will conclude by

outlining the areas of research in this thesis against the aforementioned approaches.

2.1 Load Shaping

DSM was first popularised in the 1980s when it aimed to achieve six goals, all of which

are examples of load shaping [52]:

• ‘peak clipping’ (now commonly called ‘peak shaving’), which is the reduction of

peak-time power consumption,

• ‘valley filling’, the goal of increasing off-peak power consumption,

• ‘load shifting’, shifting consumption from peak to off-peak times,

• ‘strategic conservation’, reducing electricity demand in response to energy security

issues,

• ‘strategic load growth’, increasing and altering the shape of the overall “load” to

increase profit for utilities, and

• ‘flexible load shaping’, which attempts to integrate the demand side into power

system supply planning.

Little has changed since then, and these issues are still pressing, perhaps even more

so with ever-increasing energy demand and ageing power system infrastructure. DSM

schemes that attempt to shape load profiles differ in complexity and mechanism, but are

based upon the same principle: that the cost of supplying electricity, unlike the price paid

by most consumers, varies significantly as a function of time. Therein lies an imperfection

in the market for electricity, and better matching of the cost of supply and the cost of

demand, for example through DSM, would in theory result in much more efficient use of

the power system. The need for load-shifting can be broken into categories depending on

the time scales involved, illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Time Bases for Load Shaping

2.1.1 Long-term Cost Variations

In the long term, the cost of supplying electricity can vary seasonally due in part to supply

factors and in part to demand factors. For example supply factors include dry seasons

in power systems dominated by hydroelectricity, or winter months for solar-dominated

systems. However, the dominant factor in seasonal variability is electricity demand [138,

154, 8]. In New Zealand, and other colder climates, electricity demand is much higher

in winter than it is in summer due to increased heating and lighting loads. In warmer

climates, summer demand is higher due to cooling loads such as air conditioning. Also,

long-term variations in the cost of electricity supply can also occur due to other external

factors such as droughts or natural disasters. A consequence of these periods of high

demand is an increased cost of electricity provision, or in extreme cases the possibility

that supply cannot meet demand.

DSM Approaches

In extreme situations, utilities engage in DSM through concerted, nationwide energy

conservation campaigns. The last of these to run in New Zealand was in 2008 as a result

of relatively severe droughts in both the North and South Islands [127]. Another example

of concerted strategic conservation happened in response to the tragic 2011 tsunami in

Japan which disabled its nuclear capacity [102]. Island power systems such as Japan

and New Zealand are particularly vulnerable to external conditions such as these because

of the lack of interconnections to other power systems. On the other hand, California

experienced a drought in March 2014 but utilities were able to make up for the extreme

reductions in available hydro energy with other renewables and, primarily, natural gas

[50].

Coverage of long-term variations in the cost of electricity supply in the literature is

often bundled together with other forms of demand response, since seasons tend to magnify
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the effects of intra-day variations. Many account for seasonal variation by examining

seasonal worst-case scenarios; e.g. for a warm climate studying the impact of peak load

in summer and of load valleys in winter. Others suggest that price rates should vary

seasonally to promote conservation in peak seasons and increased consumption in off-

peak seasons. Overall, this timescale does not receive much attention in the load control

literature.

2.1.2 Intra-day Cost Variation

The cost of supplying electricity also varies within a given day. To illustrate this, electricity

generators can be divided into three categories: baseload generators, midload generators,

and peaking generators [5, 115]. Baseload generators are characteristically inflexible and

have low variable costs, midload generators are more flexible but more expensive, while

peaking generators generate infrequently when all other generators are either fully loaded

or offline due to a fault. Peaking generators are critical to ensure power system operation,

but are more expensive than the other forms of generation and typically emit more carbon

for each MWh of electricity that they produce [150, 60, 154].

Peak Shaving and Valley Filling

Peak shaving and valley filling are the most commonly cited goals for demand response

in the literature. This is in part due to the higher cost of generation, but also in part

due to increased strain on distribution and transmission networks, which will be covered

in Section 2.3. Higher peak load in a given day results in higher utilisation of peaking

generators and a higher overall cost of electricity supply [160, 60]. DSM can be used to

reduce peak load and supplant peaking generators in the power system [17, 131], reducing

the cost of supply and increasing investment efficiency for baseload generators.

Another important value proposition for electricity generators is increasing power con-

sumption in off-peak times. The inflexibility of baseload generators creates a problem

when demand falls below baseload supply levels. To account for this, power system op-

erators plan baseload levels based on minimum electricity demand. Increasing minimum

demand with DSM can therefore increase the allowable proportion of baseload in the

system and reduce generation costs [160, 155, 151].

Variable Renewable Energy Generation

Wind generators would also benefit from increased minimum demand since the variable

costs for wind generators are very low and wind farm owners have an incentive to sell

all generated power. In cases where all demand is met by baseload, such as at night,

wind generators must often curtail generation [99, 151]. Therefore artificially increasing
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minimum demand with DSM could increase utilisation of wind energy and improve wind

generation investment efficiency.

Furthermore, the variability of VREG sources often results in power systems requiring

a higher proportion of flexible generators to compensate for supply shortfalls. However,

if DSM can be used to compensate for VREG instead, additional flexible generators may

not be necessary. One possible way in which this could be implemented is if a generation

company contracted its own demand resources that it could use to make up for short- and

long-term variations in its supply and bid the net amount to the system operator.

DSM Approaches

One mechanism used to simultaneously decrease maximum load and increase minimum

load is Time of Use (TOU) pricing. By exposing consumers to a measure of the time-

varying cost of electricity supply within a given day, load shifting can be incentivised and

rewarded [9]. However, the ‘price elasticity’ of electricity, the amount by which consumers

change demand in response to changes in price, is typically very low [154]. As such, while

early implementations of TOU pricing schemes required consumers to manually shift load,

and peak load reductions were often initially observed [66], the difference in pricing did

not often effect a permanent change in consumer consumption habits [123].

Several studies have been conducted that use TOU pricing to optimally schedule con-

sumer load. Often loads are fairly arbitrary and much of the complexity in the examples is

assumed away. A common approach is to aggregate the loads of a community into hourly

blocks and examine the amount of load that can be shifted from one time to another.

Occasionally, specific, realistic loads are modelled in conjunction with TOU pricing, for

example Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC), EV charging, or hot water

heating. In rare circumstances, realistic load models are constructed for each appliance

and consumer comfort is used to inform an optimisation model. It is this holistic load

modelling that has the most value in terms of ensuring the DSM approach has direct

applicability to the power system. These approaches will be covered in Section 2.5.

2.1.3 Intra-hour Cost Variation

The cost of electricity generation also varies within a given hour. Since generation units

are committed for a given hour, and since demand is unpredictable, flexible generators

are contracted to meet deviations from predicted demand as measured by the system

frequency. Depending on the magnitude and duration of the deviation, the extra expense

can be significant. While the use of DSM to respond to these peaks will be covered

in Section 2.2, price-based schemes are mentioned here that account for intra-hour cost

variations.
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In variable pricing schemes, care is taken to ensure the prices are fair and reflect the

cost of generation. However, TOU pricing rates are generally set well in advance and

last for periods in the range of months or years and are therefore subject to significant

averaging. Temporary moments of extreme stress are called ‘critical peaks’. Critical peaks

occur for less than 20 hours in a year but carry a high cost. These periods cannot typically

be predicted too far in advance, so another pricing mechanism is required to capture them:

Critical Peak Pricing (CPP). Under a CPP scheme, consumers are informed in the order

of hours to a day in advance of a critical peak situation, during which they agree to pay

a much higher price for electricity. These concessions are made in exchange for other

benefits, for example a lower average rate throughout the year. The benefit of CPP is

that consumers retain an element of control over their consumption, so essential electricity

can still be consumed while non-essential electricity is heavily disincentivised.

Taking this one step further, consumers can be exposed to the cost of supplying

electricity in real-time in Real-Time Pricing (RTP) schemes. Economists laud RTP as

the logical end-goal for electricity pricing, and the discrepancy between the cost of supply

and the price charged for electricity is one of the main sources of imperfection in the

electricity market [13]. RTP could capture critical peaks, daily cost profiles, as well as

seasonal and external effects [9]. However very few consumers have the time or means to

respond to a real-time electricity price signal to maximise their own profits [154]. With

such a low price elasticity, RTP would not be a useful mechanism to achieve any of the

DSM goals, particularly in the residential sector.

Instead of relying on consumers to shift their load manually, DSM can be automated.

By automating DSM in this fashion, the price elasticity of electricity demand can be

increased, and permanent changes can be effected in consumer consumption patterns,

even in real-time environments. Loads that are not time critical can be automatically

deferred to more favourable times, and if coupled with a TOU pricing scheme could result

in significant savings for consumers. If automated DSM is performed alongside an RTP

pricing scheme significant savings could be captured, and at the same time benefits to the

power system could be realised [154].

2.2 Ancillary Service Provision

The second, and perhaps most profitable area of application for DSM is to perform ‘ancil-

lary services’ for the power system operator to help to keep the power system operational.

In the current paradigm, supply is controlled to match demand with few exceptions. To

achieve this, system operators contract flexible electricity generators that can modify

their electricity supply upwards or downwards to meet demand fluctuations and faults

on varying time scales [17]. Ancillary services such as these are expensive, at approxi-
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mately NZ$91m per year and the cost tends to increase with the speed and magnitude of

response.

In order for a power system to run smoothly, six types of ancillary service are employed

[65].

Two of these are called ‘reserves’ and are used in contingency situations such as major

fault conditions:

• instantaneous contingency reserves operate automatically to keep the system fre-

quency stable, and

• replacement reserves operate similarly to instantaneous contingency reserves but

more slowly and are typically larger.

Another two of the ancillary services are used in the normal operation of the power

system:

• continuous regulation, which describes rapid, continuous response to system operator

signals, for example pricing signals, and

• energy imbalance management, which is similar to continuous regulation but oper-

ates on a longer time scale, in the order of ten minutes.

The final two are miscellaneous ancillary services:

• voltage control, which involves contributing VAR response to the power system to

maintain system voltage, and

• black start, which refers to the ability of some generators to provide a signal to help

other generators start without grid support.

In principle, demand-side resources can be used to perform all of these ancillary ser-

vices to the same degree as supply-side resources [17, 65]. Black start services obviously

cannot be performed directly by demand-side resources, although demand services could

be contracted to help power systems recover from blackouts more quickly.

2.2.1 DSM for Reserve Provision

Instantaneous contingency reserves can currently be provided by the demand side in the

form of load-shedding, the automated shut-down of specific loads and distribution feeders

to prevent plant damage [154]. Load shedding is simpler to implement than other forms

of DSM because no interaction with consumers is required, and actions can be taken

completely within the jurisdiction of the agents in a power system. However the process of
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load shedding is indiscriminate and results in power outages and significant inconvenience

for consumers. Therefore it is invoked only in emergency situations.

Ripple control of electric Hot Water Cylinders (HWCs) is a form of load shedding in

the residential sector that does not necessarily inconvenience the consumer. Under ripple

control, which has been in operation in New Zealand since the 1950s, Distribution Network

Operators (DNOs) can send a signal to HWCs and switch them off for the duration of

an emergency event [169]. Since HWCs have a significant thermal storage capacity, most

consumers do not notice if their HWC is off for a small period of time. Additionally HWCs

are a major load in the residential sector, both in terms of power capacity and energy

usage [87], so ripple control has a relatively large impact on instantaneous electricity

demand.

To minimise the duration of power outages, interruptible load contracts can be used

for replacement reserves. Such schemes have been successfully practised around the world

for more than 20 years [163, 65, 17]. Contracts are made with large industrial consumers

which stipulate both the terms under which loads can be interrupted, and acceptable

remuneration for the inconvenience. This form of load control can be achieved by manu-

ally asking large industrial consumers to respond in emergency situations, with the goal

of replacing or supplementing fast-response, expensive, emergency reserves such as load

shedding or more conventional supply-side reserves.

A better way to manage demand resources for reserve provision would be to immedi-

ately switch off only nonessential loads in an emergency situation. One way to achieve

this is to program nonessential loads to respond to the system frequency - an indicator of

supply and demand imbalance [95, 17, 69, 63]. This is sometimes called Dynamic Demand

Control (DDC) [147, 70]. If industrial and residential loads alike were linked to the system

frequency and automatically switched off when the frequency dropped below a predefined

threshold, a much greater proportion of load could be offered as instantaneous contingency

reserves while consumers would be affected much less than they are under indiscriminate

load shedding. DDC in under-frequency situations exists for non-critical industrial loads

in a number of countries [65], and ripple control activities in New Zealand already respond

to large drops in system frequency [169]. However, widespread use of DDC could enhance

existing reserve services for a relatively low cost [95, 63, 65].

2.2.2 DSM in Normal Operation

Demand-side participation in continuous regulation is difficult to implement because of

its time-critical nature. In order to cause a load to respond immediately to signals from

the system operator, loads must first be able to be shut down quickly, and the message

to shut it down must be sent, received and actioned almost immediately. Therefore, in

order to extract the most value from demand-side resources for ancillary service provision,
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an automated framework is necessary. Consumers cannot be expected to manually shift

load in times of extreme stress or in the presence of a fault. Even if, in the extremely

unlikely situation they were proximate to the load and were willing to turn it off, the

load shift could not be performed quickly enough to contribute to short-term recovery.

While responding to system frequency using DDC is a low cost and effective mechanism,

power system frequency is not allowed to vary enough for DDC to be used in the normal

operation of the power system to perform continuous regulation and energy imbalance

management services. Hence a more sophisticated automated DSM scheme is required

to capture value in these areas. Some successful trials have been conducted that provide

automated DSM using large industrial loads [65], but attempts to provide continuous

regulation outside of the industrial sector exist only in pilot programmes.

2.3 Network Support

In the transmission and distribution sectors of the power system, the plants that transmit

energy and those that convert electrical energy for transmission are rated based on the

amount of power they are capable of transmitting. Generally speaking, devices with higher

power ratings are more expensive than those with lower ratings. Additionally, the ratings

must be calculated based on expected consumption within the plant’s lifetime. Hence the

capital expenditure requirements for DNOs and Transmission System Operators (TSOs)

depend heavily on their expectation of peak power in the lifetime of the plant being

purchased [160]. DSM can be used to reduce the maximum expected loading a particular

transformer may experience, reducing its required power rating and decreasing required

capital expenditure [116]. A key metric of both distribution and transmission networks

is utilisation, the proportion of average usage to capacity. Using DSM to decrease the

ratio of load minima to load maxima can increase utilisation within a given capacity and

improve the efficiency of electricity network investment [160].

Additionally, much of the distribution infrastructure in New Zealand and elsewhere

is aging, having been built in the 1950s and 1960s [160]. This is a problem because

demand has been steadily increasing since then and transformers are in the process of

being upgraded to cope. Instead of replacing transformers to respond to increasing load,

DSM could reduce the peak loading on these transformers, defer asset investment and

mitigate localised voltage sagging as a side effect [160, 86, 144]. The same is true on a

larger scale for transmission lines and substations. By temporarily reducing (or increasing)

loading in specific areas where generation is located away from demand, peak loading on

transmission lines can be eased, deferring replacements and allowing transmission and

distribution network owners to focus capital elsewhere.

Another problem facing DNOs is having to cope with demand increases in rural and
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remote areas. Since distribution networks have become privatised in New Zealand, the

requirement to serve remote customers’ energy needs has been relaxed. Given low popu-

lations and the tremendous cost of supplying power infrastructure to small remote com-

munities, it is often not cost effective to upgrade power links to meet increasing demand.

DSM can be used to make better use of a finite power link in these situations and facilitate

this demand increase.

In a similar manner, DSM can increase the utilisation of residential privately owned

variable Distributed Generation (DG) [160, 51]. Renewable DG technologies such as wind

and solar are attractive to rural customers with weak electricity links, but the variable

and stochastic nature of their generation profile makes it difficult to make effective use of

the resource. By shifting loads to times of high DG power and away from other times,

DG can service a higher proportion of demand and increase its investment efficiency for

the private owner.

In order to perform network support services, loads need to be aware of, or be informed

of the condition of nearby power system network infrastructure. Again, as is a recurring

theme with DSM, manual response to transient network conditions is in most cases not

possible, and does not tend to achieve consistent and permanent benefits to DNOs and

TSOs. Hence to capture the real value of providing network support services, DSM should

be automated.

2.4 Full Demand Integration

To briefly summarise, in an area typically dominated by supply-side resources, the demand

side of the power system can be used to provide value for the power system in three

areas: load shaping, ancillary service provision, and network support. In the area of

load shaping, DSM can be coordinated to reduce demand peaks and increase demand

valleys, resulting in lower generation margins, lower reliance on peaking generators, higher

generation investment efficiency and ultimately a lower cost of electricity generation. DSM

can be used to assist in the operation of the power system by performing ancillary services

to better cope with fault conditions, emergencies, and times of extreme grid stress. Further

sophistication in automated DSM could see demand resources utilised in the continuous

operation of the power system, and finally DSM could provide support to distribution

and transmission networks by keeping electricity consumption within the operating limits

of network assets.

Many schemes aim to target only one of these sets of benefits, but the infrastruc-

ture requirements for delivering DSM are relatively common to all three areas and DSM

programmes would benefit from trying to synthesise the objectives of all of them. A

DSM scheme is envisaged where all non-essential loads automatically attempt to max-
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imise benefit to their owners. In this situation, power system agents could offer financial

incentives to consumers to use their loads to meet their own objectives. By beginning to

place a value not only on how much electricity consumers use, but also on the time at

which electricity is consumed, the time-varying cost of electricity provision can be better

reflected in the amount consumers pay. This would be a significant step in overcoming

the market imperfections in the electricity market [13] and a movement in the direction

of lower electricity costs for consumers.

2.4.1 Challenges for the Residential Sector

“The primary characteristic of load control that distinguishes it from conventional generation-

based approaches is that it must deliver a reliable resource to the power system while

simultaneously maintaining a level of service commensurate with customer expectations.

These two objectives are often in competition, and one of the greatest technical challenges

to the competitiveness of engaging loads in power system services is to develop approaches

that balance these objectives” [17, 95].

The barriers to Residential Demand-side Management (RDSM) proliferation are sig-

nificant. Detractors cite a number of factors ranging from technical and economic barriers

to consumer perception and marketing. On the technical side, loads must be able to be

remotely switched either directly by power system agents in ‘direct load control’, or by

local decision-making agents within a consumer’s home. Some form of communications

infrastructure is required to facilitate price updates or switching messages. The band-

width of the required communications system depends on the particular implementation

but it does not necessarily need to be high. However wide coverage is important and if

the number of loads participating in the scheme is large, the cost of the infrastructure

can grow quickly.

The industrial sector is the ‘low hanging fruit’ of the demand side, comprising 38%

of New Zealand’s 2011 energy consumption but only 1.8% of the customers [120]. This

makes negotiating load control contracts relatively simple because a large amount of load

can be controlled for a single contract. In addition to direct contracts between system

operators and businesses, demand aggregation is an important part of the DSM market.

In the US, EnerNOC specialises in aggregating industrial load response. EnerNOC’s DSM

programme earned in excess of US$340m in 2013, which was up almost 40% on 2012[42].

Residential customers made up approximately 33% of New Zealand’s energy use in

2011 [120] but accounted for 87% of the customers. The sheer number of entities involved

provides a significant open-ended challenge for RDSM. The residential sector in New

Zealand is characterised by a relatively high proportion of non-time-critical loads, owing

primarily to the prevalence of electric HWCs, and represents a significant opportunity for

more comprehensive load control. RDSM is also a requirement for supporting strong EV
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integration in the power system.

Additionally there are questions about governance. As expressed in Sections 2.1-2.3,

DSM has the potential to benefit companies in the power system that span multiple

sectors, so establishing exactly who should provide and control the infrastructure is a

challenge. This is complicated by the fact that electricity retailers alone have a relationship

with consumers, and electricity retailers tend to have an interest in promoting electricity

consumption which can act against the goals of DSM. In order to capture the full range

of benefits, cooperation is needed between consumers (or their retailers), generators, and

distribution and transmission operators. In New Zealand, distribution companies can

directly charge consumers through their retailer for the usage of distribution lines, and in

the case of ripple control of HWCs consumers are paid for ripple control events through

lowered line fees. New Zealand’s TSO, Transpower, can also ask the DNOs to activate

ripple control in some circumstances. However a structure such as this requires the DNOs

to act on behalf of the consumers, and since DNOs enjoy a local monopoly, consumers

are price-takers faced with the choice of load control as it is offered, or no load control at

all.

In general, automating DSM creates issues from which other schemes do not suffer.

Firstly it takes control away from consumers. By definition, DSM schemes attempt to

shift electricity consumption away from times at which the consumer would normally

prefer. If consumer convenience is sacrificed to an extent with which the consumer is not

comfortable there can be serious ramifications for the DSM programme. Ideally, DSM

should be provided in a way that adds value for consumers, and consumers should be

adequately compensated for any inconvenience caused by DSM activities. But there is

a lack of information available to consumers, particularly in the residential sector, and

consumers do not generally understand the issues surrounding DSM [160].

Another issue relates to privacy. If power consumption data is available in real-time,

potentially sensitive information could be derived from load control data. For example

an observer could ascertain a lot of information about the daily schedule of a residential

occupant from whether the electric water heating element is on, whether the television is

on, or whether lights are on. Potential uses for this information are diverse, and residential

consumers may want to protect this information. Data security is therefore one of the

key issues in RDSM.

People tend to have slightly different habits and schedules that differ from their neigh-

bours. They typically also do not operate all of the appliances in their house at once.

So residential consumption in the power system is characterised by a high level of load

diversity. That is to say that the maximum power consumption observed in practice is

much lower than the sum of power capacities for all loads. The ratio between these num-

bers is called the diversity factor and is typically close to 0.1 [160]. Load diversity is an
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important property of electricity demand, and DSM has the potential to counteract it.

For example, in a period of high stress all loads may be switched off. If the high stress

event is prolonged, each load is likely to switch on immediately after it subsides, resulting

in a much higher peak than might normally be experienced under normal levels of load

diversity. If loads are hysteretic in nature, for example thermostatic loads such as HWCs,

refrigerators, and HVAC, their on/off cycles may become synchronised by this event. If

this is not managed, the power system may be worse off with DSM.

A major feature of the power system is its reliability. Outages are excessively rare

and this is due in large part to excellent design and operation. In power system design,

simplicity and reliability are emphasised to achieve this. A major critique of contracting

demand resources to perform traditional supply-side roles is the increased complexity.

Supply-side resources are dedicated for their specific purpose, and the companies that

operate them ensure that the resources perform as they are expected to perform. Demand-

side resources are used primarily to provide services to consumers, and providing services

to the power system is a competing objective. Hence the standard of guarantee required

for service provision may be difficult to meet. Moreover, instead of having only one entity

with which to interact, hundreds of thousands of entities are involved to achieve the same

response. This results in significant complexity for power system actors in the residential

sector compared to the current supply-side paradigm. If not managed, RDSM could

worsen power system reliability.

2.4.2 Miscellaneous Benefits

While RDSM suffers some significant barriers to its adoption, there are also some beneficial

side-effects for consumers which could be exploited in RDSM programme design.

In the current embodiment of power systems, consumers are not generally aware of

their energy consumption, although this trend has shifted in recent times. Electricity

charges are typically aggregated over a month and the power consumption of each load is

hidden. Hence the concept of cause and effect is opaque to electricity consumers. However,

automated DSM would allow users to be able to monitor the power consumption of their

loads more closely. This information could then be used to benchmark appliance efficiency,

manage hot water use, view lighting and heating patterns, and enable some consumers to

change their behaviour to help the automated system reduce their electricity costs, such

as choosing to shower at night instead of in the morning [131]. Furthermore, a smart

automated system could highlight opportunities for savings, if the consumer is interested.

One of the key benefits of DSM to consumers is the potential for reduced electricity

costs. If DSM can be used to increase the efficiency of the power system by effectively

reducing the cost of generation, reducing the cost of service provision, and reducing the

cost of running the distribution and transmission networks, some of these benefits could
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be passed down to consumers in the form of lower electricity tariffs. This would be

welcome in the context of recent electricity price increases. Moreover, if DSM schemes

were sophisticated enough, consumers could themselves participate - and be remunerated

for participating - in reserve service provision.

Another exciting area that would result from RDSM adoption is the introduction of

a purpose-built home area network for electrical loads and its subsequent potential for

supporting home automation. The market for home automation could be expanded from

affluent customers into the mainstream and could significantly improve the quality of life

for the average consumer.

2.5 Literature Review

The challenges that stand in the way of a unified demand sector are formidable, and

dozens of academics around the world offer potential solutions to several of these chal-

lenges. This section seeks to summarise the closest and most relevant competing articles

from the literature and explore their drawbacks, which the proposed research seeks to

solve. Approaches vary widely, but can generally be assigned to one of three categories:

centralised, household and hierarchical control, as summarised in Fig. 2.3.

Overall, while the work undertaken contributes to the state of the art, the main

drawbacks are as follows:

• lack of realism in load modelling [167],

• lack of focus on consumer comfort [6],

• applicable to a single load type only,

• an over-reliance on uncertain load and VREG predictions,

• poor implementability,

• poor treatment of the sensitive information involved [108].

2.5.1 Centralised Control

Centralised approaches perform RDSM with a single algorithm. Typically load-specific

constraints are sent to a central manager that then dictates the behaviour of the loads

in its system. Centralised approaches can control loads directly, or instead communicate

back optimised schedules for the loads to follow. Alternatively centralised agents can

negotiate the constraints of load agents in an agent-based approach. Optimal approaches

are common, and communications are often assumed.
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Figure 2.3: RDSM Control Types

Central Optimal Scheduling

Optimal scheduling is the most popular form of centralised RDSM in the literature [114,

162, 35, 145, 106, 142]. The centralised optimal solution is often globally optimal given

the amount of information that is available to the central controller in these schemes. In

this type of load control scheme, end-user nodes send information directly to a central

node that then takes into account all of the individual load constraints and sends back a

schedule for the load to follow. These schedules are often set on hourly intervals due to

the computational complexity arising from the number of potential nodes in the system,

and as such these centralised scheduling schemes tend not to be able to adapt quickly to

events that require demand response.

Articles in the literature focus on optimising many different aspects of residential en-

ergy consumption. In one example, EV charging profiles are optimised [114]. In another

example, demand response as energy storage provision is co-optimised with traditional

forms of demand response like spinning reserve and interruptible loads [162]. Another

example optimises prices in a real-time pricing environment based on anticipated demand

combined with impulse response measures of current curtailable load [35]. Another ex-

ample seeks to cap power consumption in a community with EVs to pre-EV levels and

allocates a minimal power cap based on the lowest allowable power cap that meets the

pre-EV power cap [145]. Another paper proposes several centralised approaches to over-

coming so-called ‘rebound peaks’ that occur in transitions from expensive to cheap times

in TOU pricing schemes, including consumer-specific pricing, night-time flat rates, ran-
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domised scheduling and fixed power caps [106]. Finally, one approach optimises load

schedules based on load predictions, consumer utility and the marginal cost of generation

[142].

Reactive Control

Another group of load control algorithms includes those that use Direct Load Control

(DLC) [100, 7, 108]. These control schemes rely on loads to send constraints to a cen-

tralised agent that then optimises demand-side consumption and sends turn-on and turn-

off commands to individual loads. DLC is used in the industrial sector, but its use in

RDSM raises questions about governance of loads and consumer comfort, which are often

sacrificed in exchange for system-wide optimality. As a consequence, DLC schemes tend

to result in the best outcomes for power system operators.

One paper considers coordinated DLC of HVAC [100], while others propose control

schemes that instead optimise temperature set-points in a form of integral DLC [7]. An-

other paper proposes a novel pricing scheme that would charge consumers based on the

real-time power that they consume while preserving privacy and security upon a practical

communications framework [108].

Agent-based Approaches

In centralised agent-based approaches, loads participate in a market, often using pricing

and bidding as a mechanism to perform RDSM [97, 143]. In multi-agent systems, a central

coordinator monitors the constraints of the system while end-user nodes are concerned

only with their status. The difference between centralised agent-based approaches and

agent-based approaches in other categories is that in the centralised case, information is

broadcast across the network and as such it suffers the same broad limitations as other

centralised approaches. It does however improve upon the other centralised approaches

in terms of consumer comfort since the agents retain some control over their power con-

sumption.

In the literature, consumers bid for different things. For example loads that are cur-

rently switched on can bid a price for which they would switch off, and a central controller

arbitrates the process and accepts satisfactory bids based on its own constraints [97]. In

another example, loads can bid for power consumption tokens, and these tokens are re-

leased by a central agent if certain constraints are met [143].

Summary

Because of their ability to know the entire system, centralised approaches often capture

a higher percentage of savings; they frequently do so optimally. Another advantage of
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centralised systems is that the end-user nodes can be less complex and hence cheaper.

While this is offset by a more expensive centralised server which must run a complex

optimisation process, at scale centralised systems can be significantly cheaper.

Perhaps the key disadvantage of centralised control topologies is that they rarely

account for realistic measures of consumer comfort, often because of unrealistic or non-

representative load models [143, 114, 106, 100, 142]. Fundamentally if consumer loads

must be controlled from outside the home, comfort must be made the top priority given

the high expectations of consumers who have access to a stable power system. Another

drawback of centralised approaches is that they tend not to be scalable given the compu-

tational complexity of the algorithms [35, 7, 114, 106, 142, 100], which are often designed

to control a large number of loads, and at times the entire demand side. Also security is

rarely considered [143, 114, 106, 100, 162, 142, 35, 145, 97]. Since all information needs

to traverse the network in order for a centralised approach to work, a lack of security

in this area is problematic. Furthermore, centralised approaches commonly lack descrip-

tions of how they could be implemented [143, 114, 106, 100, 162, 142, 35, 145, 97, 7] and

many attempt to only capture a single load, such as EVs [145, 114, 106, 143] or HVAC

[100, 7, 35].

2.5.2 Distributed Control

On the other hand, distributed approaches give control over switching loads to the con-

sumer, and major groupings in the field include: the use of local optimisation, where

local load schedules are optimised based on external measures such as price or power

constraints; the use of Multi-agent Systems (MAS) to model the situation, using user-

focused agents to negotiate prices or power constraints on behalf of a load or aggregate

household; micro-grid energy management techniques that factor in distributed energy

generation and the voltage and frequency stability of the local community; or real-time

control algorithms in which loads control themselves based on available signals like power,

price or frequency.

Local Optimal Scheduling

Optimal scheduling is frequently proposed in the literature for a household setting [57, 54,

19, 21, 170, 33, 25, 107, 34, 68]. Control is often performed by a household energy manager

and either schedules are sent to individual loads, or in-house DLC is used. Constraints to

the optimisation problem are often sent from individual loads, but prediction and learning

systems are also used. While many do not consider the operation of the power system

outside the house, most optimise some measure of the power system as a proxy. The most

common measure is a variable price signal such as TOU or RTP, while some focus on
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other measures such as grid frequency or local voltage. Contribution to grid stability is

usually not the primary driver of the algorithms in this case.

The objective function can vary. Most approaches optimise overall cost to the con-

sumer [57, 54, 19, 21], others maximise consumer comfort (or minimise discomfort) [170,

33], another approach is to optimise a schedule to meet a power constraint [25, 107, 34],

a fourth approach optimises the utilisation of local VREG [68]. Beyond the main objec-

tive, one approach co-optimises cost with the proportion of loads that finish within a 24

hour time period [57], and another paper explores the effect of information awareness on

optimal scheduling between no knowledge, full knowledge, and partial knowledge [21].

Agent-based Approaches

Distributed agent-based approaches are another commonly proposed method for RDSM

[40, 88, 103, 90, 39, 38]. In typical implementations, load agents manage the load control

process for their load. The difference between centralised and distributed agent-based

approaches is that distributed agent-based approaches have a central agent that pro-

vides information to load controllers, which then make decisions themselves, whereas in

centralised approaches the central controller takes constraints into account and sends in-

structions. Agent-based approaches vary in scope also. Some agent-based approaches

model the system inside the household or community only [40], where a household agent

performs control for the household, while others offer a distributed approach to grid-wide

RDSM [88, 103, 90].

Of these approaches, one paper focuses on the application of agent-based approaches

to the operation of microgrids, where each local DG unit, each load, and the grid are

represented by agents that oversee a specific aspect of microgrid operation [40, 39, 38].

Another focuses on agents that optimise their charging trajectory in a grid-wide agent-

based framework where a central controller sends aggregate information back to each node

to aid its decision-making [88]. Another paper proposes a ‘social goods’ model for RDSM

where each agent is expected to consider collective usage of electricity as a social good

[90]. One paper offers a fully decentralised agent-based approach to Combined Heat and

Power (CHP) consumption and generation trading, where each consumer is an energy

producer and consumer and bids traverse the network via a consumer’s neighbours [103].

Reactive Control

Another area of distributed control is using external and internal events along with con-

sumption history to influence decisions about control [23, 22, 178]. This category is

distinct from the other categories because formal agents are not defined and schedules are

not calculated. Instead each load responds to external conditions in a predefined manner.
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As with other distributed forms of RDSM, these approaches typically don’t consider the

external environment and instead use metrics representing the status of the grid.

One approach uses online optimisation and neural networks to moderate power gen-

eration from a diesel generator and usage of a battery in a 500Hz AC microgrid while

optimising cost [22, 23]. Another approach models the use of heaters in a fully automated

office test-bed, cost and use of VREG are optimised using Model Predictive Control

(MPC) while a complex thermal model ensures consumer comfort through temperature

control [178].

Summary

Distributed approaches are intrinsically scalable, although truly distributed approaches

can take longer to converge when the number of nodes is large. Security can be better

accounted for in distributed systems because decisions are made locally and hence not

all information often needs to be broadcast externally. However security is still poorly

treated in many cases, with entire load schedules sent to every listening node in the

network. One of the strongest advantages of distributed control is that the consumer

retains control over its power consumption and algorithms attempt to maximise the utility

of the consumer, be it price or comfort. However schemes often focus too much on benefits

to the power system since this is the main metric by which DSM algorithms are measured.

Furthermore, distributed approaches can be more expensive since each autonomous agent

must be capable of negotiating a complex problem over a network and then finding an

(often optimal) schedule for its connected load or loads.

2.5.3 Hierarchical Control

Finally, hierarchical approaches strike a balance between the two approaches, devolving

responsibility for decision making further downstream as the complexity increases. This

is commonly done by aggregating loads together, taking in information from upper levels,

and relaying relevant control signals, overview schedules or energy/power constraints to

lower levels in the hierarchy. Such topologies are typically easy to implement and system

operators already have mechanisms by which to integrate aggregate demand response.

The algorithm proposed in this thesis belongs to this class of control, so extra detail will

be given for literature in this area.

Multi-tier Optimal Scheduling

Hierarchical approaches commonly use optimal scheduling in multiple tiers of a hierarchy,

often optimising different objectives at different levels in the hierarchy [10, 130].
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The authors in [10] present a very complete and compelling article which details an

optimisation approach for RDSM. Unlike many of their counterparts, the authors incor-

porate realistic load models into an optimisation problem that can be solved online. They

account for uncertainty and load diversity by introducing the concept of an ‘activity pro-

file’ which they have constructed from empirical data, and which they use to predict the

usage patterns of controllable loads. They organise their homes into ‘Energy Hubs’, and

present a heirarchical control topology. They complement their models by mentioning of

practical implementation and reference a pilot program running in Canada.

Another paper performs optimal scheduling while considering consumer comfort, through

user-guided scheduling of different appliances [130]. They base their perception of power

consumption on ‘user tasks’ rather than simply looking at power consumption. Branch

and bound scheduling is used with detailed demand forecasting to schedule appliances

with given power limits and durations, and a power limit which is based on the instan-

taneous electricity price is observed for all appliances. They also produce an optimal

pricing scheme for system operators to use. Finally, a practical experimental implemen-

tation based on Bluetooth is described and the setup is verified in practice.

Agent-based Approaches

Distinct from the other categories, hierarchical agent-based approaches introduce an ag-

gregation agent which communicates aggregate information upstream in a hierarchical

topology. Agent-based systems that consider a hierarchical approach typically model a

complete RDSM solution with multiple layers of complexity [62, 123, 91].

One paper looks at the optimisation of EVs for frequency regulation [62]. They com-

bine multi-agent systems, Nash equilibria, and convex optimisation together to solve this

problem. An EV ‘power socket’ agent controls multiple EVs and they exchange auction in-

formation to set a reasonable price for the transaction. Then the plugs communicate with

a centralised agent which maximises the revenue of the system operator while meeting

capacity constraints. The paper also proposes a communications protocol for commu-

nication between the EVs and the EV agent. Effectively optimal charge rate control is

employed to keep the system frequency within bounds.

Another very interesting and comprehensive paper proposes an entire EV smart grid

infrastructure [123]. The paper captures the complexity of EV charging profiles by mar-

rying EV usage and driving patterns with smart charging and utility models. They even

suggest that the charging data can be used to inform traffic control for the benefit of the

traffic system. A library of different EVs is compiled and used to model the individual

EVs, while pricing is modelled through another simulation agent. Overall hierarchical

agent-based control is used to charge the EVs with a semi-centralised optimal scheduling

problem at its heart.
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In another paper advocating for an agent-based approach [91], a novel means by which

to integrate EVs into the frequency regulation market of a power grid is presented. EVs

provide power reduction and increase facilities to regulate the grid frequency. In order to

do this they use a number of EVs as separate agents which interface with an aggregator

agent. There needs to be an aggregator agent because the cars independently do not have

enough power or energy to be able to meet the minimum amount of power required to

participate in the regulation market (1MW). Their energy management algorithm is very

interesting. Firstly the algorithm determines whether or not an EV will participate in

the market. This is determined by a user-defined Target State of Charge (TSoC) and

target time by which to reach that SoC. The EV will participate in the market for as

long as possible before it has to start charging at its maximum charge rate to get to the

appropriate charge level in time. After it has been defined that the EV will participate in

the market, it sets a preferred operating point, which is the point directly in between the

maximum and minimum power levels that can be offered by the battery within one unit

of time. Naturally the preferred operating point changes depending on the state of charge

of the battery. This is interesting because it is not concerned with the time at which it

is charged, it is only concerned with the length of time it can offer battery capacity to

the grid. Hence it is not for peak shifting but instead frequency regulation. This concept

forms part of the basis for the algorithm proposed in this thesis.

Reactive Control

Hierarchical reactive control schemes use external indications of grid stress, such as price

or Demand Response (DR) events, and relay the information to lower-level nodes, typically

through a communications system [166, 104]. Control in this manner enables consumers

to react to global events, such as a plant outage, and local events, such as transformer

overloading or locational marginal pricing and respond accordingly. Reactive control

enables flexibility compared to a scheduling approach, but the layers of hierarchy can

delay the response compared to distributed algorithms.

One paper presents a hierarchical control topology for EV charging [166]. It claims

to differ from centralised approaches because control over the individual EV is done by

the EV itself. It also differs from decentralised approaches because an overall charging

schedule is calculated centrally. The authors call this a ‘three-step approach’, which aims

to provide an overall framework for the control of EVs in a power system. An overall

charging strategy for an EV fleet is calculated centrally, but control over individual EV

charging is left to the EV. The resulting incongruity, uncertainty and dynamics are solved

by fast iteration. To validate their approach, an offline optimisation program is used to

benchmark the process. Additionally an online benchmarking process that was developed

using quadratic programming is also presented for comparison.
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Another interesting approach measures the power being delivered to a community of

loads at the street-level transformer [104]. The power is then controlled to be constant

using a novel, robust power-line communication technique and loads are switched on or off

depending on signals sent. VREG can be seamlessly integrated into the system because

the total power is kept constant; if VREG is introduced the power flowing from the grid

decreases and load is switched on to compensate, and vice versa. The same is true for

changes in load. The system presented has a demonstrated practical setup and is currently

being tested in pilot programmes.

Summary

Hierarchical schemes are scalable since the number of nodes controlled by a single con-

troller can be kept low, whilst information flow can be contained at local levels and

aggregated upwards after that. Users can retain control of their loads which means com-

fort can be prioritised, and the computation requirements can be kept low for all nodes

in the system.

A disadvantage of hierarchical systems is the complexity of resulting system-wide

topologies. Also, the grouping of consumers into aggregable blocks can be unnatural. For

example many control schemes in the literature, including the proposed work, attempt

to group consumers into communities. This grouping puts arbitrary interrelationships

between consumers in the group that did not necessarily exist beforehand. The benefits

of grouping consumers in this manner are obvious in terms of making guarantees about

shared network infrastructure, but there remains an open question in terms of imple-

mentability.

2.6 Summary and Context

In summary, RDSM is a relevant and popular field, both in the literature and in industry,

that has the potential to add value to the power system in three distinct areas: load

shaping, ancillary services, and network support. Depending on the type of control, one

or more of these value areas can be exploited and these can be used to bring benefits

to consumers in the power system. There are numerous examples in the literature of

suggested approaches to solve the problems associated with RDSM, however there are a

number of key drawbacks that are common in the literature.

One key drawback is that only one load type is considered in many cases. This is

a drawback because loads are diverse and each load has complexities that are difficult

to model in a large-scale system. This often manifests as a lack of consideration for

actual consumer comfort. Indeed those approaches that do consider multiple load types

often assume that loads themselves are homogeneous, power consumption patterns are
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often averaged out to the hour level and much of the complexity associated with RDSM

is masked, leading to impressive results that can be untenable in practice. Chapter 3

proposes a solution to this problem by offering a model that unifies residential loads so

that they all look like batteries from the perspective of the controller. The load model

defines the characteristics of the battery against the bounds of comfort, which represents

actual water temperature in the case of HWCs or the time remaining until a user-defined

deadline in the case of a dryer.

A second drawback is that many approaches broadcast potentially sensitive power

consumption information across the entire network. While several approaches focus on

the issue of information security, that is, keeping the sensitive information encrypted and

safe, the proposed research seeks to aggregate energy requirements at the household and

community levels. By leveraging the unified, and consequently anonymous, load model

from Chapter 3, Chapter 4 will propose a control system that uses only the aggregate

energy required by the household in the next few minutes to perform its control.

A third drawback to RDSM approaches is that they are seldom cost effective in practice

because of a combination of the above drawbacks and the complexity of the algorithms

proposed. Chapter 4 proves that the algorithm proposed in this thesis can be readily

implemented in practice on a low-cost, 8-bit microcontroller network using a 32-bit mi-

crocontroller to moderate a community of loads. The total cost of the system is minimal,

and the distributed, heirarchical algorithm runs robustly and without any performance

optimisation on the embedded network. The algorithm is implemented using Finite State

Machines (FSMs) which are easily configurable and well understood in embedded systems.

The results of the practical system will be shown against simulated results.

A fourth drawback that is targeted by the proposed approach is a lack of realistic load

modelling. While it is understandable to omit detail to convey the concept behind a par-

ticular approach, much of the complexity associated with RDSM comes in the dynamic,

intra-hour variations that occur in VREG and demand. Since many papers attempt to

predict demand but only do so in hourly blocks, these dynamics are sometimes not ex-

plored. In order for a system to work in practice it must be resilient to a wide range of load

and generation combinations that can occur in a practical residential setting. Chapter 5

presents a bottom-up load model based on statistically representative behavioural studies

for use in a 100-community Monte-Carlo experiment. Chapter 6 then demonstrates that

the algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 can work in a range of situations using the load

model. The algorithm is not fine-tuned to reflect each community simulated in the Monte

Carlo simulation, instead a single set of parameters is used across all of the scenarios

considered. The results are promising across a range of demand profiles, VREG profiles,

and price profiles - even in RTP settings.

Finally, since the proposed algorithm does not attempt to solve the RDSM problem
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optimally, instead focusing on practical, realistic issues that arise in implementation, a

centralised ‘perfect knowledge’ solution to benchmark the performance of the algorithm

is presented alongside the results in Chapter 6. This chapter will explore the percent-

age of optimal savings that the algorithm typically captures and will comment on the

implications.
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3
Unified Load Model

While residential Demand-side Management (DSM) is complicated by the diversity of

its loads, energy storage is well understood. Whenever excess energy is available store

the energy in the battery, and if there is a shortfall of energy draw energy from the

battery. This chapter proposes a way in which all controllable loads can be modelled as

batteries, simplifying the control of residential appliances. Once they have been modelled

as such, it becomes possible to aggregate the loads within a house to a larger battery,

and further, several houses in a community to a still larger battery. In order to do this,

several characteristics are proposed that define the nature of the battery interface, and

these will be introduced and explained in detail throughout this chapter.

Residential loads are characterised by their diversity, and although there are broad

groupings to which each appliance can be assigned, each appliance retains a significant

amount of complexity. If faced with a constrained amount of power, for example if a

street-level transformer is approaching its power rating, which load should be turned

off first? Alternatively if an entire island community is running off Variable Renewable

Energy Generation (VREG) like wind and solar, which loads should turn on first when a

gust of wind reaches the wind turbine? Which loads should be turned off first if a cloud

passes overhead and reduces the solar energy? How can consumer comfort be maximised

in this situation when consumer comfort is defined differently for each different residential

appliance?

In the previous chapter, the concept of consumer comfort was introduced as a major

43
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consideration for a demand response scheme. What, then, is a good metric for consumer

comfort in the case of a refrigerator? Most refrigerators operate below 5 ◦C, but the

real goal of a refrigerator is to cool its contents, mostly with the intention of preserving

the food for longer. However different types of food may have different temperatures at

which they are optimally preserved, and some foods, such as fruit, vegetables and drinking

water, can handle temporary temperature fluctuations above 5 ◦C without a significant

impact on their quality. Add to this door-opening events and it quickly becomes difficult

to know whether a fridge really needs to consume power now, or whether it can wait

for a time when electricity is cheaper. A simplified refrigerator comprises a compressor

which compresses refrigerant and utilises the endothermic property of the expansion of

the refrigerant to draw heat from the air inside it. However, the length of time for which

the compressor should run depends on the thermal mass of the contents of the fridge,

or the amount of energy it takes to change the temperature by a certain amount, which

is determined by the temperature, volume, and specific heat of the fridge’s contents.

A fuller fridge may take longer to cool, but it may also keep its temperature for longer.

Additionally, the quality of the insulation of the refrigerator influences the rate of inflow of

heat into the fridge, and therefore also influences the on- and off-times of the compressor.

Many in the field characterise refrigerators with a fixed on time and off time but simple

duty-cycle models can be significantly inaccurate and may in practice lead to temperature

fluctuations outside the allowable range.

While the refrigerator has been elaborated upon as an example, most loads are com-

plex. If the nuances of each appliance are taken into consideration in an optimisation

problem, costs can increase with computational requirements, and decision making can

become slower and more inaccurate. A key driver of this thesis is to minimise the com-

putational burden of such schemes while capturing as much complexity as possible. The

way this is achieved is by modeling all loads with a common interface that exploits the

very nature of what it means for a load to be controllable. The assumption is simple: for

a load to be at all controllable, it must be able to shift a current need for electricity in

time.

With the above assumptions, three characteristics become important: the power the

load consumes, the length of time for which the load needs to consume that power, and

the amount of time the load can shift this power consumption without impacting upon

consumer satisfaction. It is argued in this chapter that the products of power and these

two distinct measures of time can be resolved as energy. Furthermore, this energy-based

load model implies every load can be viewed as a battery. Expanding on this, the loads

within a house - and a community - can be aggregated to comprise a larger battery, whose

characteristics can provide extremely useful information to power generators, Distribu-

tion Network Operators (DNOs), Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and consumers.
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While Electric Vehicles (EVs), Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) and

Hot Water Cylinders (HWCs) are commonly referred to as storage elements in the liter-

ature, this thesis proposes that the other controllable loads can also be modelled in this

fashion. By unifying all loads under a common interface, control can be simplified.

3.1 Modelling Load as a Battery

Before each load can be modelled it is important to define the characteristics of the

proposed battery interface. Each battery has three characteristics, all of which can vary

in time, and are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The three characteristics are:

• Energy, broadly representing the product of power and flexible time

• Power, the rate of energy the load can take or expended

• State of Charge (SoC), the proportion of total energy remaining

The energy capacity of the load, Ecap, represents the sum of two intermediate energies:

Eup, the energy the load can consume before it must turn off, and Edown, the amount of

energy the load can lose before it must turn on. The power of the load, which represents

the amount of electrical power the device consumes when switched on, Pon, from which

the amount of energy that is lost per second in normal operation, Ploss, or as a result of

usage, Puse, is subtracted. Finally the SoC of the load represents the proportion of its

total energy capacity that the load has ‘stored’.

To fit all types of controllable residential loads to the battery interface, four categories

have been created that match fairly well with other load categorisations in the literature

[28, 98, 33], but with some differences arising from the real-time, distributed nature of

the control methodology that will be covered in Chapter 4. A fifth category is created

which contains all uncontrollable loads. These load categories are as follows:

• Battery Loads

• Thermal Loads

• Time-shiftable

• Fixed Energy

• Uncontrollable

‘Battery’ loads comprise EVs and batteries that have a power electronic interface,

often with a continuous allowable power profile. ‘Thermal’ loads are characterised by
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Figure 3.1: Simple battery representation of a load

their purpose, which is to control temperature. Loads such as HWCs, heat pumps, or

refrigerators fit this load type. ‘Time-shiftable’ and ‘Fixed Energy’ loads rely on prede-

fined allowable time constraints to formulate their energy characteristic. Time-shiftable

loads are loads for which the start time of the load can be changed within bounds, but

the cycle cannot be interrupted. Examples of Time-shiftable loads are washing machines

and dishwashers. Fixed Energy loads are Time-shiftable loads that allow the cycle to be

interrupted subject to a bounded finish time. Examples of Fixed Energy loads are dryers.

Loads that do not allow time-shifting are classified as ‘Uncontrollable’.

While each load is ascribed a single category for the purposes of this thesis, loads

can conceivably have different portions of their cycle that belong to other categories. For

example a washing machine may have a Fixed Energy spin cycle but a Time-shiftable

wash cycle.

One important thing to note about controllable loads is that they almost universally

share a key characteristic, which is that the power transfer is unidirectional; the rate of

charge can be controlled, but the rate of discharge almost always cannot. In refrigerators,

discharge represents the increase in temperature of the air or food inside the refrigerator

by, for example, the door being opened, the transferral of heat through the insulation
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material, or warm food being put inside. While these are influenced by the user’s be-

haviour, they are not controllable by the load coordinator. For a HWC, temperature

can be increased by turning the element on, but temperature only decreases when heat

escapes through the insulation or when hot water is used. The same is true for almost all

other loads. Therefore when controlling loads, the charging behaviour must be modified

to react to an uncontrollable overall discharge. As an aside, it is this feature of a load

in combination with the operation of the designed algorithm that supports load diversity

and prevents load synchronisation.

3.1.1 Battery Loads

Loads such as EVs and dedicated household batteries are examples of Battery loads.

Battery loads are batteries for the purposes of load control and little work is necessary to

model them as such. While the definitions are intuitive, they are included in Table 3.1

to enable comparison with other load types. Energy in a battery is what one might

expect, although there is a distinction to be made between total capacity and usable

capacity. Both under- and over-charging a battery can damage the battery, and a good

battery management unit will ensure the battery does not cross these levels. Hence for

the purpose of this load model, usable energy capacity is considered. SoC, Eup and Edown

are also intuitive for Battery loads.

Pon is defined according to the assumption that a battery will have a power-electronic

interface. Such an interface is required to convert AC mains power to a DC current to

charge the battery. Adding variable power flow control to a converter does not require a

large change to the converter topology, and the resulting benefits to load control schemes

are significant. Hence Pon is assumed to be allowed to vary for this load type. This

Symbol Formula Description

Ecap Ebat Battery usable energy capacity

Eup Eup Current energy required to fully
charge

Edown Edown Current energy stored in battery

SoC SoCbat Battery state of charge

Pon Pcharge Variable charge power

Ploss Psd Battery self-discharge and persis-
tent electronics

Puse Puse Battery usage, e.g. driving

Table 3.1: Battery load characteristics
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property assists in stabilising community power consumption, which will be discussed

in Chapter 4. Furthermore, many batteries are reversible, implying Pon could become

negative in some circumstances.

Ploss is defined as the self-discharge power of the battery and also includes other

persistent battery losses such as standby electronics that are supplied by the battery in

an electric vehicle. Puse is defined as intermittent discharges from the battery arising

from its normal usage by a consumer. For example driving an EV constitutes its Puse and

depends on the speed, the efficiency, and the weight of the EV.

3.1.2 Thermal Loads

Thermal loads are slightly less intuitive than Battery loads, but modelling thermal loads

as storage devices is common in the literature. The basic principle behind modelling

these loads in this fashion is that they tend to regulate the temperature of some medium,

usually water or air. Since the medium has a definable volume, V , a density, ρ, and

average specific heat capacity, C, each degree-Celsius of temperature corresponds to a

defined amount of energy. Therefore the energy required to heat this medium fully can

be quantified and used to define the Ecap of the load, as shown in Eq. (3.1). For the

purposes of this model, SoC is defined in Eq. (3.4) as the ratio of its current temperature

to maximum temperature, with both temperatures measured relative to the minimum

comfortable temperature of the medium. From this definition of SoC, Eup is defined in

Eq. (3.2) as the thermal energy required to heat the medium from the current temperature

to the maximum temperature, and Edown is defined in Eq. (3.3) as the amount of thermal

energy stored in the medium above its minimum temperature. These characteristics are

presented in Table 3.2.

Pon is simply defined as the electrical power of the heating element. Regarding Ploss,

the relationship between energy and loss in these media is not linear, and a medium will

lose energy more quickly the larger the difference between its temperature and that of

its surroundings. However the relationship has been linearised so that it can be modeled

in the linear program that is to be introduced in Chapter 6. Therefore Ploss, shown in

Eq. (3.5), is defined by some constant rate of loss, Pmax
loss , which occurs at the highest

possible temperature, and the relationship between loss and energy is modelled by multi-

plying this constant by the ratio of the medium’s current temperature to its total range.

Puse varies depending on the specific load. Consider a shower for example, the amount

of thermal energy extracted from the HWC depends on the temperature of the shower,

the ambient temperature of the water used to refill the HWC, and the flow rate of the

shower. On the other hand if a fridge door is opened the energy lost depends on the

ambient temperature of the air and the volume of the fridge. Puse will be defined for each

Thermal load in Chapter 5.
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Symbol Formula Description

Ecap ρ× C × V ol × (Tmax − Tmin) a (3.1) Thermal energy capacity

Eup ρ× C × V ol × (Tmax − T ) a (3.2) Current energy required to reach
maximum temperature

Edown ρ× C × V ol × (T − Tmin) a (3.3) Current thermal energy stored
above Tmin

SoC T−Tmin

(Tmax−Tmin)
a (3.4) Ratio of current temperature to al-

lowable temperature range

Pon Pon Rate of thermal energy increase
when load is on

Ploss Pmax
loss ×

T−Tamb

Tmax−Tamb

a (3.5) Linear approximation of thermal
energy loss through insulation

Puse 〈Case-specific〉 User-controlled draw of energy, e.g.
showering or opening the fridge
door

aThese formulae assume a heating load, for which a higher temperature indicates a higher energy state.
For cooling loads, Tmax and Tmin are switched. Directly substituting these variables in this equation will
result in negative values, the sign of which should be ignored before applying to the rest of the equation.

Table 3.2: Thermal load characteristics

At this stage it is important to point out a key difference between heating and cooling

devices. This section has been written from the perspective of a heating device, where

a higher temperature represents a greater amount of energy expended, and therefore

a higher energy state from the perspective of the device. Changing the equations for

cooling appliances is trivial, although other constraints can apply for cooling appliances,

for example refrigerator compressors cannot be turned on and off too quickly or damage

to the compressor can result.

3.1.3 Time-shiftable and Fixed Energy Loads

Time-shiftable and Fixed Energy loads comprise all of the remaining controllable loads.

Time-shiftable loads are those that have a defined load cycle that cannot be interrupted

once they have been started. Fixed Energy loads are those loads that can be interrupted,

provided the cycle is finished within a predefined period of time. For the purposes of

the load model they are identical, but the manner in which they are controlled differs

materially as will be discussed in Section 3.2. Loads can be categorised into either of

these categories, and in reality they may be a hybrid of both types, for example if some

portions of the cycle are interruptible but others are not. For simplicity dishwashers and

washing machines have been classified as Time-shiftable, while dryers and swimming pool
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pumps have been classified as Fixed Energy.

While the Battery and Thermal definitions are used fairly widely in the literature, these

two load categories are not typically ascribed energy, and therefore these models represent

the novelty of this load modelling approach. By modelling these loads as batteries, the

diverse residential appliances can be homogenised and control can be greatly simplified

over the current state of the art.

To form a definition for energy, it is important to re-examine what it means for a

load to be controllable. Controllability implies that power consumption can either be

deferred until a later time, or future power consumption can be brought forward in time.

However shifting power consumption from the times at which it would naturally occur can

adversely impact upon consumer preferences. To account for this, it is assumed that there

are some cases where users do not care when an appliance finishes, provided it finishes

before a specified time. One example of this is for a dishwasher. Some people may set

their dishwasher to operate overnight and expect the dishes to be clean by the morning.

The same may be the case for dryers in some instances. Alternatively if someone sets their

washing machine to run before they go out for a coffee or other engagement, their only

requirement may be that it finishes before they get back in 3 hours time, for example.

If large-scale, coordinated load control was commonplace, the aggregation of all of

these requirements could be taken into consideration. It is expected that in this case,

consumers could be directly rewarded for setting longer acceptable completion times.

Therefore for little to no sacrifice in actual comfort, people could receive benefits that

incentivise load shifting.

The characteristics of Time-shiftable and Fixed Energy loads are presented in Ta-

ble 3.3. For these loads, Eup and Edown take on a different meaning from other load types,

and rather than merely representing the product of SoC and Ecap, their definition is used

to define Ecap and SoC. Eup is defined as the amount of energy the load could consume

before it must turn off. In the case of Time-shiftable and Fixed Energy loads, this is the

remaining energy to be consumed for the duration of the cycle, and as shown in Eq. (3.7)

is the product of Pon and the time remaining in the cycle, tcyc,rem.

By contrast, Edown is defined as the amount of ‘energy’ the device could ‘consume’ be-

fore having to switch on. In the case of other loads, Edown represents previously consumed

energy that has yet to be used, but this definition if applied to Time-shiftable and Fixed

Energy loads would not capture the true intent of Edown, which is to model the amount

of time that the appliance could operate without having to consume energy. In order to

capture this intent, the allowable remaining time can be used directly, instead of having

to use past energy consumption as a proxy. Therefore Edown is defined in Eq. (3.8) as the

product of Pon and the remaining ‘spare time’, trem − tcyc,rem. From this definition, SoC

is the ratio of spare time to remaining time, rearranged in Eq. (3.9).
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Symbol Formula Description

Ecap Pon × trem (3.6) Total energy a load could consume
if it were to turn on for all remaining
time

Eup Pon × tcyc,rem (3.7) Amount of electrical energy the ap-
pliance needs to consume before it
finishes its cycle

Edown Pon × (trem − tcyc,rem) (3.8) The amount of energy that could
be consumed in the remaining spare
time

SoC 1− tcyc,rem
trem

(3.9)

Pon Pon Power load consumes when
switched on. May vary with
time.

Ploss 0 Loss is not defined for these load
types, although energy capacity de-
creases as time progresses as per
Eq. (3.6)

Puse 0 Usage is not defined for these load
types

trem variable Amount of time a load has remain-
ing before the user requires the cycle
to be finished

tcyc constant Total time required for the load to
do a full cycle

tcyc,rem variable Amount of remaining time the load
needs to be ‘on’ before its cycle will
be complete.

Table 3.3: Time-shiftable and Fixed Energy load characteristics

Ecap is defined as the sum of the total energy yet to be consumed, Eup, and the ‘energy’

that could be shifted within the allowable completion time, Edown. Looking at it from

another perspective, Ecap is the product of power, Pon, and total remaining time, trem, as

shown in Eq. (3.6).

A key implication in this definition of energy is that, unlike other loads, these loads

when modeled as batteries do not have a constant energy capacity. As time progresses,

the remaining time, trem decreases, and therefore Ecap decreases. Whether SoC decreases

as time progresses is not so certain, as it depends on the rate at which tcyc,rem is decreasing

(for example if the device is consuming power) as a proportion of the rate at which trem

is decreasing.
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3.1.4 Hybrid and Uncontrollable Loads

Many loads are uncontrollable. The definitions of energy stated above define the amount

of energy consumed or available before comfort is compromised. In the case of TVs and

computers, there is no permissible additional amount of energy that could be consumed,

nor reduced before comfort is compromised. Very few people would be happy to have their

TV switched off to save a few cents on electricity, particularly if they are in the middle

of their favourite TV show. In this thesis, these loads are modelled as energy sinks with

predefined consumption times based on random approximations of consumer behaviour,

which will be elaborated upon in Chapter 5.

However, in practice there are ‘Uncontrollable’ loads that may have controllable ele-

ments. People may be comfortable with automatic light dimmers which can respond to

grid emergencies or alternatively if their plugged-in laptops switch to and from battery

mode as power becomes cheaper. Additionally some users may be willing to allow their

TVs or computers to be switched off to avoid a complete blackout which might allow other

loads such as lighting to remain on. This is especially applicable in weak power systems.

In practice, all loads are diverse and controllable loads may have segments of their load

cycles that are more appropriate to different categories. For example a washing machine

may have a Time-shiftable agitate cycle but a Fixed Energy spin cycle, while a dryer may

have a Thermal component to its Fixed Energy heating cycle. This thesis will consider

each load in a single category, but altering individual loads to be a combination of several

loads would be readily possible in practice.

3.2 Augmented Load Model

Once all loads have been unified under an umbrella load model, control can be greatly

simplified. However the simplified battery model above does not provide enough infor-

mation about, nor a device with which to control loads. To do this, two new terms are

introduced: Net Energy (Enet) and Target State of Charge (TSoC).

TSoC represents the ideal level of charge that the load would reach considering the

current circumstances. For example if more wind energy is available, each load should seek

more energy and hence a higher TSoC. By controlling SoC targets, each load establishes

an energy goal based on the current situation, and the current SoC determines whether or

not it needs power and is able to consume it at the current time, or whether consumption

is not urgent and can wait for a more favourable time.

Enet is defined as the difference between target energy and stored energy, formalised in

Eq. (3.10), and is an important measure of a load’s energy status. If a load has a higher

TSoC than its current SoC it will have a positive Enet, which means it is able to consume

energy in the current circumstances. On the other hand, if the load has more energy than
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it currently requires, it has a negative Enet which implies it is not able to consume more

energy and has the flexibility to wait until a more favourable time.

Enet = (TSoC − SoC)× Ecap (3.10)

Enet is used to determine the amount of energy a load requires in current conditions

and is the namesake of the control algorithm to be introduced in Chapter 4. The reason

it is so important is because it does not matter what the exact temperature of a HWC,

or the SoC of an EV is when controlling them - all an external controller needs to know

is how much energy is currently needed. In this way, a refrigerator at 4 ◦C whose goal

temperature is 3 ◦C can be identical to an EV at 93% SoC whose goal is 93.1%. On

one hand this mitigates privacy concerns, and on the other hand it presents an external

controller with a firm indication of the amount of energy the community actually needs,

regardless of each load’s actual SoC, priority, or even what the load is.

In order to generate a relevant measure of energy, it is necessary to introduce a time

horizon, tgoal, to put an upper bound on a load’s Enet. For example if an EV is at 0%

SoC and its TSoC is 100%, its Enet may be as high as 80kWh, which would swamp

the combined Enet of the other loads in the community despite the fact that this 80kWh

will be consumed gradually over the next several hours. Therefore Enet is capped at the

amount of energy that could be consumed within tgoal, and this is achieved by capping

TSoC near SoC as shown in Eq. (3.11).

TSoC <= SoC +
Pon × tgoal

Ecap
(3.11)

Another practical constraint applied to TSoC is that in most cases it is not permitted

to fall below SoC. Since Enet is a measure of how much energy loads will practically

consume, a negative Enet implies the load can actually generate energy. This may be the

case for EVs with Vehicle to Grid (V2G) capability or community batteries, but the vast

majority of loads cannot generate energy. Therefore if TSoC falls below SoC, TSoC is

set to SoC, shown in Eq. (3.12).

TSoC >= SoC (3.12)

Furthermore, each load is also modelled with a TSoClower and TSoCupper. These repre-

sent the lowest and highest state of charge levels with which the consumer is comfortable.

TSoCupper and TSoClower allow the load to have soft-caps on their minimum and maxi-

mum energy levels. One practical example is defining an ‘Emergency State of Charge’ for

an EV so that the EV can reach a hospital or a parent’s house at all times. The SoC may

fall below TSoClower in a transient sense, in other words there are times when the energy

of the load is lower than the user’s defined minimum comfortable level. The relationship
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between Enet, TSoC, TSoClower, and TSoCupper is shown in Fig. 3.2, which demonstrates

a positive Enet, and Fig. 3.3 which shows a negative Enet.

Figure 3.2: TSoC Range and Positive Net Energy

Figure 3.3: Negative Net Energy
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3.2.1 TSoC/DCS Curve

The next concept to be introduced is the Demand Control Signal (DCS). The DCS is a

global signal that is sent to all appliances within a community. It is calculated by the

Energy Manager (EM) and broadly represents the community’s overall desire to consume

energy. A low DCS implies that power consumption should be deferred, either because

energy demand is high, supply is somehow restricted, or cost is high. A high DCS loosely

means power consumption is less restricted and loads are encouraged to consume more

power, for example if the price of electricity is low or the availability of Renewable Energy

Generation (REG) is high.

TSoC is the variable that is controlled within each load. For every controllable load, if

TSoC rises above SoC (i.e. net energy is positive) the load will turn on, and if TSoC falls

below SoC the load will turn off, subject to hysteresis and other constraints where appli-

cable. This section will explain more clearly how TSoC is controlled and how consumers

can set their charging preferences for their loads. The main mechanism by which this is

achieved is through the TSoC/DCS curve. In essence, as the EM changes the DCS, each

load revises its target energy level according to a predefined, potentially user-configurable

curve. Fig. 3.4 shows a visualisation of what a piecewise linear TSoC/DCS curve may

look like and Fig. 3.5 shows this information in graphical form.

The values of DCSupper and DCSlower dictate when the load will start to participate

in load control. For example, bearing in mind that a higher DCS level is more likely to

represent a cheaper cost, if the load is a high priority load it may be desirable for it to be

completely charged by the time the DCS level gets to 0.5, or DCSupper = 0.5. Conversely,

if it is a non-urgent load, it may be desirable for the load not to participate in load control

until the DCS reaches 0.8, or DCSlower = 0.8. By setting TSoClower to 0.1, such as in

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, the EV will turn on whenever its SoC is below 0.1, regardless of the

DCS value and the cost. This emergency energy is likely to come at an increased cost,

but on the other hand it gives people the option to set a minimum state of charge below

which the EV will always consume its full power. The example of 0.1 is probably too

low for most EV owners, and 0.5 or 0.6 is a more likely value for an emergency SoC.

This feature could help to alleviate concerns about range anxiety in EVs, which can be

exacerbated by load control.

The difference between DCSupper and DCSlower determines the responsiveness of the

load. If there is a large difference, the load shifts its energy over a wider range of DCS

values, reacting more slowly to changes in the DCS. If there is a narrow gap, the load

shifts its entire energy relatively quickly, subject to its load-specific power constraints.

The difference between TSoCupper and TSoClower governs how much energy the load has

available to shift over its responsive range.

An important thing to note is that the TSoC/DCS curve does not need to conform
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Figure 3.4: A visualisation of a piecewise linear TSoC/DCS curve

to a particular shape. It could be piecewise linear, for example to cause an EV to reach

80% SoC when the DCS is 0.5, but to leave the final 20% for when the DCS is 1; or the

curve could be quadratic, logarithmic or any other valid increasing function. Differing

TSoC/DCS curves combined with the diversity of the actual SoCs work together to

solve the problem typical RDSM strategies have with load synchronisation, and enable a

sophisticated level of customisation for those consumers who are willing to explore it.

3.3 Exploring the Load Model

To examine how each of the load categories operate in simulation, a contrived example has

been created. In the contrived example, values for the characteristics of the load model

have been chosen such that the operation of the device is broken up into four different

phases of operation. In each case, the load model is fed a DCS value of 0 for the duration

of the example. This means in practice that the load will not turn on unless it has to

turn on to avoid inconvenience to the user. A constant DCS value was chosen so that the

characteristics of the battery model can be explored without the complication of varying
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Figure 3.5: A graphical visualisation of a piecewise linear TSoC/DCS curve

DCS, a value of 0 was chosen because it best illustrates the interaction between TSoC

and SoC. Recall in the load model that this is, by definition, the point at which the

load’s SoC falls below TSoClower.

The four phases that describe the load’s behaviour in this context are:

• standby, a period of gradual discharge due to Ploss where SoC is above TSoClower

and the device is off,

• upkeep, a period of time in which the device has reached its TSoClower and is

maintaining its SoC at that point,

• usage, where the device is being used by the consumer, for example a shower for a

HWC or driving an EV, and

• recharge, a period of time when the device is recovering from its usage and attempt-

ing to reach TSoClower again.
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Figure 3.6: Battery-type load behaviour.

Property Value Unit

Ecap 1 (MJ)

TSoClower 0.5 (J/J)

TSoCupper 1.0 (J/J)

Pon 0-1400 (W)

Ploss 400 (W)

Puse 2000 (W)

Table 3.4: Simulation Values for Contrived Battery-type Load Validation

3.3.1 Battery-type Loads

Fig. 3.6 shows a contrived example to illustrate the operation of a simplified EV. In

the example, the EV has been assigned values, presented in Table 3.4, that force the

simulation results into four phases. Note that the structured behaviour of the load into

these phases is as a result of the choice of the arbitrary values rather than a property of

the load itself.

If the EV did not have a continuous power profile and instead had a binary on/off

power profile, the power trace would look markedly different. In this situation Ploss would

cause the EV to fall below TSoClower and turn on, only to have SoC rise above TSoClower

immediately afterwards and turn off again. The result would be rapid on-off cycling at

a rate defined by the delay in the system. One way to counteract this would be to add

hysteresis, and this is what is done for Thermal loads.

The way the continuous power profile of EVs has been implemented in this load model
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is described in Eq. (3.13). As can be seen, power is proportional to the difference between

TSoC and SoC, so the further away the EV is from its energy goal, the more power it will

consume to reach it. An unfortunate consequence of this is that a difference is required

if power is to be consumed. Therefore the SoC of the EV needs to be below TSoClower

in order for Pon to counteract Ploss, which means that at equilibrium the EV will sit

below TSoClower, the lower bound of consumer comfort. To account for this, losses are

pre-empted by adjusting TSoClower as shown in Eq. (3.14). This ensures the equilibrium

SoC of the EV when DCS = 0 is near TSoClower.

Furthermore, while some EVs are permitted to discharge their battery to power the

home for short periods of time in a V2G configuration, this has not been allowed for this

contrived situation, nor for the rest of the thesis as the economic case for V2G is not

widely accepted.

Pon =
(TSoC − SoC)× Ecap

tgoal
(3.13)

TSoCEV
lower = TSoClower +

Ploss × tgoal
Ecap

(3.14)

Phase 1: Standby (t=0 to t=250)

During this time, a period of gradual reduction in SoC is observed as a result of the

constant power outflow, Ploss, explained by battery self-discharge and the persistent elec-

tronics in the EV. The value of loss was chosen alongside the values for SoCinit (0.6) and

TSoClower (0.5) to ensure that the load reaches TSoClower at t=250. Because of this, the

EV does not turn on at all during the majority of this period, and this is because the

SoC of the EV is above TSoClower, and since the DCS in these examples is fixed at 0, the

TSoC of the EV is 0.5. Also, since the EV is not permitted to inject energy back into

the home, its TSoC is prevented from falling below its SoC.

It was stated before that the EV will not turn on until its SoC falls below TSoClower,

however in this case the EV begins to turn on slightly beforehand. The reason for this is

that the EV takes into account its Ploss and starts to pre-emptively charge to make sure

it does not fall below TSoClower. Here, the TSoC of the EV flattens out before the SoC,

and as TSoC and SoC start to diverge, power increases gradually into the EV battery as

described in Eq. (3.13) until Pon reaches Ploss.

Phase 2: Upkeep (t=250 to t=500)

In the upkeep period the device has reached its TSoClower and needs to turn on to stay

above it. For Battery-type loads, upkeep is characterised by a slightly divergent TSoC

and SoC, and a constant power Pon which equals Ploss. It is observed as t approaches 250
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that the charge power of the EV approaches 400W, the load’s Ploss, and reaches it shortly

afterwards.

As the SoC of the EV is at its TSoClower, 0.5, its TSoC is raised to preempt losses.

The amount by which TSoC is raised depends on tgoal and Ploss, as shown in Eq. (3.14).

In this example, tgoal is 25s and Ploss is 400W. TSoC is therefore set to 0.51, the working

of which is presented in Eq. (3.15). This correlates with the graph, as TSoC is 0.51 for

the majority of the time between t=250 and t=500. Furthermore, the device will set its

Pon to 400W based on Eq. (3.13), with the working shown in Eq. (3.16).

TSoC = 0.5 +
400× 25

1, 000, 000
= 0.51 (3.15)

Pon =
(0.51− 0.5)× 1, 000, 000

25
= 400W (3.16)

Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) also describe the transient response just before t=250s as TSoC

and SoC start to diverge, but with Pon still sitting below Ploss.

Phase 3: Usage (t=500 to t=750)

During the usage period, the EV is being driven by the user. For simplicity and to

enable better comparisons between the load types, the EV is allowed to charge while it

is driving. While this is not possible in practice for plug-in EVs, wirelessly charged EVs

can be charged while they are being driven, and exciting work is currently being done in

this area [27]. At t=500, and until t=750, a power of Puse is drawn from the battery at a

constant rate. The SoC and TSoC diverge and Pon increases as described in Eq. (3.13),

until the power of the EV reaches its maximum Pon of 1400W.

After this the TSoC follows the SoC downwards as the EV battery discharges. The

reason for this is that the Enet of a load is in practice capped to the maximum amount

of energy it can actually consume within a given time period, tgoal. Therefore as SoC

decreases, the TSoC is defined throughout phase 3 and most of the phase 4 by Eq. (3.11).

It is worth noting that the TSoC of the EV would still be 0.51, as in phase 2, if there

was no Enet cap.

Phase 4: Recharge (t=750 to t=1000)

During the recharge period of this example, the load is below its TSoClower and is con-

suming as much energy as it can to reach this level. Throughout this phase, the TSoC

is still constrained by Eq. (3.11), and the SoC still increases at a rate defined by the

maximum Pon. When SoC approaches TSoClower, the EV’s TSoC reaches 0.51, the level

required to maintain its SoC at TSoClower plus expected losses. As a result of TSoC
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and SoC converging, the power consumed by the EV battery decays towards 400W, the

equilibrium power observed in phase 2.

3.3.2 Thermal Loads

Fig. 3.7 shows how a thermal load behaves under similar contrived conditions. In this case

the thermal load to be modelled is a HWC. Again, figures have been chosen and presented

in Table 3.5 that force the simulation into four phases. There are two key features that

distinguish the behaviour of Thermal-type loads from other load types: the power can

either be Pon or 0, it cannot be varied in between these limits; and to account for this

hysteresis has been introduced to prevent rapid cycling. In practice, rapid cycling only

influences noise in the form of total harmonic distortion in the power system, the limits of

which are not strict. A bigger issue in some instances is damage to the load, for example

in a refrigerator compressor.

Figure 3.7: Thermal-type load behaviour.

Phase 1: Standby (t=0 to t=250)

During the standby period, the temperature of the HWC falls until the temperature

reaches the minimum temperature, defined by TSoClower. As the SoC is always above

TSoClower in this phase the HWC element does not turn on. Also, since energy cannot

flow back from the HWC to the grid, the TSoC is again not allowed to fall below SoC.

The rate of temperature decrease is defined by the standing losses, which, as can be seen

in the lower graph of Fig. 3.7, change in proportion to the temperature of the water above

ambient.
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Property Value Unit

Ecap 1 (MJ)

TSoClower 0.5 (J/J)

TSoCupper 1.0 (J/J)

Hysteresis 0.1 (J/J)

Pon 1500 (W)

Ploss 0-727 (W)

Puse 2000 (W)

Table 3.5: Simulation Values for Contrived Thermal-type Load Validation

Phase 2: Upkeep (t=250 to t=500)

At approximately t=250 in Fig. 3.7, SoC falls below TSoClower and the HWC turns on. In

this graph, the hysteresis that has been introduced is apparent. Once it has been turned

on, the HWC will remain on until its SoC reaches TSoClower + Hysteresis, or 0.6 in this

case. In other words, TSoC should be set to 0.6. However, the Enet of the HWC is again

capped to the energy the HWC can consume within a given time, tgoal, and hence TSoC

is constrained by Eq. (3.11) until it approaches 0.6. When it reaches 0.6, it stays there

until SoC rises to meet it, and once the SoC reaches 0.6, the element turns off and the

temperature again decays towards TSoClower. This process repeats until the conditions

change.

Phase 3: Usage (t=500 to t=750)

At t=500, energy is drawn from the HWC. In this case, usage represents water being

drained from the tank. As in the previous case, the element remains on while the tank is

drained and the SoC falls as a result of usage, with the TSoC still bounded by Eq. (3.11).

Phase 3 continues until the usage stops.

Phase 4: Recharge (t=750 to t=1000)

During the recharge period, the HWC element remains on to increase the temperature

until the SoC reaches TSoClower. It can be seen that the TSoC levels out at 0.6, which

is the upper bound of the hysteresis band, and the element remains on until the SoC

reaches TSoC, shortly before t=1000.
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3.3.3 Time-shiftable Loads

Fig. 3.8 shows contrived power and energy profiles for a washing machine. In addition

to the graphs of SoC and power which were given for Battery and Thermal loads, a new

graph of energy is also shown. The energy graph demonstrates the situation much more

intuitively than the SoC graph. The three traces shown are ‘wash energy’, which shows

the Ecap of the washing machine as time progresses. ‘Wash stored’ represents the amount

of ‘energy’ ‘stored’, Edown, which is obtainable by multiplying SoC by Ecap. Similarly,

‘wash target’ is the actual target energy value for the washing machine, TSoC × Ecap.

In this example, the values have again been chosen to force the graph into four phases.

However given the nature of time-shiftable loads, the phases represent different things. In

this example, the user turns the washing machine on at t=250, and programs it to finish

by t=750. The washing machine’s contrived cycle time is 100s, and Ecap is calculated

with Eq. (3.6) using these figures. These values are summarised in Table 3.6.

Figure 3.8: Time-shiftable load behaviour.
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Property Value Unit

Ecap 0-0.6 (MJ)

tcyc 100 (s)

TSoClower 0.5 (J/J)

TSoCupper 1.0 (J/J)

Pon 1200 (W)

Table 3.6: Simulation Values for Contrived Time-shiftable Load Validation

Phase 1: Off (t=0 to t=250)

The first phase occurs before the user has turned on the washing machine, hence the

washing machine is off and all associated energy values are 0.

Phase 2: Standby (t=250 to t=500)

This period correlates to phase 1 of the previous load models. It describes the period

of time during which the washing machine is on and its SoC is above its TSoClower. In

the top graph of Fig. 3.8 the non-linear decay of both the TSoC and SoC is shown, and

this shape is explained in the bottom graph of the same figure. As time progresses, trem

decreases and as can be seen, Ecap, or ‘wash energy’ on the graph, decreases proportionally.

Since no energy is being consumed by the appliance Eup does not change, but Edown

decreases with trem as well. The resulting proportion of Edown to Ecap, the SoC of the

washing machine, takes the shape of the curve in the upper graph of Fig. 3.8.

This graph is significant as it offers an insight into the benefits of modelling loads in

this fashion. In this contrived example, DCS is always 0, which implies all loads should

wait for a better time to consume energy and defer consumption for as long as possible.

The washing machine defers for 250 seconds while it runs out of spare time with which

to defer load, as indicated by its falling SoC. The pre-programmed TSoC/DCS curve

has specified TSoClower as 0.5. In practice, this means that with a DCS value of 0, the

washing machine will wait until its SoC falls below 0.5 before turning on.

Setting an ‘emergency SoC’ of 0.5 demonstrates risk aversion, as the washing machine

will turn on well before it has completely run out of spare time. In this case, the washing

machine had 150s of spare time remaining when it turned on. In a setting where price is

varying in time, price could either increase or decrease in the unused spare time. If price

were to decrease, the washing machine could have run for cheaper if it had waited, but

if on the other hand the price were to increase, the washing machine would have been

justified in turning on when it did. In other words, without any foreknowledge of price or

external conditions, users can determine their risk profile by manually configuring their
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TSoC/DCS curve, however unlikely this may be for the average user. Different profiles,

at least, could be available to choose from.

Phase 3: Upkeep and Usage (t=500 to t=750)

This phase describes both the second and third phases of the previous models. At the

beginning of this phase the SoC of the washing machine falls to 0.5, causing the machine

to turn on. Because the cycle cannot be interrupted, the TSoC of the washing machine

must remain higher than its SoC. To achieve this, the TSoC is set internally to 1, but

since Enet is capped, TSoC again follows the SoC on the graph.

Looking again at the lower graph of Fig. 3.8, the green ‘wash stored’ trace flattens out

completely when the washing machine turns on. There are two ways to justify this: firstly,

the rate at which Ecap is decreasing is balanced by the rate at which SoC is increasing; or

another way to look at it is that the amount of spare time (trem - tcyc) remains the same,

and hence Edown remains constant.

It is notable that there is a bigger difference between the TSoC and SoC in this model

compared to the previous models. Rather than being a property of time-shiftable loads,

this is simple due to the lower contrived energy capacity of the washing machine which

makes the difference look larger in proportion.

Phase 4: Off (t=750 to t=1000)

After the time by which the washing machine was set to be finished, the machine is off.

The Ecap has decayed to 0, TSoC and SoC remain at 1 even though they are, strictly

speaking, undefined. However this helps to determine whether a cycle has been completed

under this modelling scheme.

3.3.4 Fixed Energy Loads

Fig. 3.9 shows a simplified dryer in a contrived setting. While the fixed energy model is

very similar to the time-shiftable model in the way that energy and power are calculated,

the fixed energy model is not restricted from turning off once a cycle has started. The

phases for the fixed energy load resemble that of the time-shiftable load and the same

values have been used, but are again summarised in Table 3.7.

A simplified dryer varies its output power based on two levels: on or off. A more

advanced dryer may be able to vary its power consumption in a more continuous manner,

which enhances its controllability and potentially introduces a Battery load-type com-

ponent. To avoid prolonged cycles of rapid switching on and off, hysteresis has again

been introduced. However the hysteresis looks dissimilar to the hysteresis observed in

the Thermal-type example. In Fixed Energy loads Ecap is decaying towards zero, and
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Figure 3.9: Fixed energy load behaviour.

Property Value Unit

Ecap 0-0.6 (MJ)

tcyc 100 (s)

TSoClower 0.5 (J/J)

TSoCupper 1.0 (J/J)

Hysteresis 0.1 (J/J)

Pon 1200 (W)

Table 3.7: Simulation Values for Contrived Fixed Energy Load Validation

therefore if the hysteresis is pegged to Ecap by defining a constant SoC as in the thermal

example, the amount of energy the dryer would need to consume before turning off would

decrease proportionally. The result would be on/off cycles of increasing frequency until

the theoretical cycle time became 0 as Ecap approached 0.

To overcome this, a fixed amount of energy must be used for the hysteresis band rather

than a fixed state of charge. Eq. (3.17) is therefore used to calculate the hysteresis at a

given moment. A constant amount of energy - the product of Ecyc, the electrical energy
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to be consumed in a cycle, and the hysteresis figure given in Table 3.7 - is turned into an

SoC target by taking it as a proportion of Ecap. The result is that the hysteresis value,

as a proportion of Ecap, increases as Ecap decreases, and the non-linear TSoC shape of

the upper graph in Fig. 3.9 is observed.

HysteresisFE =
Ecyc × Hysteresis

Ecap
(3.17)

Phase 1: Off (t=0 to t=250)

Phase 1 occurs before the user has turned the dryer on. Because of this, power, energy,

and state of charge are zero and the dryer is waiting for user interaction.

Phase 2: Standby (t=250 to t=500)

The upkeep phase is identical to the second phase for the time-shiftable washing machine.

The same nonlinear shape can be seen in the SoC and TSoC traces, and the same linear

decay can be seen in the lower graph of energy.

Phase 3: Upkeep and Usage (t=500 to t=750)

Phase 3 distinguishes fixed energy loads from time-shiftable loads. Fixed energy loads

are characterised by the fact that their cycles can be interrupted in adverse conditions.

At the beginning of this phase, SoC falls below 0.5 and the dryer turns on. Despite the

non-linear state of charge and energy graphs, the actual power drawn is relatively uniform

and consistent because of the constant energy enforced in the hysteresis band calculation.

As stated earlier, the interesting shape of the TSoC and SoC graph is explained by the

constant-energy hysteresis in Eq. (3.17), and the lower graph of energy also demonstrates

this principle. It can be seen that as the dryer turns on, the ‘dry target’ trace representing

the actual target energy of the device rises above ‘dry stored’. It then decreases as time

progresses, but with a shallower gradient than Ecap. From Eq. (3.17), the hysteresis

figure added to TSoC increases as Ecap decreases, or in other words the constant energy

is becoming larger in proportion to the decreasing Ecap, but the target energy ‘dry target’

is falling at an even greater rate because it is also a fraction of Ecap. The gradient is hence

shallower because the target energy is falling more quickly than the hysteresis proportion

is rising.

Similar to the time-shiftable case ‘dry stored’ remains constant while the load is on

because it is the Edown defined in Eq. (3.8), and it is only proportional to Pon and spare

time (trem - tcyc,rem), neither of which change while the dryer is on.
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Phase 4: Recharge (t=750 to t=1000)

In phase 4, the drying cycle has finished and the dryer is off, with an SoC and TSoC of

1, and with 0 energy.

3.4 Group Behaviour

So far only individual loads have been discussed, so this section will explore how loads

interact with one another in the same contrived setting. Furthermore the impact of a

varying DCS will be examined, showing how groups of loads respond to a measure of

stress.

DSM is intuitively better suited to large quantities of loads. The more loads that

feature in a DSM scheme, the more discrete power levels are attainable in practice, and

also the more diverse the timing of their energy requirements. However control becomes

more complex and it becomes necessary to prioritise loads.

Fig. 3.10 shows a situation in which the DCS starts at 0 and gradually increases

throughout the examined time period. The values have been changed for this example

compared to the previous chapter and are summarised in Table 3.8. A number of inter-

esting changes have been made which account for slightly different behaviour, and again

the contrived figures have been chosen to break the operation of each load up into phases

where possible.

Notably, the TSoCupper of the dryer and HWC have been lowered to 0.9 and 0.8

respectively. While there are few applications for this in practice, setting a TSoClower

Property Values Unit

Washer EV Dryer HWC

Ecap 0-0.6 1 0-0.6 1 (MJ)

tcyc 125 N/A 200 N/A (s)

TSoClower 0.5 0.6 0.5 0 (J/J)

TSoCupper 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 (J/J)

DCSlower 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 None

DCSupper 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 None

Hysteresis N/A N/A 0.1 0.1 (J/J)

Pon 1200 1400 1200 1500 (W)

Ploss 0 400 0 680 (W)

Puse 0 2000 0 2000 (W)

Table 3.8: Simulation Values for Contrived Group Load Example
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Figure 3.10: Turn-on priority of a group of loads

below 1.0 may be warranted if the consumer wants to reduce the cycle time of the dryer

or the maximum temperature of the HWC through the load control interface. It has been

included here to show it is possible and, again, to force the graph into four phases. There
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are four loads, and the SoC curves of the loads have been split into the top two graphs

for ease of viewing. For this example, the sections have been broken up by load type

rather than by phase so that each individual load can be discussed independently before

the interactions are summarised.

3.4.1 Washing Machine

The washing machine is turned off to begin with. Primarily this is because the cycle is

set to start at t=250, but even if the washing machine were activated the cycle would not

start because DCSlower for the washing machine is set to 0.5. This is the first example of

DCSlower being raised above 0. DCSlower is the lowest DCS value before which the load

will begin to increase its TSoC. In this example the TSoC of the washing machine will

stay at its TSoClower (0.5) until the DCS increases above 0.5.

At t=250 the washing machine is activated by the user. Its SoC at this point in time

is 0.75 as per Eq. (3.9), and begins to decrease in the non-linear manner observed in the

previous Time-shiftable example. It continues to decrease until t=500 when its SoC is

0.5. At this stage the DCS is 0.5, and therefore TSoC is still at TSoClower (0.5) and the

washing machine turns on. Since the washing machine is time-shiftable, the cycle cannot

be interrupted and the washing machine consumes power until the cycle is finished.

3.4.2 Electric Vehicle

At t=0 the EV is at 0.8 SoC. Since its TSoClower is 0.6 and the DCS is 0 it is off. The

EV starts to discharge due to its standing losses until t=250 where its SoC has reached

0.7, at which point the DCS is 0.25 or one-quarter. Its TSoC is therefore defined by its

TSoC/DCS curve to be one-quarter of the way between its TSoClower and its TSoCupper,

or 0.7. The EV therefore turns on. Similar to its behaviour in Fig. 3.6 the EV begins to

turn on slightly before SoC reaches TSoClower (0.6) because the EV raises its TSoC to

pre-empt losses.

However, losses in this example are 400W and the EV reaches an equilibrium at almost

double that figure. This is explained by the rising DCS value. As the DCS value increases,

the TSoC of the EV also increases, causing SoC and TSoC to diverge and increasing Pon

until the observed equilibrium is reached. At t=500 usage begins, decreasing the SoC of

the EV, widening the difference between TSoC and SoC and increasing Pon until the EV

power reaches its maximum, where it stays for the remainder of the time. At t=1000 the

DCS is 1.0 and therefore the TSoC of the EV would be 1.0 if it were not capped by the

Enet cap introduced in Eq. (3.11). The expectation is that if DCS remained at 1 after

t=1000, the EV would continue charging until fully charged shortly after t=1000.
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3.4.3 Dryer

The dryer also begins switched off, and remains off until it is activated at t=250. In this

case, the dryer turns on immediately because the DCS is 0.25 (one-quarter), and therefore

the TSoC is one-quarter of the way between TSoClower (0.5) and TSoCupper (0.9), or 0.6.

Since the SoC of the dryer begins at 0.5 according to Eq. (3.9), it turns on. The dryer

stays on until t is approximately 400, where its SoC reaches TSoC. It then turns off

because its SoC was rising faster than the DCS was increasing its TSoC. After this, the

dryer observes its hysteresis restrictions. If hysteresis is set aside it can be seen to to

follow the linear trajectory defined by its TSoC/DCS curve.

At approximately t=600 the dryer turns off and its SoC drops to 0. This is because

of the aforementioned effect of setting TSoCupper to 0.9. There are two competing forces

at play here. The first interpretation is that the TSoC of the device should not go above

TSoCupper. The second interpretation is that in order to satisfy the intent of TSoCupper,

which is to limit the cycle time of the dryer, the device should not consume more than

90% of its cycle energy. Due to the nature of energy in Fixed Energy loads these two

statements do not mean the same thing. Therefore once 90% of Eup, instead of 90% of

Ecap, is consumed, the device should turn off. This happens in the example when its SoC

(a proportion of its Ecap rather than its cycle energy) is just above 0.8. The dryer then

remains off, its shortened cycle having been completed.

3.4.4 Hot Water Cylinder

As with the other loads, the HWC is off at the beginning, but begins at SoC=1.0, above

its TSoCupper of 0.8. While a SoC greater than TSoCupper would be rare in practice, it

could have resulted from a changed setting at t=0. The energy of the HWC decays, at a

rate defined by Eq. (3.5) in its characteristic, slightly non-linear fashion until it reaches

t=750, at which point the DCS is 0.75 (three-quarters) and its SoC is approximately

0.6. The TSoC of the HWC is, from the TSoC/DCS curve, three-quarters of the way

between TSoClower and TSoCupper, or 0.6. Therefore the HWC turns on, increasing its

SoC. At t=800, the user begins to have a shower that lasts until t=1000. The HWC

element remains on for the remainder of the time to limit the rate of discharge.

3.4.5 Turn-on Priority

The main reason for including Fig. 3.10 is to show which loads turn on first when exposed

to the same set of circumstances. In this example, the EV and the dryer both turned on

at t=250. This is despite the fact that the Ecap, TSoClower, TSoCupper, SoCinit, and Ploss

for these loads were completely different; one required user interaction and the other was

discharging from losses; and the very nature of the loads and the way in which they were
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modelled were different. Yet they shared the same on priority, described by an identical

battery-based interface.

They had the same priority because both loads had relatively high TSoClower values,

at 0.5 and 0.6, which suggests that the users are relatively risk-averse or that their dryer

and EV are relatively important to them, implying they are prepared to take power at

somewhat of a premium price. Furthermore the DCS value at t=250 was 0.25, suggesting

that power was somewhat constrained but not as constrained as it could have been. Based

on this situation, both loads were compelled to turn on.

Finally, the HWC was the last appliance to turn on because despite the fact that it

spent a significant amount of time below its TSoCupper, its power consumption was much

less urgent than that of the EV and the dyer. It could therefore wait until the DCS

increased to a satisfactory level before drawing power. Net Energy Stored (NES) control

is characterised by an aggregation of these small decisions that each load makes about

when it should turn on, how long it should stay on for, and when it should turn off. But

the feedback loop has not yet been closed and in this example the power consumption of

each load did not affect the power consumption of the other loads. This will be covered

in Chapter 4.

3.5 Implications of the Load Model

In this chapter, a unified load model has been introduced that transforms the diverse and

complex nature of residential loads into a simplified battery interface, whose characteris-

tics have been elaborated for each load. A diverse set of residential loads were categorised

into four groups: Battery, Thermal, Time-shiftable, and Fixed Energy, and it was shown

how their categorisation influences the design of their battery interface. The load models

were then augmented with a TSoC and an Enet characteristic, and these measures pro-

vided a way in which the loads could be monitored and controlled. The augmented load

model was then demonstrated with four contrived examples which outlined the differences

between the different load categories and justified their behaviour. Simplicity has been

the main purpose of modelling loads in this fashion, and as a result each appliance can

be implemented on an 8-bit microcontroller. Chapter 4 will show how more than 10 such

loads can be seamlessly controlled on a single such microcontroller.

In the examples given in this chapter, the power consumption of each load did not

influence the DCS, instead loads were demonstrated in contrived scenarios to explain

the details of the load model. Chapter 4 will build upon the augmented load model by

examining how loads interact with each other to ensure that a constrained amount of

power is distributed fairly among a diverse set of loads in a contrived community, each

with a diverse set of power objectives and requirements. The control methodology will
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be introduced as NES control, one of the contribution of this thesis. The chapters that

follow will show how NES control can seamlessly integrate time-varying, stochastic VREG,

arbitrarily fluctuating electricity prices, and stochastic electricity demand, without any

foreknowledge of any of these variables, nor any specific knowledge of the loads that

are participating in demand response. Chapter 6 will show how NES control is able to

navigate any situation blindly while ensuring community power drawn from the grid is as

close as possible to the amount of power for which the community is willing to pay at a

given price, while intrinsically emphasising individual comfort over overall performance.
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4
Net Energy Stored Control

Energy storage was one of the main technologies identified in Chapter 1 that could help

to integrate Electric Vehicles (EVs) and Variable Renewable Energy Generation (VREG)

into power systems and reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. Demand-side Manage-

ment (DSM) was explored in Chapter 2, where it was stated that the potential of DSM

in the residential sector was relatively untapped. In Chapter 3, it was proposed that all

controllable residential loads could be modelled as batteries, bringing these two solutions

together in a novel and interesting fashion.

This chapter will introduce Net Energy Stored (NES) control. It is primarily a hierar-

chical topology for residential load control that equitably shares a constrained amount of

power in a way that can be influenced by consumer preferences. It incorporates a control

algorithm that operates without any foreknowledge of future demand, local generation,

or price, and aims primarily to minimise the impact of load control on consumers. At the

same time it attempts to shift loads from less favourable times to more favourable times by

taking advantage of cheaper prices and local generation. Its key features are its emphasis

on consumer comfort, simplicity, and implementability. It focuses on these features over

optimal extraction of value in the belief that the features represent the primary barriers

to Residential Demand-side Management (RDSM) more than marginal returns.

Finally, a lab-scale embedded communications system has been designed and built

to run the algorithm. The system uses 8-bit microcontrollers to act on behalf of loads

and a low-cost 32-bit microcontroller running embedded Linux to serve as a community

75
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controller and webserver. The purpose of reporting the practical system is to show that

NES control can be feasibly implemented at low-cost and with low computational and

bandwidth requirements.

4.1 Hierarchical Topology

In the literature, NES control belongs to the group of hierarchical, reactive control topolo-

gies. It combines three levels of control to achieve many practical advantages for RDSM.

Its distributed nature allows control over the load to remain with the consumer while

preserving information security. Its centralised nature allows coordination between loads

in a community to observe combined limits with a wider range of controllable loads. Fi-

nally the hierarchical boundaries allow for each of the different actors in the situation to

exert their influence over the control topology. NES control is made up of three levels:

load-level, community-level, and grid-level control.

4.1.1 Load-level Control

The load-level control strategy was discussed in detail in Chapter 3. At the load level,

loads are given final control over switching. The control is achieved by adjusting a Target

State of Charge (TSoC) in response to a Demand Control Signal (DCS). By separating this

decision from a central scheduler, the control is intrinsically insensitive to communication

interruptions or security breaches. The only mechanism that the load responds to is

the DCS, and the load’s behaviour is defined for all values of the DCS. Therefore if

communications are lost, any default value, 0, 0.5 or 1 for example, will result in acceptable

outcomes for the consumer. Even in the worst case, where the DCS is kept at 0 for long

periods of time, the TSoC is still bounded by acceptable comfort levels. While in a central

scheduling scenario some manual override would have to be built in to control for these

situations, the worst-case scenario for NES control is the status quo.

The TSoC/DCS curve provides a significant amount of flexibility for the prioritisation

of individual loads, and describes a mechanism by which that priority can change in time

depending on the current energy requirements of the load. By containing the complexity of

a load’s diverse and changing energy requirements completely within the load, and instead

exposing a simple TSoC interface, significant complexity can be reduced for the higher-

level controller. Furthermore logically representing the load as a battery helps higher-level

controllers make decisions about whether to consume more or less power given the price,

while also masking the uncertainty of pricing and supply from each individual load. In

such a situation the load also does not need to consider the constraints and statuses of

the loads around it.
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4.1.2 Community-level Control

NES control moderates the power consumption of an arbitrary community. In this analysis

it is a community which is linked by a common transformer. However, in the digital age it

could be a collective of consumers who subscribe to a virtual DCS signal from a demand

aggregator in a competitive market for RDSM. NES control moderates power by trading

inflexibility by some in the community for opportunities for price reduction by others.

The control strategy aims at any instant to guide the amount of energy consumed by the

community to an amount for which it is willing to pay, and this amount is then shared

among the community’s loads in a manner that allows for consumer choice while enabling

cost savings. The amount of energy the community is ‘willing’ to consume within a given

time-frame will increase or decrease depending on the current price of electricity, available

VREG, transformer loading or other external indication of stress. The simplicity of NES

control masks its ability to fairly apportion a constrained amount of power amongst a

diverse array of loads, considering each of their proclivities to consume electricity, their

overall priorities, and their past energy consumption.

Optimal scheduling approaches, in which schedules are sent out in 15-minute to hourly

intervals, typically lose the ability to react quickly to fluctuations in price or supply.

They also suffer from the short-term demand uncertainty that is characteristic of diverse,

human users. By broadcasting changes in the DCS every second, NES control can react

extremely quickly to changes in external conditions, potentially being able to provide

primary demand response or frequency support for relatively little infrastructure and

little additional complexity.

4.1.3 Grid-level Control

The final level of NES control is not within the scope of this thesis but it is implied in

the operation of the algorithm. NES control describes a practical mechanism by which

the demand-side can become responsive to price. This could take the form of a competi-

tive marketplace for demand aggregators who then operate in power system markets like

the market for frequency regulation, interruptible load contracts, Volt-Ampere Reactive

(VAR) support, or any other price mechanism currently available to large industrial play-

ers. Alternatively electricity retailers could offer a time-varying price signal to consumers

that depends on the retailer’s specific cost of consumption, enabling them to manipulate

the demand side of the market to increase their profits in the competitive spot market for

electricity. Another alternative is for these communities to be controlled, as is currently

the case, by the lines companies who maintain the local distribution infrastructure. Lines

companies could manage the impact on their transformers and defer capital investment

in replacement assets.
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All of these options are touted in the power systems literature as providing significant

value to the players in the power system, but one of the key problems is the practical

implementation of demand response in an unforgiving residential sector, coupled with

uncertainty around the extra complexity involved in bringing the residential demand side

into the power supply/demand control equation. Hence, NES control attempts to solve

these two problems by proposing a simple and effective residential control topology that

puts the comfort of the consumer first.

In the next sections the community-level aspect of NES control will be introduced and

explained. They will show how the DCS is calculated to respond to external measures of

grid stress such as the price of electricity and local VREG. The behaviour of the loads will

begin to influence the calculation of the DCS and the feedback loop will be closed. The

same contrived simulation that was used in Section 3.4 will be used again to demonstrate

the behaviour of a group of loads under NES control in a constant price scenario. In the

following simulation the effect of a varying electricity price will be shown.

4.2 Community-level Algorithm Description

NES control operates by defining a time-varying energy target that depends on, in the

broadest sense, an external measure representing value to a player in the power system.

The energy restriction is implemented by controlling the DCS and measuring the amount

of energy the community requires in response. Since all controllable loads will respond to

the DCS, it is possible to dramatically decrease or increase instantaneous power consump-

tion for a sustained period of time that depends on the SoC and Ecap of the community.

NES control takes advantage of the battery model introduced in Chapter 3 to alter the

community’s energy consumption patterns using three variables: the DCS, which has

already been introduced, and the desired energy, Edes, and required energy, Ereq.

4.2.1 Desired Energy

NES control generates an energy consumption target so that those loads that can shift

their demand will do so in order to attempt to use energy when it is cheaper, or less

constrained. This target is called the Edes. For example if the price is lowered, the

energy target would be increased to signal to the loads that more power should be drawn,

and if price were to increase, the energy target would be reduced to signal that energy

is expensive. The energy target is called a ‘soft’ cap because aggregate appliances are

permitted to draw more power than the cap and no penalties will be applied. After

all, most consumers value comfort and convenience over short-term cost savings. The

community’s desired energy is bounded within a time period denoted tgoal, the time period
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in which loads define their short-term energy goals.

In practice, the desired energy of the community can be an economic demand curve

relating desired energy to price, or it can be defined by any other measure of consumer

willingness to consume energy, such as, for example, the carbon footprint of the current

generation mix in the power system. Alternatively it can be capped to an upper limit

like the maximum energy the distribution system can deliver on a weak link in a rural

area, or to a street-level transformer’s capacity, or be set to follow wind energy generated

elsewhere. Alternatively it could be a combination of any of the above. This thesis

considers the economic argument, where the complexities of electricity supply and demand

can be reflected in a representative pricing signal. If price does not vary, Edes remains

constant and NES control attempts to keep the community consuming a constant amount

of energy in response to varying demand and local generation.

Power from local sources is considered alongside the desired energy, and an oppor-

tunistic view is taken, where the desired energy is the maximum of the desired energy

as calculated in the demand function and the available renewable energy forecast within

tgoal. This is because local power could be viewed as ‘free’, or at least the community may

want to get the best return for its investment in local power generation. Locally gener-

ated power in this equation has been assumed to be constant over the time period, tgoal,

an assumption that is accurate when tgoal is small. In practice however, full predictions

would be substituted for the product of power and time used here.

Energy demand could be determined empirically using consumer price elasticities, but

price elasticities are usually quite low, which suggests consumers do not reduce or increase

electricity consumption much as a function of electricity price. However automated de-

mand response should significantly increase the price elasticity of electricity demand, and

in the future enough data may be available to formulate an accurate empirical demand

curve to program into a community controller, perhaps leveraging learning techniques

that optimise the experience for the community.

In Fig. 4.1, four desired energy demand curves have been constructed. While it is

intuitive that Edes should vary inversely as to the price of electricity, the shape and mag-

nitude of the relationship depends on the amount of energy the community is actually

willing to purchase at a given price. In this implementation, the cheapest price point is

mapped to the highest possible level of simultaneous demand for the community, deter-

mined by summing the products of Pon and tgoal for all appliances. The rationale is that

if price is as cheap as it can be, all appliances should consume as much power as possible.

Furthermore, the highest price point is mapped to 0 demand. This will ensure that all

loads defer for as long as possible when the highest price point is experienced. While it

may be impossible for the community to practically consume no power without sacrificing

comfort, NES control does not impose a hard cap on energy and instead will set the DCS
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to 0, lowering the TSoC of all loads to TSoClower, and hence deferring load for as long as

possible until consumer comfort is affected, by the users’ own definition.

Four examples of potential demand curves are shown in Fig. 4.1: a linear graph that

joins maximum energy demand to minimum energy demand at minimum and maximum

cost, respectively; a step-function demand curve which switches energy demand between

maximum and zero around a ‘shoulder’ price of 40c/MJ ; a stepwise linear approach which

sets different gradients for before and after a shoulder price typical of Time of Use (TOU)

pricing schemes, fixing the shoulder price at a ‘shoulder’ energy of one fifth of maximum

energy demand; and an exponential decay which encapsulates the concept of the stepwise

linear approach while providing a smoother transition, still setting the shoulder energy to

one-fifth of maximum energy demand at the shoulder price.

This approach requires a knowledge of the minimum and maximum prices of electricity,

and the maximum power consumption for a community. It also requires the shape of the

demand curve to be tailored to the community’s consumption preferences, for example

the amount of energy the community is willing to consume during shoulder price periods

in a TOU pricing scheme.

There is a trade-off in the selection of this shoulder period energy requirement, because

if Edes is set too low at shoulder-price periods, loads may be forced to consume power dur-

ing the most expensive times after running out of ‘energy’ that could have been consumed

during the shoulder-price period. This can occur if a high-price period (e.g. the evening

peak) follows immediately after a sustained shoulder-price period (e.g. the working day),

Figure 4.1: Range of Desired Energy Demand Curves Against Grid Price
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common in TOU pricing schemes. On the other hand, if demand in shoulder-price periods

is set too high, loads can consume energy in shoulder-price periods that could have been

shifted to later, cheaper periods.

4.2.2 Required Energy

Whereas Edes is determined based on external factors, Ereq is a measured value that

represents the amount of energy the community requires from the grid at the current

DCS level. To calculate Ereq, each load in the community informs the central controller

of its Net Energy (Enet), which is the difference between its current target energy and its

current stored energy. Each load’s TSoC is a function of the DCS, and therefore Enet

is a function of the DCS. So, as the DCS is changed and broadcast to the community,

the overall energy requirement for the community changes. Ereq is defined formally in

Eq. (4.1), noting that each load l’s Enet is subject to the constraints described earlier in

Chapter 3, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12).

Ereq =
∑
lεL

(Enet,l) (4.1)

As tgoal approaches 1 second, the unit for energy required within tgoal approaches

Watts, and Ereq approaches the real-time power drawn from the grid. A novel system

operating under this principle has been published in [104] under the name Local Demand

Control (LDC). The novelty lies in the mechanism by which it conveys this signal to the

community and in the speed of its response. Such a system could operate underneath NES

control, ensuring fast response in times of fault, while NES control moderates consumer

consumption preferences.

4.2.3 DCS Calculation

Given the concepts of desired energy and required energy, the theory of the algorithm

is simple. If the community requires more energy than it desires, it reduces that energy

requirement by reducing the DCS, thereby reducing each load’s TSoC and shutting off

loads that have a small, positive net energy until Ereq meets Edes. On the other hand, if

the community requires less energy than that which it collectively desires, the DCS will

be increased. This will then turn on those loads whose TSoC is near their SoC.

The result of this control methodology is that loads that need to turn on most will

be turned on first if more energy needs to be drawn, and loads that need energy least

will be the first to be turned off if load reduction is required. Furthermore, since the

control is ‘net energy’ and not absolute energy, an urgent load which has almost met

its energy requirement is exactly the same as a non-urgent load that has been deferred
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for as long as it is allowed to be. Perhaps more importantly, as a load consumes energy

its SoC changes, and its charging ‘priority’ changes too. This is in contrast to load

control schemes that assign a static priority to loads based on load type and unequivocally

assert that higher priority loads need power more urgently than lower priority loads. In

summary, this simple control algorithm can take into account time-varying load priority,

past consumption history, as well as how urgently energy is needed, all through a common

‘net energy’ interface.

A simple Proportional, Integral, Differential (PID) controller has been implemented

to perform the DCS calculation. It is shown in Fig. 4.2. The difference between Edes

and Ereq provides the error signal, and the DCS is the output variable which indirectly

controls Ereq. A delay of 1 second was used in all simulations to model the actual control

delay in the practical system which will be introduced later in this chapter. The control

system is complex for a number of reasons, and the PID controller has not been optimised

for the varied circumstances into which the controller might be placed.

The control problem is characterised by large step changes in the error signal: in

Ereq arising from large loads such as electric vehicles and dryers joining the system and

immediately turning on, or by large baseloads such as ovens turning on and off; and in

Edes when prices or local energy generation change rapidly, like a TOU price step or a

wind gust. These are mostly unpredictable, and those that can be predicted, like price,

have not been predicted in this thesis to show the algorithm’s adaptability.

Furthermore the rate of change in Ereq resulting from a change in the DCS is not

constant. By its design, NES control seeks around with the DCS until it finds the marginal

Figure 4.2: Control System Diagram for NES Community-level Control
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load or loads in the system. Once it has reached the point where the marginal loads’

TSoC is just above their SoC, the benefit of controlling energy instead of power becomes

apparent. Under NES control, these loads will consume their full power, but report a

diminished Ereq the closer they are to their energy target.

This feature performs a similar function to an integral term in the control loop, but

comes into effect before a load switches off. The result is a bias towards keeping loads

on until they reach their goal instead of switching on and off around an equilibrium as

would happen if power was controlled around a set-point. Inherently then, NES indirectly

controls power, preferring steady-state error in the power trace over loads switching on

and off. Note that Battery loads are able to alter their level of power consumption and

do not suffer the same issue.

In a typical load control system which aims to control instantaneous power to meet

the energy targets that typically characterise consumer comfort (e.g. the temperature

of water or air, or the state of charge of a battery), an integral controller is the natural

choice. However, by controlling the forecasted energy of these marginal loads instead of

their power, the natural choice is a simple proportional controller and this has been used

in all subsequent simulations.

Additionally, rather than letting the controller determine the DCS directly, the ampli-

fied error signal is used to alter the previous DCS value. This is because there is no clear

relationship between the error value and the appropriate DCS level, i.e. for a specific error

value there is no specific desired DCS value. The reason for this is that the DCS controls

the absolute value of the TSoC, however Ereq, the variable that the DCS controls, also

depends on the SoC of the loads. Therefore if Ereq exceeds Edes by 1kJ but all loads are

near full SoC, the DCS should be near 1; on the other hand if Ereq exceeds Edes by 1kJ

and all loads are near 0 SoC, the DCS should be near 0, despite the fact that the error

is the same.

Essentially the DCS is the integral of past error terms, capped at 0 and 1. The control

system can hence be described as adding or subtracting a constant proportion of an energy

imbalance to the DCS, which in turn indirectly represents a priority-weighted community

TSoC. In other words, if more energy is desired than currently required, the community

energy goal is set higher. The community SoC will then follow the DCS indirectly as

power is consumed.

To calculate the proportional gain of the controller, the Ziegler-Nichols method was

used on the contrived example as a starting point. The eventual proportional gain chosen

for use in the simulations was 1/30 - that is, the maximum possible error will result in a

change in the DCS of 0.0333 in the first second. The system is not sensitive to this value

of gain, and multiplying or dividing by a factor of two does not have a large impact upon

the performance of the algorithm.
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The magnitude of the proportional gain is then divided by the maximum amount of

controllable Ereq that could be expected in a given situation; this represents the energy

demand within tgoal if all controllable loads wanted their maximum Enet at once. This

corresponds to the maximum possible change in Ereq that could directly result from a

change in DCS. Effectively this operation reduces the control system to per-unit levels.

The chosen gain is too low to achieve sub-second response times, and instead stepped

Edes targets are reached in around one minute in practice. Since the results of this thesis

specify dollar savings over an entire day, the transient response has very little impact on

the results.

If, however, sub-second response was desired, non-linear control could be considered.

For example if the current relationship between the DCS and Ereq could be predicted (or

calculated), the DCS could be made to move faster for a specific error if it is known that

Ereq will change little in response. On the other hand if a small change in DCS were to

result in a large change in Ereq, for example if the TSoC of any load is near its SoC, the

gain could be lowered, down to a minimum of the gain used in this study.

Feed-forward control could be used in conjunction with the relationships calculated

above so that step changes in Edes could be fed directly into the DCS and greatly improve

response times if calculated correctly. However since designing a fast control system is

not the focus of this thesis, this could be examined in future work.

4.3 Case Studies

To show the operation of NES control with DCS feedback, the situation from Section 3.4

was replicated with the feedback loop closed. In the first example, the price of electricity

was held constant at the ‘shoulder’ price of electricity, 40, and hence Edes was constant

and the DCS was controlled to keep Ereq as close to this value of Edes as possible. The

second example explores this situation again in a variable price scenario. The exponential

curve shown in Fig. 4.1 was used in both the fixed and variable price examples. These

examples are intended to demonstrate the full operation of NES control before a real-

world setting is introduced in Chapter 5. As such, the values chosen are not reflective of

EVs, Hot Water Cylinders (HWCs), washers or dryers, and the behaviour is not intended

to be reflective of pratical loads either. The main intent is to show the operation of NES

control in a contrived scenario such that the workings of the algorithm can be examined.

4.3.1 Case Study 1: Constant Price

First the situation from the constant price example was repeated with DCS feedback. The

results are displayed in a similar format in Fig. 4.3, except Ereq and Edes are also displayed
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Property Values

Washer EV Dryer HWC

Ecap 0-0.6 1 0-0.6 1

tcyc 125 N/A 250 N/A

TSoClower 0.5 0.6 0.5 0

TSoCupper 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8

DCSlower 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

DCSupper 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Hysteresis N/A N/A 0.1 0.1

Pon 1200 1400 1200 1500

Ploss 0 400 0 680

Puse 0 2000 0 2000

Table 4.1: Simulation Values for Contrived Case Studies

in the lower graph, while the DCS now shares an axis with the grid price. Overall, Ereq

can be seen to remain near Edes while the loads are in a controllable region of operation.

The four quadrants of the simulation will be discussed separately and have each been

given a title based on the dominant feature of the quadrant.

Quadrant 1: EV Charge (t=0 to t=250)

When the simulation begins, the DCS increases rapidly from t=0 until t ≈ 10. During

this time none of the appliances are on and Ereq stays at 0. Referring to the lowest graph,

at this time Ereq approaches Edes and levels out just below Edes. The result is that the

DCS increases more slowly when Ereq is very close to Edes. When the DCS reaches 0.5

the TSoC of the EV finally rises above its SoC of approximately 0.8 and the EV begins

to turn on. It does not reach its full Pon, however, because as Ereq approaches Edes the

control system slows the rate of increase of the DCS and keeps the Enet of the EV constant

at approximately 22500J , until other loads turn on at t=250.

Quadrant 2: Washer and Dryer (t=250 to t=500)

At t=250, the washing machine and dryer are activated by the user. Since the DCS is

at 1, the TSoC of both appliances is higher than their SoC, meaning each appliance has

a positive Enet, and they both turn on. The impact upon Ereq can be seen immediately,

with Ereq comprising the sum of the Enets of the washing machine, dryer, and EV for an

instant. The controller then reduces the DCS to attempt to bring Ereq back towards Edes.

The immediate effect is that the EV turns off.
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Figure 4.3: Contrived Example with DCS Feedback and Constant Price
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The linear decrease in Ereq is evident as the dryer consumes a constant amount of

power towards its unchanging TSoC. Once the SoC of the dryer reaches the upper limit

of its hysteresis, the dryer turns off until its SoC falls below its TSoClower, at which point

it turns on again. Throughout this time, the washing machine remains on because its

cycle is unable to be interrupted due to its categorisation as a time-shiftable load. It

is worth noting again that in practice segments of the washing machine’s cycle may be

interruptible and this modification would be trivial within NES control.

At t=375, after the washing machine’s cycle has finished, Ereq again falls below Edes.

Then the DCS is raised steadily, albeit slowly. This continues until the DCS again ap-

proaches 0.5, setting the TSoC of the EV to approximately 0.8 and turning the EV on

slowly at approximately t=500.

Quadrant 3: EV Usage (t=500 to t=750)

When t reaches 500 the EV is driven, energy is drawn from its battery and the SoC of

the EV falls. This causes its SoC and TSoC to diverge, which in turn causes the power

delivered to the EV to increase. For this contrived example it is again assumed that the

EV remains connected, for example through a wireless charging interface to the grid as

it drives, although this assumption is not made for EVs in the realistic simulations. Note

that the EV does not reach its maximum Pon during this period because the DCS is falling

at the same rate as the EV’s SoC is dropping after an equilibrium is reached between the

error signal and the rate of adjustment to the DCS. Effectively the controller is restricting

the charging rate of the EV to keep Ereq near Edes, even while its SoC is falling.

This continues until the SoC of the dryer falls below its TSoClower and the dryer

finishes its cycle. While the dryer finishes its cycle, the DCS decreases and causes the

EV to reduce its power consumption to compensate for the dryer. Once the dryer has

finished its cycle, the EV charges again at the same restricted rate until t=750. This

sequence of events embodies ‘fair’ sharing of constrained power consumption in a contrived

‘community’ where disparate loads are prioritised dynamically based on a unified load

model.

Quadrant 4: HWC Usage (t=750 to t=1000)

After the EV usage finishes, the EV begins to charge at the same restricted rate at which

it was charging in Quadrant 1, although the SoC of the EV is lower and so is the DCS

to compensate. Meanwhile the HWC is being used and its SoC is falling rapidly. Near

t=1000, when the DCS is 0.2 and the SoC of the HWC is at approximately 0.16 the

HWC turns on, adding its Enet to the Ereq and causing the controller to reduce the DCS,

reducing the EV power to compensate.
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4.3.2 Case Study 2: Variable Price

This section will explore what happens when the price is changed. The same situation

has been presented again in Fig. 4.4 in a contrived variable price environment. In the

scenario, the price between t=0 and t=250 is 10, it then rises to 80 until t=500, before

falling to 40 in Quadrant 3, then finally reaching 100 from t=750 to t=1000. The impact

of the changing price will be examined, again, in four quadrants.

Quadrant 1: EV Charge (t=0 to t=250)

Throughout Quadrant 1 the price of electricity is very low, and according to the Edes

demand curve, energy demand should be high. As such, the DCS rises rapidly to 1,

causing the EV to charge at full power. A DCS of 1 would usually cause all loads to turn

on, but the washing machine and dryer have not yet been activated and the HWC has

a TSoCupper of 0.8, which is below its SoC throughout Quadrant 1. At approximately

t=100, the EV nears its TSoCupper of 1, and as its SoC and TSoC converge its power

decreases.

Quadrant 2: Washer and Dryer (t=250 to t=500)

At t=250, the price of electricity increases dramatically, causing Edes to plummet and the

DCS to quickly follow. However, since the DCS is 1 at the beginning of the period, the

washing machine and dryer both turn on. The washing machine, again, stays on until

it finishes its cycle, while the dryer is near its TSoClower and turns off and back on due

to its hysteresis and its falling SoC. After the washing machine has finished the dryer

remains on, at each moment promising to only consume a small amount of energy, yet

in the absence of other loads that need power at this DCS level it continues to charge

until t=500. In response, the DCS increases, keeping the dryer in a ‘constrained charge’

period, wherein even though full power is being consumed, the Enet of the dryer is held

short of the Enet cap described in Eq. (3.11), and since Ereq comprises the dryer’s Enet

rather than its actual power consumption, Ereq is held below Edes in an equilibrium.

Referring to the discussion of energy control and power control, here is an example of

the effect of controlling energy instead of power. In this situation, if the dryer was to set

its TSoC as high as it could, Ereq would exceed the community’s Edes. On the other hand

if it was off, Ereq would be below Edes. Under power control, the dryer would switch on

and off, subject to its hysteresis. However with energy control, the dryer is instead able

to remain on by lowering its TSoC, effectively telling the community controller that it

will only consume power for a fraction of tgoal. And this is exactly what would happen if

the DCS remained constant. However since the DCS is increasing, the dryer continues to

raise its TSoC and reaches an equilibrium. The control of energy goals rather than power
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Figure 4.4: Contrived Example with DCS Feedback and Variable Price
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consumption is one of the key reasons NES control is appropriate for residential energy

management.

Quadrant 3: EV Usage (t=500 to t=750)

Two simultaneous events occur at t=500: the user begins to drive the EV and the price

of electricity decreases to 40. In response to the reduced price the DCS increases and

the dryer remains on after t=500, finishing its cycle shortly afterwards. At this point the

DCS exceeds 0.5, which sets the EV’s TSoC to approximately 0.8 and turns the EV on,

adding the Enet of the EV to the Ereq figure. Ereq increases rapidly until it reaches Edes,

at which point the DCS again reduces steadily, and keeping the EV within a equilibrium

constrained charge period with decreasing DCS.

Quadrant 4: High Electricity Price (t=750 to t=1000)

This quadrant is defined by a maximally high electricity price, at 100. The DCS is already

at its lower bound of 0 and can no longer be used to reduce Ereq. Instead, the EV naturally

approaches its TSoClower before its power approaches, but does not quite reach, 400W

- its equilibrium observed in Chapter 3. The HWC has a TSoClower of 0, and therefore

while the DCS is 0 it will not turn on until its SoC falls to 0. This does not happen in this

scenario despite the usage of the HWC from t=800 until t=1000. The fact that the HWC

does not turn on is not an issue since 0 SoC corresponds to the minimum temperature

required for consumer comfort (55 ◦C) and the user has programmed the HWC to wait

for very cheap time periods.

4.4 Algorithm Features

Certain features of the algorithm have been touched upon in this chapter and they will

be summarised again in this section. Overall, the driving focus has been on simplicity

and implementability. To this end, the battery model discussed in Chapter 3 has been

utilised to homogenise all residential loads from the perspective of the controller. Since

the control algorithm operates with no knowledge of future usage, nor pricing, nor local

generation levels, it will operate in Real-Time Pricing (RTP) pricing schemes, or in the

presence of any amount of local generation, or with any level of fluctuating demand. All

the while it allows loads to circumvent the proposed control guidelines so that consumer

comfort can be prioritised. As discussed in Chapter 2, prioritising consumer comfort is

paramount for a successful residential DSM programme.
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4.4.1 Energy Control

NES control diverges from the literature by emphasising the control of short-term energy

goals instead of power. Energy control is similar to controlling power with a deadband,

except it uses information about expected power consumption to help prioritise loads.

The difference between a power deadband and energy control is that a power deadband

will not differentiate between different loads, whereas energy control will prioritise loads

that are closer to their energy targets, resulting in more stable control over a number of

large on/off loads like dryers or HWCs, particularly if the amount of energy is constrained

and several such loads require energy.

4.4.2 Fault Tolerance

Since only the individual loads are able to determine when they switch on or off, in

contrast to centralised direct load control, and since NES control is designed to prioritise

consumer comfort, loads will continue to operate within the bounds of consumer comfort

regardless of the state of the DCS. Therefore the communication link can be severed

indefinitely and the worst case is that appliances are deferred for as long as they can

be deferred without impacting upon consumer comfort. The result is an intrinsic fault

tolerance that significantly simplifies algorithm design.

4.4.3 Fairness

NES control uses a net energy interface to model all controllable residential loads in the

same way. Using net energy instead of absolute energy means the current state of the

load as well as its energy consumption goals can be accounted for by the controller. In

this way, loads that have a high SoC but a higher priority can be compared to loads that

have a low SoC but a lower priority. Also, by modifying the DCS value, those loads that

need to turn on the most will be turned on first if the DCS is increased, and vice versa if

it is reduced. Not only does this fairly arbitrate between diverse loads, it again simplifies

load control.

4.4.4 Community State of Charge

As a result of modelling loads in this fashion it becomes possible to model an entire

community as a single battery with energy and power capacities that vary in time, and

whose discharge is uncontrollable and defined by stochastic consumer behaviour. This

‘battery’ will have a current SoC, and a current TSoC that is controllable by a central

controller. From this information, external agents can determine how much flexibility

exists in the community. By combining information about the amount of ‘energy’ stored
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in the community with the sort of load forecasting that power system controllers already

engage in, a potentially very accurate picture can be painted about how much power can

be decreased or increased in a given community. Not only this, but the allowable duration

of the load decrease or increase can be forecasted. This information could be used in a

number of situations.

Firstly, demand aggregators could bid negative (or positive) electricity consumption at

particular rates in the spot market. Depending on the marginal cost of electricity, demand

could be reduced for a given half-hour to prevent the system operator being forced to

accept the high electricity prices of expensive peaking generators. This, in theory, could

be used to increase the total proportion of wind and other renewables used in the power

system by implicitly shifting load to cheaper time periods. The term implicitly is used

because load would not necessarily be shifted based on the cost of electricity, rather

the load itself will causally influence the spot price of electricity in situations where the

amount of load that can be shifted is greater than or equal to the amount of energy bid in

at the highest price step. This should result in a more efficient power system and a lower

cost of electricity, although because of the way generators are paid it may also reduce

profits for all generators - not just the peaking generators that would be supplanted. The

overall effect on profit for renewable generators would depend on the extent to which their

capacity margins are increased.

Secondly, the community SoC could be used to minimise the impact of planned out-

ages. If the system operator is provided a measure of the real-time load-shifting capacity

of the entire demand side, he or she can ‘pre-charge’ the controllable aspects of the demand

side by offering cheap electricity for a prescribed period of time, then perform planned

maintenance work while the demand-side naturally discharges. The effect of this should

be significantly reduced electricity demand for the duration of the planned outage period,

with a real-time indication of the status of the energy that remains in the demand-side

as time elapses.

Thirdly the community SoC could be used in conjunction with VREG forecasts to

pre-charge, or defer charging of the demand side. If a high VREG period is forecast in

one hour’s time, the controllable aspect of the demand-side can be left to discharge until

the VREG becomes available. Furthermore, if a low VREG period is forecast, the SoC

of the demand-side could be pre-charged so that this low-VREG, high-cost period could

be endured.

4.4.5 Privacy and Security

In normal operation, only the Enet of the loads needs to be broadcast for the algorithm

to operate, instead of actual temperatures, information about washing and drying cycles

and vehicle state of charge, or even direct load control instructions being sent from a
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centralised controller. The Enet represents the difference between TSoC and SoC, but

since all loads have the same battery interface, the Enet of one load is not necessarily

distinguishable from other loads at completely different levels of charge. If the diverse

possibilities for settings are also considered, the Enet information taken alongside DCS

data should obscure potentially sensitive information about a user’s behaviour.

Moreover, since the battery model is designed to be aggregated, the Enet of all of the

appliances in a house can be combined before the result is sent out of the house. At this

point, information is no more sensitive than measuring current on the house’s power line.

Naturally there is a trade-off between privacy and the ability for the information to

be used to improve the service. If the algorithm is operated without recording energy

capacity, load ID, or a measure of stored energy for a community, then the positive

benefits associated with knowing the community SoC are no longer possible. Which of

these two benefits is emphasised would likely depend on the political climate around DSM,

the DSM provider, and consumer confidence in encryption and network security.

4.4.6 Sub-optimal Performance

A drawback of the algorithm relates to its simplicity. Since it does not take into account

any future knowledge it may perform worse than competing solutions, but should make

up for this in its flexibility, simplicity and ease of configuration. Several optimal-control

offerings exist in the literature that run an optimal scheduling problem every 5-15 minutes

to best coordinate load. NES control is not designed to compete with them on perfor-

mance. While its performance compared to the theoretical optimum will be examined

closely in Chapter 6, and it is anticipated that NES control will perform well in highly

uncertain or highly volatile situations.

NES control has several advantages and disadvantages. It has been tailored towards

the specific problem of residential DSM, for which: optimal performance is less important

than consumer comfort; setup-time and custom configuration time are both obstacles to

adoption; and the low cost of an entire system can bring a strong advantage to companies

offering demand response solutions in the consumer products market.

4.5 Practical System

This thesis seeks to address the key obstacles to residential Demand-side Management

(DSM) adoption introduced in Chapter 2: an emphasis on consumer comfort, low setup

cost, and ease of implementation in practice. This section describes the practical lab-scale

system that was built to demonstrate that the algorithm can be implemented using a low-

cost microcontroller network. Then practical results will be presented and compared to
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the results for the contrived constant and variable price case studies.

4.5.1 System Components

The main guiding principle for the practical system is cost and simplicity. The residential

sector has 87% of the total customers in the NZ power system, but with only approxi-

mately one third of the load it is necessary for a lot of consumers to have controllable

loads if Residential Demand-side Management (RDSM) is to be successful. In order to

keep the capital requirements down for a power company wishing to enter this space, the

per-unit cost of the RDSM setup needs to be small. Furthermore, with so many customers

to control in a form of networked control system, the interfaces need to be functional but

simple. The battery model introduced in Chapter 3 and the control algorithm intro-

duced in Chapter 4 meet these requirements, and this section seeks to fulfil the low cost

requirement.

The practical system consists of the electronics necessary to facilitate load control

and communications through a Home Area Network (HAN), as well as a software im-

plementation of Net Energy Stored (NES) control at the load- and community-levels as

introduced in Chapter 3 and the previous sections. The hardware and software will be

briefly presented to demonstrate the implementability and low cost of the system to a

home. An overall system diagram is shown in Fig. 4.5.

Hardware

The load controller nodes were designed around the Atmel ATMega series, a low-cost,

8-bit family of microcontrollers. The microcontroller acts as logical interface between

the load and the energy manager, taking in the Demand Control Signal (DCS) level and

deciding whether or not to activate or deactivate the load based on a predefined Target

State of Charge (TSoC)/DCS curve. The Controller Area Network (CAN) bus protocol

is used in the lab setup for its simplicity and the fact that its communications are suitable

to near-real-time systems. Microchip (MCP2515) and Texas Instruments (ISO1050) chips

were used to transcode logical messages from the microcontroller onto the CAN bus and

nodes on the bus were connected together with Ethernet patch cables using standard

RJ45 CAN interface pinouts.

The hardware was designed to make the communications protocol interchangeable us-

ing a daughterboard design which exposed the communications pins of the microcontroller

(SPI, I2C, UART, and some GPIOs) to a smaller, removable board. This combined with

the code structure enables a change in communication protocol (for example to Bluetooth

Low Energy) with minimal redesign.

Attached to the microcontroller are a digital power and energy meter to measure power,
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Figure 4.5: System Diagram for Practical System

voltage and current, a Solid-State Relay (SSR) module to enable the switching on and

off of loads, a low-cost AC/DC converter to provide 5VDC from 230V 50Hz mains, and

a Programmable System-On-Chip (PSOC) for compatibility with the Localised Demand

Control (LDC) research being conducted alongside this research. The PSOC, when in use,

filters the 800Hz LDC signal from the mains wire for use as the DCS. These electronics

were mounted inside an off-the-shelf pattress (switch box) and can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

The daughterboard concept is shown in Fig. 4.7.

The loads themselves are unfortunately not real appliances. Instead the SSRs were

activated to simulate the switching on and off of a binary load such as a dryer or Hot

Water Cylinder (HWC), and serial commands were sent signalling a change in resistance

in the case of Electric Vehicles (EVs) and washing machines. The serial commands are

compatible with Sorensen SLH Series controllable loads which were used to emulate loads

with varying resistances (or multiple virtual loads) in the lab. In future it would be

desirable to replace the resistive loads with actual appliances and measure the SoC directly

instead of calculating it based on power consumption and estimations of energy capacity

and loss.
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Figure 4.6: Load Control Board Prototype

The energy manager was implemented using a low-cost 32-bit AVR microcontroller in

a NGW100 development kit from Atmel. At the time of first design the microcontrollers

were competitive with ARM but have since become mature technology. The microcon-

troller runs embedded Linux, therefore another 32-bit Linux-enabled microcontroller, such

as a Raspberry Pi or BeagleBone, could be substituted. A daughterboard was designed

for the NGW100 which implements CAN for the energy manager, and, similar to the

load controllers, allows for interchangeability of communications. The energy manager is

shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Daughterboard Concept in Load Control Prototype

Software

The software for the load controllers and energy manager was written in C. A modular

approach was taken to maximise the common code between the energy manager and load

controllers, despite their differing hardware platforms. The load controllers were each

written to accommodate up to 15 virtual loads in a single load control board, so in theory

several loads in a household can be controlled using a single 8-bit microcontroller. The

cost of such a system is extremely low. In the testbed setup the amount of virtual slaves

was limited by the memory required to store the minute-by-minute usage pattern, this

restriction does not exist for real loads. To implement the virtual slaves, each physical

board was assigned a distinct 4-bit subnet address. This enables simple address pars-

ing using the subnet address and mask, allowing the MCP2515 to distinguish messages

that are intended for any of its slaves with a single message reception filter. Individual

addressing was handled in software.

For the energy manager, a Linux kernel module was written to provide hardware

interrupts from the CAN bus to the operating system. This was combined with a multi-

threaded design to enable the program to be logically event-driven, performing all tasks
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Figure 4.8: Practical Energy Manager

asynchronously. Additionally the microcontroller runs a web server such that messages

can be received from the internet - allowing for example remote switching of the loads on

the CAN bus, or notification of a change in electricity price from a browser. To facilitate

this a simple HTML+CSS+Javascript interface was written.

Updates to the DCS are broadcast on the CAN bus every second, and 500ms later

a remote transmission request frame is sent to retrieve the calculated data. These data

are then used to recalculate the DCS before it is sent out again. As such the timing

requirements are loose, with latencies in the HAN of 250ms easily accommodated, and up

to a maximum of 500ms minus code execution time permissible.
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4.5.2 Practical Results

Using the above practical system, the contrived scenario from Chapter 4 was repeated

for both the constant price (Section 4.3.1) and variable price (Section 4.3.2) scenarios to

demonstrate the practical system in operation. The setup comprises 4 controllable loads,

a dryer, a washing machine, an EV, and a HWC, each representing one of the four load

types introduced in Chapter 3. The proportional gain is the same as that used in the

simulated scenario.

Practical System Verification: Constant Price

As shown in Fig. 4.9, the results are largely similar in the constant-price scenario when

compared with the simulation. There are a number of minor differences, listed as follows:

• ‘noise’ in EV power,

• ‘notch’ in DCS peak at t=500,

• TSoC in practical system is allowed further from the SoC, and

• difference in washing machine’s TSoC and SoC at t=750.

The apparent ‘noise’ in the EV power profile is caused by the discretisation of the

DCS into a single byte as it is transmitted across the network and the same for the EV’s

SoC and TSoC that are sent back in response. While 16-bit representations of both are

stored on each side of the network, the loss in resolution is enough for the control system

to be seeking around the best value. Also this does not manifest in other loads due to

the design of NES control as an energy-based control algorithm. In Battery loads such as

EVs the power output is proportional to the Net Energy (Enet) of the load, and therefore

slight changes in the DCS result in slight changes in power. This could be resolved by

sending a higher resolution DCS across the network.

Discretisation, along with delay, also describes the ‘notch’ in the DCS peak at t=500.

The DCS is gradually increasing until just before t=500, and upon updating the EV with

an incremented discrete DCS value, the power switched from 0 to 400W immediately

instead of transitioning smoothly as in simulation.

Another minor difference is in convention alone, in simulation the TSoC is capped at

the load level which means TSoC can never exceed the loads SoC plus its maximum Ereq.

In the practical system it was implemented slightly differently, where each load registers

its power and energy at the start and the limit is applied in the controller. Either is

feasible in a final product, where the former is better for security as no such handshake

is required.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of Practical System Results Against Simulation: Constant Price
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The final difference between the two scenarios is the fact that the washing machine’s

TSoC and SoC return to 0 after the allowable cycle time has finished, while in the simu-

lation they both remain at 1. This is simply a matter of convention rather than differing

performance, where the state called ‘AWAY’ in the practical system automatically sets

everything to 0.

Practical System Verification: Variable Price

In the variable price scenario the situation is similar, shown in Fig. 4.10. There are no

new differences over the constant price scenario, and it can be seen that the practical

system responds very similarly to the simulated results.

4.5.3 Implications

This chapter proves that the load model and algorithm that are the subjects of this thesis

can be implemented using low-cost embedded systems without sacrificing complexity.

Additionally the microcontrollers used are capable of hosting up to 15 virtual slaves on

one microcontroller, raising the possibility of controlling an entire house using a single

low-cost board. The current electronics design also demonstrates that the load controller

is small enough to fit inside a typical switch box, so smart plugs can be retrofitted into

existing homes relatively quickly by an electrician, or alternatively provided in a small

external package which can be plugged in in-line.

Also, the practical system demonstrates that a network of loads can be controlled

over a communications system with very low bandwidth requirements (approximately 6

Bytes/sec per slave using CAN) and can operate with latencies of more than 250ms with-

out interfering with normal control operations, allowing relatively high-latency wireless

protocols such as Bluetooth to be safely used. If the communications system goes down

for any reason, the loads can continue to operate within the bounds of consumer comfort

due to the design of NES control.

4.6 Summary

A control framework called NES control was introduced and explained. Attention was

given to fairness between competing loads in a community to achieve a community-wide

power consumption target. The target is based on the community’s willingness to con-

sume electricity considering external circumstances such as Variable Renewable Energy

Generation (VREG) and the price of electricity. This chapter also shows how privacy and

security have been maintained by leaving the decision to turn on or off to the appliance,

and by requiring only abstract net energy figures to be transmitted. Furthermore, the
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of Practical System Results Against Simulation: Variable Price
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usefulness and value of an aggregated community state of charge was explained. Such a

metric could provide significant value to power system operators.

The practical results obtained are very similar to the simulated results in the ear-

lier sections of this chapter despite having been written in a different language (C vs

MATLAB+Simulink), operating on distributed embedded microprocessors instead of a

relatively powerful personal computer, and having data discretised into frames and sent

over a low-level communications framework instead of using logical links within Simulink.

This provides confidence that the simulation results obtained in Chapter 6 are achievable

in practice and lends credibility to the algorithm’s validation

The next step is to demonstrate NES control operating in a range of realistic settings.

Both the reported benefits of DSM and the effectiveness of DSM algorithms are heavily

dependent upon the input data they are tested with. For example, DSM looks very

attractive if every house has an EV and a large wind turbine, or if the community’s

load happens to coincide with a time in which it is easily shifted to a cheaper time, and

the results can be overstated. To control for this, Chapter 5 will describe the methods

that have been used to programmatically generate 100 random 7-house communities for

use in a Monte-Carlo simulation. Both the load model and the community model will

be used to explore the effectiveness of NES control in several realistic simulations in

situations relevant to the New Zealand residential electricity sector. Chapter 6 will present

the realistic data which will be used in the simulations, and ground the data in a case

study which will discuss the impact of NES control on one of the randomly generated

communities.
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5
Community Model and Case Study

The data used to validate the performance of a load control algorithm have a large influ-

ence on its results, and the literature does not typically do a good job of accounting for

this. Sometimes restrictive assumptions are placed on the simulated loads, for example

assuming all loads in the system are 1kW [100]. More often loads are represented in a

single community or household whose values are a realistic average of representative data.

Modelling in this fashion can circumvent the complexities that characterise load control

because while the results may be representative, they ignore the potential spread of re-

sults. In a situation such as demand control where a scheme’s effectiveness depends on

the number of subscribers, it is often the number of poorly performing communities that

will determine the way in which the overall scheme is represented in the media. Media

attention can make or break such a scheme, especially in such an important service as

electricity provision where expectations are exceptionally high.

Sometimes penalties are accrued if a load is shifted in order to model user inconve-

nience, but some papers fail to take into account situations in which consumers want

to consume even typically controllable power immediately, regardless of the savings that

could be achieved. Others can place too small of a cost on reduced convenience, particu-

larly when the payback for the consumer for a single such event is typically low.

Loads are not equivalently shiftable, and consumption patterns and associated flexi-

bility varies from load to load and consumer to consumer. Unfortunately the savings that

a load-shifting algorithm can achieve depend strongly on the input data. How flexible

105
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are the loads? How strongly do the flexible periods coincide with price-point changes

or renewable energy? How much load is controllable as a proportion of that which is

uncontrollable? What is the proportion of generated renewable power to expected power

demand? What is the difference in price between peak and off-peak electricity?

In order to characterise the controllable portion of residential load, a bottom-up model

of all of the controllable and all of the uncontrollable loads in a house is required. Few

models are readily available and it is difficult to turn them into tools that can be used

in the diverse array of load control algorithms on offer. This could explain the lack of a

standard of comparison for load control algorithms in the literature.

It is proposed here that realistic input data is necessary to address this issue. Any

synthetic input data risks over- or under-stating the efficacy of the load control algorithm

and therefore the best test is one that best reflects the logical end-goal of a load control

algorithm: a real house. For this reason a bottom-up, probabilistic load model has been

developed so that random communities can be generated in a computer program and

used in a Monte-Carlo simulation. To best mimic reality, appliance ownership and usage

patterns have been based on large empirical studies of electricity consumption behaviour

where possible. Hence the New Zealand Ministry of Transport’s New Zealand Household

Travel Survey (NZHTS) [2] was used for Electric Vehicle (EV) driving statistics, BRANZ’s

Household Energy End-use Project (HEEP) project was used to model domestic water

heating in New Zealand [87], and Building Research Establishment (BRE)’s BRE Domes-

tic Energy Model (BREDEM) for UK household thermal modelling was used in the space

heating model [15]. Finally, a complete bottom-up load model of residential appliances in

the UK was found in the literature and used to define appliance usage, power consumption

and consumer activity profiles [140].

Section 5.1 will be devoted to describing the community to be modelled and the

variables that are common to all loads. Section 5.2 will present the stochastic bottom-up

community load usage model, the considerations that went into each type of load and

the randomness that was added for the community generator. Section 5.3 will examine

one instance of a community generated in this fashion. The generated community will

have its controllable appliances modelled as batteries as in Chapter 3, and controlled with

Net Energy Stored (NES) control as in Chapter 4. Full simulation results based on the

bottom-up model will then appear in Chapter 6.

5.1 Community Model

To test the algorithm, a single hypothetical community has been simulated 100 times. The

aim is to test how well NES control could be implemented in a community of a specific

size. Seven houses is a relatively small number of houses to model because the number
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of loads is not high enough for behaviour to be significantly smoothed. Furthermore as

the number of controllable loads increases, the magnitude of response and overall impact

on an individual decrease, so better results would be expected with more houses. NES

control should be able to operate effectively even in a single house however, while 7 was

chosen to demonstrate its flexibility.

The number of occupants in each house is also fixed between simulations, and has been

apportioned according to New Zealand Census household occupancy data. The number

of occupants is used to determine appliance ownership and consumer behaviour in the

load model. The ownership and usage models for each appliance will be discussed in this

section, as well as the other factors that influence the situation, such as electricity price

and wind power.

5.1.1 Electricity Pricing

Time of Use (TOU) pricing is one of the supporting movements that could help to support

Demand-side Management (DSM) adoption. If the price varies throughout the day, then

the value of load shifting can be easily quantified. For this chapter, the price points and

durations in the TOU pricing scheme are assumed to reflect the benefit to the power

system of load shifting, and as such real residential TOU pricing rates were sought.

At the time that this work was done, no New Zealand power companies had adopted

TOU pricing on a large scale, so real residential time-of-use pricing rates from ActewAGL’s

2012-2013 pricing scheme [3] were used. ActewAGL is a power retailer in New South

Wales, Australia, and while the prices may not match the prices that a New Zealand

company would charge, they provide a good indication of how a TOU pricing scheme

might be implemented in New Zealand in the future.

Real-Time Pricing (RTP) rates on the other hand are not commonly available to

residential customers, although there are some companies that seek to change this, for

example Flick Electric in New Zealand. For the RTP price scenarios, ActewAGL’s fixed-

price electricity rate was set as the mean, and the standard deviation was set to the

standard deviation of the TOU price scheme, then random numbers were generated for

the price of each hour in the RTP scenario.

As discussed in Chapter 2, smart meters are a requirement for TOU pricing schemes

to be realised, and it is assumed that all houses are equipped with smart meters when

TOU and RTP pricing schemes are used in the simulations that follow. Or at least that

price updates are available through a separate, secure web interface.
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5.1.2 Wind Power

For all simulations that use wind power, it was assumed that the community had a 10kW

wind turbine which was connected to the houses’ local distribution network. It was also

assumed that the grid connection represents an infinite bus of power relative to the size

of the community, and that any amount of power that needed to be drawn from the grid

could be drawn. Also, any excess wind power the community generated is dissipated

or back-fed at no cost. This was done to maximise the amount of wind energy used in

the simulations, but also to avoid a discussion about the merits of large-scale distributed

generation, which given the German experience with their ‘Energiewende’ can increase

electricity prices, destabilise the power system, and threaten the financial stability of grid

operators [137]. The assumption this work makes is that all energy generated in the

community is to be used by the community.

Synthetic wind data from NIWA were used for all wind speed values. Wind data for

each minute in a 5-year period were available on their website and the year 2004 was used

because it is the first full year they modelled. The data provided were wind speed data

for several sites in the north and south islands. In order to construct a power value from

the wind speed data, the speed first had to be cubed to satisfy the relationship between

wind speed and power. After it was cubed, the wind speed data were normalised for the

day and multiplied by a factor of 10kW.

To capture a number of different realistic scenarios, which were not so varied as to be

contrived but still offered some variation with which to examine the algorithm’s perfor-

mance in different situations, three wind patterns were simulated. For a given month, the

day with the most morning wind, as measured by the ratio of wind energy in the morning

to wind energy in the afternoon, the day with the most evening wind, measured by the

inverse ratio, and the day with the most evenly distributed wind per the same ratio were

chosen.

Wind energy is just one example of renewable energy technologies. Since this work

does not model the dynamics of the turbine and any associated microgrid transients, wind

is equivalent to other forms of energy such as solar, except with a different typical power

profile.

5.1.3 The Community

The 7-house community generated in the bottom-up load model is pictorially represented

in Fig. 5.1. Each of the 7 houses has random but statistically representative appliances

assigned to them, and with random appliance usage patterns. Statistical representative-

ness was sought in order to ensure that the simulations to be presented in Chapter 6

reflected the impact that NES control would have in reality.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified Community Diagram

The community has 7 houses, each of which has the same number of occupants for

all 100 experiments. The number of occupants is shown in Table 5.1 and was chosen

according to the proportions of occupants in NZ houses in the 2013 census [156].

5.2 Appliance Ownership and Usage Model

To construct a full community model it was necessary to determine which houses owned

which appliances, which appliances were used on the day that was to be examined, how

much power each appliance used, when it was used and for how long. In other words,

power consumption data for each minute in the day were needed. Given the intrinsic

complexity, other work was consulted to capture the wide potential variance in the data.

House Number Occupants

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 2

5 3

6 4

7 5

Table 5.1: Number of occupants in each modelled house
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In [140], a load model is described which takes into account the number of occupants in a

house, the month of the year, and the projected activity patterns of the occupants. The

same authors created a load generation tool in Microsoft Excel that creates appliance

power consumption patterns based on the model in [139]. Based on empirical data, they

determined which appliances a given house owned, and generated representative power

data for each appliance for each minute in the day.

The model in [139] captures a tremendous amount of detail. However the data are

based on empirical studies in the UK and hence a key assumption is that New Zealand

consumption behaviour is similar to that of the UK. Furthermore, while useful, the load

model does not allow for sophisticated, comfort-based load shifting - the data do not easily

conform to the load model introduced in Chapter 3. The model needed to be adapted

to fit the battery model and changed to suit the New Zealand context, which came to

form another novel contribution of this thesis. In this section, the methodology used to

model the controllable loads will be described, as well as the key assumptions made in

the process.

Each aspect of each controllable load first had to be described probabilistically, and

then for each house (and in some cases for each occupant), for each probabilistic param-

eter, a random number was generated. The value of the random number was used to

determine whichever outcome needed to be determined. Take, for example, Hot Water

Cylinder (HWC) usage: a random number was generated for each occupant to determine

when they shower. The value of the random number was used in conjunction with the

probability of occurrence, which was defined by the empirical results of a survey, to de-

termine whether they shower in the morning, during the workday, during the evening,

or both in the morning and evening. Once the time was set, a similar process was un-

dertaken for shower duration, and this combined with statistical information about the

temperature people like for their showers was used to determine the energy expended in

each minute during the shower, which also depended on the flow-rate of the shower head.

A similar stochastic process was followed for each aspect of each load, which meant that

an entirely random house was generated each time the “generate house” function was

called.

5.2.1 Electric Vehicle Usage Model

EVs are of interest due to the benefits they can bring in terms of climate change mitigation.

For each house that was determined to have an EV, the make and model, and hence energy

capacity, of the EV was determined based on the proportion of EV sales of popular plug-

in EVs in 2013 [71, 47, 53, 126, 161, 164]. In the absence of real data on practical EV

charge power, it was assumed to be 3kW, since at the time of writing this appeared to be

the dominant potential charge power for the purposes of residential charging. Standing
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losses were calculated to be 5% of the capacity of the battery per month since no data

were readily available from the EV manufacturers, so a broad estimate was used from

[16]. Furthermore, while a household may have more than one vehicle, and indeed only

35% of New Zealand households have just one vehicle [121], it was assumed that only one

of these vehicles was an EV while secondary and tertiary cars were assumed to be petrol

vehicles.

The model requires knowledge of when the EV is away from the house and is hence

unavailable to charge, and secondly it requires knowledge of the amount of energy used

whilst it is away. In this study it was assumed that the EVs were disconnected from the

local grid for the duration of the trip despite the potential for wireless roadway charging

infrastructure in the future. It was also assumed that the car was not charged while it

was away from the home and that the entire energy used on the trip was to be provided

from the residential charger, either beforehand or afterwards. Developing a usage model

therefore required the construction of a tool which could predict when people were likely

to drive and for how long. Fortunately, the New Zealand Transport Association (NZTA)

has produced several reports relating to the NZHTS [2, 1] and an Excel spreadsheet called

the NZHTS Vehicle Ownership Model. The NZHTS was comprehensive, and had data for

all forms of transport, including walking, cycling and public transport and showed data

separated by age, gender, day of the week, distance, and time.

Unfortunately no specific data were available on the probability that a given person

drove on a given day, only average data were available. A key underpinning assumption

had to be made: that all households who own an EV have at least one member who works

full time, despite the rate of full-time employment in Auckland being only 51.1% [157]. To

justify this, it was assumed that owners of EVs would have full-time jobs because of the

relatively high cost of EVs and the lack of an established second-hand market, also they

used their EV on their commute. These assumptions slightly limit the variability and

descriptiveness of the model somewhat, but should capture the most common potential

usage of EVs in New Zealand.

Driving patterns depend greatly on whether it is the weekend or a weekday and for

these simulations the weekday probabilities were used. For the weekday, the departure and

arrival times of the work trip were calculated based on the probability density functions

(pdfs) of departure and arrival on weekdays in [2]. Unfortunately these pdfs included

trips for all modes of transport, so the driving-specific data were diluted, but this is not

expected to materially influence the representativeness of the model. Since raw data were

not available the pdf for time of departure from home to work was approximated using

a normal distribution with approximately the same mean and standard deviation as that

of the graph displayed in the report. The pdfs that were used for this load model are

displayed in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Electric Vehicle Daily Arrival and Departure Times

The pdf for arrival back at home, however, is related to arrivals from all destinations

because of the way the survey was conducted. Complicating this issue is that simple

work trips (i.e. from home to work back home) account for only a fraction of total trips

[1]. Therefore a normal distribution was used to approximate the obvious peak of home

arrivals at around 6pm and it was assumed that this peak was due to working people

returning home.

After assuming each household with an EV travels to work once each day, the relative

proportion of trips for non-work purposes on weekdays was used to determine whether

they or another occupant went out again in the EV at night. If the random number that

was generated implied that a given occupant used their EV after work, the time at which

they left home again was approximated with a normal distribution that comprised the

aggregate night-time peaks of the departure time pdfs for shopping, recreation, and social

visits [2]. The arrival times were again modelled as a normal distribution with a standard

deviation and mean that approximated the late peak in the home arrivals pdf.

The report in [1] distinguished trips, trip chains, and tours. Trips are unidirectional

and comprise one point of departure and another point of arrival. If a car goes from home
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to work, this is a trip. Trip chains are a series of subsequent trips, for example from home

to work, then to the supermarket, then to a volleyball game. Tours on the other hand are

trip chains that return to the place of departure, usually home. ‘Composite tours’ are car

trips that involve one or more work-related trips and one or more non-work-related trips,

and they are relatively common [1]. An occupant was considered to be on a composite

tour if they drove to work and also drove for another purpose. Since the method of

generating the arrival and departure times was random, there was a chance that the car

was scheduled to arrive before it departed. To account for this, any tour in which the

arrival time occurred before its respective departure was considered a short trip and had

its arrival time set to its departure time plus 15 minutes.

After determining the departure and arrival times, the distance for each trip was

generated. Distances were determined based on the empirical distance distribution given

for all tours in [1], and the pdfs used for work, other, and combined trips are displayed

in Fig. 5.3. The distance distributions are categorised depending on whether the trip was

work-only, other-only, or composite. For the purposes of the model, each tour was first

categorised into one of these three categories, and then a random number was used to

select a distance based on the distribution of driving distance for the category into which

the tour fell.

Once the distance had been calculated, the EV usage needed to be calculated. EV

usage rates were calculated by dividing the energy capacity of the EV that was assigned

to the household by its Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-estimated range to de-

termine its energy-per-km value. This was then multiplied by the distance to comprise

the total battery usage for the trip, which was then spread evenly over the duration of

the tour.

5.2.2 Hot Water Cylinder Usage Model

In [87], a 10-year longitudinal study was conducted on a random, representative sample

of approximately 400 New Zealand (NZ) houses. It represents the most comprehensive

and detailed freely available dataset from which realistic data could be drawn in the New

Zealand context. New Zealand has relatively high levels of electrically heated hot water

storage systems in HWCs compared to the rest of the world, as approximately 75% of

households in New Zealand heat water in this way [87]. Therefore, data were taken from

[87] to model HWCs instead of the load model in [139].

Since [139] was used to calculate the probability of ownership of appliances, the model

had to be altered to determine HWC ownership because the load model in [139] was

based on UK data, which differs significantly from NZ data for water heating. Therefore

the ownership probability was taken from the empirical percentage ownership in [87], at

approximately 75%.
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Figure 5.3: Electric Vehicle Distance PDFs

For the energy capacity of the HWC, Eq. 5.1 was used, based on the thermal energy

of water above ambient temperature.

Ecap = ρV c(Tmax − Tamb) (5.1)

In this equation, ρ is the density of water at 75 ◦C (the temperature in the middle

of the allowable temperature band with enabling technologies); V is the volume of the

tank and was randomly allocated based on the proportion of homes with different-sized

tanks [87]. Perhaps counter-intuitively, V was not found to correlate with the number of

occupants in a given house [87] so no adjustment was made for this effect. The variable c

represents the specific heat of water. Tmax depends on the practical implementation of a

HWC inside the home and is a control variable since its impact on DSM schemes will be

explored independently in Chapter 6. Finally Tamb is the ambient temperature of water,

which depends on the season.

In order to model consumer usage of the HWC, shower temperatures, times and du-

ration were modelled. For each occupant, showers were assigned to the morning, evening,
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both, or inside working hours based on the probabilities for each option in [87]. Then, for

each shower, the shower duration was randomly allocated between 1 and 35mins based on

the probability of shower length in [87]. For simplicity, it was assumed that only one per-

son could shower at a given time, and the showers were randomly scheduled throughout

the time period in which they took place.

Only 2% of those surveyed in [87] used a bath instead of a shower exclusively, and

a further 3% bathed more than they showered. However the water usage for baths and

showers overlapped significantly [87] and it was assumed that the 5% of bath takers could

be accommodated in the upper end of shower duration.

The amount of energy drawn from the HWC during a shower was determined based

on the balance of energy leaving the tank. In practice, hot water from the HWC will be

mixed with cold water at ambient temperature at the shower mixing head, therefore the

volume of hot water leaving the tank will depend not only on the flow rate of the shower,

but also on the temperature of the cold water being mixed with it. It was also assumed

that water in the tank will be simultaneously refilled with water at ambient temperature,

whereas in many hot water systems there is both a level control and a temperature control

so that the hot water can be preserved for longer before being diluted with cold water.

Alternatively the HWC can refill from the bottom to keep the water in the top of the

cylinder hot. This assumption was made so that the complexity of the system could

be reduced and shower usage could be modelled by considering the energy of the water

leaving the shower head above ambient temperature. This is shown in Eq. 5.2.

Pshwr = ρQc(Tshwr − Tamb) (5.2)

Where Q is the shower flow rate, randomly distributed about 6.9L/min for low-flow

showers, or about 8.4L/min for high-flow showers [87] and converted to L/s. Showers

were assigned to be either low- or high-flow depending on the probability of occurrence

presented in [87]. Tshwr was randomly assigned around a mean of 40 ◦C defined in [87],

with a standard deviation of 1 ◦C.

Finally the standing loss in Watts of an HWC varies significantly depending on the

insulation material, size and quality of installation. The HWC’s standing losses were

assigned based on the distribution of HWC energy ratings in [87].

5.2.3 Refrigeration Usage Model

Another load type commonly associated with DSM programmes is a cooling load such

as a refrigerator or freezer. These are modelled in [140] according to ownership statistics

of fridges, chest freezers, standing freezers, and fridge/freezers. From these data, energy

models were constructed for each appliance assigned to a particular house. Similar to
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uncontrollable loads, their ownership data were taken from [139] and were unaltered for

the New Zealand context.

Power capacity was defined as the ’on’ power of the device, which was constant in

time but varied between houses for the model in [139]. Energy capacity was defined as

the amount of electrical energy required to cool the appliance from its warmest allowable

temperature to its coolest allowable temperature, and was calculated by summing the av-

erage power consumption of the appliance’s on-cycle in [139]. Standing losses, conversely,

were calculated using the off-time of the appliance: the energy required to cool the fridge

down to its minimum temperature was divided by the average duration of the off cycle.

It was therefore assumed that the refrigerator temperature was controlled within a

predefined, but unspecified, temperature band, that the thermal mass of the fridge’s con-

tents was constant throughout the day, and that all of the complexities of the model,

including cooling efficiency, were captured within the on time, off time, and power con-

sumption of the refrigerator model in [139]. Since the power consumption and energy

capacity of refrigerators is so low, they have little impact on DSM schemes, apart from

their transient behaviour in short-duration, fast-response load shifting.

Later, usage patterns were defined for the refrigerator that consisted of door-opening

events. This was modelled using the occupant activity data generated in [139]. Each

occupant was assigned a small chance of opening the door for each 10-minute period in

the day that the occupant was active in the house. Then the number of door-opening

events were converted into a power usage by assigning a small amount of power drawn for

the minute that was assigned a door-opening event. The amount of energy lost through

the opening of a fridge door is nearly negligible, as in the worst case all of the air escapes

but air has such a low density, of 1.27kg/m3 that its thermal mass is very small. Hence if

the fridge door is only opened for a short period of time the average temperature of the

fridge’s contents does not increase by much.

5.2.4 Space Heating Usage Model

Space heating has a considerable impact upon electricity demand, however data to gen-

erate representative load profiles were difficult to find. A significant amount of work in

the area had been done by “BRANZ” in the HEEP project [87], but the raw data were

not readily accessible due to privacy considerations and staff turnover.

In the HEEP project, they used a simplified thermal model of a household, called

STEM (Short Term Energy Monitoring), which was initially presented as part of the

UK’s BREHOMES model [146] and ascribed the building of a single “thermal mass”

energy element and a single loss element. Thermal mass represents the heat capacity of

the household, or the amount of energy it takes to warm the house by one degree Celsius,

and depends largely on the building materials and the floor area [15]. The unit for thermal
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mass is J/ ◦C. The loss element represents the amount of heat lost out of windows and

doors, through walls, ceilings, chimneys and floors, minus the amount of heat entering

the house from solar gains, appliances, lighting and occupants. Thermal loss, according

to the model, is proportional to the difference between internal and external temperature,

and as such is measured in W/ ◦C.

This model was congruent with the unified model presented in Chapter 3, but prob-

abilistic descriptions of thermal mass and loss were required. To get the distribution of

thermal loss in New Zealand houses, data were inferred from a graph in [18], which plotted

the thermal loss of all houses in the HEEP sample. However thermal loss is positively

correlated with floor area [18, 15], and floor area is in turn positively correlated with the

number of occupants in a household [15]. Since the number of occupants is an input to

the household model for a house, the probability of a particular house having a particular

floor area was skewed depending on the number of rooms in the generated house, which

was skewed by the number of occupants. Therefore houses with more occupants tend to

have higher numbers of rooms, and houses with a higher number of rooms tended to have

a higher thermal loss in this model. The influence of the number of occupants on the

number of rooms is shown in Fig. 5.4, and the same process was followed to assign floor

area to a house based on the number of rooms, with a linear interpolation between the

data points provided by HEEP.

No data for thermal mass were available for the HEEP sample, so data were con-

structed based on a simple formula presented for the UK housing stock, BREDEM [15]

and shown in Eq. (5.3). Where Cth is thermal mass, Ai is the area of the ith element of

the floor and Ki is the thermal mass of this area, which depends on the material from

which it is primarily made. Alongside this formula, suggested Ki values are given for

generic calculations and summarised in Table 5.2.

Cth =
∑

Ai ×Ki (5.3)

Title Value Unit Description

Low thermal mass 100 (kJ/m2K) Timber frame, and lightweight in-
ternal walls, ceilings and floors

Medium thermal mass 250 (kJ/m2K) Masonry external walls, lightweight
internal walls, timber ground floor

High thermal mass 450 (kJ/m2K) Masonry external walls, masonry
internal walls, and concrete ground
floor

Table 5.2: Thermal mass parameters for various home types [15]
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Figure 5.4: Impact of the Number of Occupants on Number of Rooms

To make the data valid for New Zealand homes, a summary of typical New Zealand

home types from [87] was consulted. Since most houses in New Zealand are made from

timber with wooden floors, the majority of houses are in the ‘low thermal mass’ category.

However a significant number of houses were made from timber with concrete floors, and

as these didn’t strictly fit into either category, it was assumed the concrete floor balanced

out the lack of masonry external walls in these homes, and they were put into the ‘medium

thermal mass’ category. A small percentage of New Zealand homes were ‘super-insulated’

[87] and fit into the ‘high thermal mass’ category. Then, the generated floor area for each

house was multiplied by a thermal mass per area value which was chosen based on the

empirical probability that it was in the low, medium or high thermal mass categories, to

determine the total thermal mass for the household.

Unlike consumers in the UK, New Zealand consumers very rarely have central heating,

most commonly opting to heat only the living area [87], less commonly the bedroom, and

with a small percentage heating a ‘utility’ room. To accommodate this, both the thermal

mass and thermal loss of the household were multiplied by the room percentage factors

provided in [14]. Statistics for the number of rooms in New Zealand houses were taken
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from 2013 census data, and to assign a specific number of rooms to a household, the

statistics were skewed according to floor area.

The power rating of the space heater was inferred from [87], where homes that had

electric heaters were assumed to have one or more 1kW heaters. Furthermore the prob-

ability of owning an electric space heater was changed in this model versus the model

in [139] to fit the New Zealand context, where according to 2013 census data approxi-

mately 80% of homes own electric space heaters [156], significantly more than the figure

of 30% disclosed in [139] for the UK context. It is noted that heat pumps are becoming

increasingly common in New Zealand and around the world, however at the time of the

dataset (used for this thesis), 2008, heat pumps were still relatively uncommon. Heat

pumps have a much better potential for residential load control than electric heaters and

could increase the relative value of load control schemes. Heat pumps would fit into the

Thermal load type, or with power-electronic modifications they could be modelled using

the Battery load type.

5.2.5 Whiteware Usage Model

Appliances such as dishwashers, dryers, and washing machines were modelled according

to the data presented in [139], in which minute-by-minute power consumption data are

provided. The model determines when the appliance turns on, how long it turns on for

and when it turns off.

For the purposes of this load model, the on time in [139] was used as the on time. The

assumption is that users will turn their appliance on at the time specified in [139] and

then specify how flexible they are with its finish time. If the appliance were to be allowed

to turn on earlier than this, a more intelligent automated interface would be required

that did not require user interaction, for example if the dishwasher or washing machine

decided for itself when to do its cycle. While there are some exciting applications in home

automation that may arise from this, they are outside the scope of this thesis.

The amount of time each consumer would be comfortable shifting their appliance’s

finish time depends on a variety of factors. To simplify the situation, the load shift

was randomised with a probability distribution that was skewed upwards or downwards

depending on the owner’s overall flexibility score, a uniform random variable that can

take a value between 0 and 1.

The cycle energy, Eup, of these appliances was defined as the total amount of energy

consumed within a single cycle and Ecap was defined using Eq. (3.6). For whiteware, it

was assumed that only one cycle for each appliance could be set for a given day, and if a

cycle from the load model in [139] spanned two days it was ignored. These assumptions

limited the descriptiveness of the load model but were necessary due to the way in which

the loads were implemented in simulation.
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5.2.6 Uncontrollable Baseload

The model in [139] models in detail the ownership probability and utilisation of 21 further

loads that are treated as uncontrollable. Their usage is dependent on the activity profile

defined in that work and minutely power consumption is generated for each appliance.

In some instances extra detail is provided, for example for lighting the irradiance profile

changes depending on the month and time of day and the individual bulbs are modelled

based on the amount of occupants. All of their work is incorporated into the load model

used in this thesis, where 7 random houses for each community are generated in the

equivalent month (controlling for the phase difference in season between New Zealand and

the UK) and with the correct amount of occupants, while leveraging the randomisation

macro they have built into their spreadsheet. A list of uncontrollable baseload appliances

follows below, and for more information see [140].

5.2.7 Combining the Models

In order to actually generate random households, the randomisation macros in the afore-

mentioned Excel spreadsheet were invoked from a Python script and the resulting data

Typical Typical
Appliance Cycle Power (W) Standby Power (W)

Answer machine 0 1
Cassette / CD Player 15 2
Clock 0 2
Cordless telephone 0 1
Hi-Fi 100 9
Iron 1000 0
Vacuum 2000 0
Fax 37 3
Personal computer 141 5
Printer 335 4
TV 1 124 3
TV 2 124 3
TV 3 124 3
VCR / DVD 34 2
TV Receiver box 27 15
Hob 2400 1
Oven 2125 3
Microwave 1250 2
Kettle 2000 1
Small cooking (group) 1000 2
Lighting Varies Varies

Table 5.3: Baseload appliance values
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were written to a SQLite database. Data sourced from the spreadsheet included which

appliances were owned, the random occupancy pattern for the household’s occupants,

and the detailed, down to the minute, power data for each appliance. If no power was

consumed during the day, the appliance was excluded from the simulations. Then the

remaining appliances were divided into controllable and uncontrollable loads. The power

data of the uncontrollable loads were stored straight into an SQL database and assigned

to the respective house and controllable loads were adapted as above. The result of this

process was a SQL database with 100 fully generated 7-house communities ready to be

simulated in the 12 scenarios examined in Chapter 6.

5.3 Case Study: Realistic Scenario

To explore a generated community using NES control, a complete simulation of a realistic

7-house community is presented here, modelling a New Zealand community in winter

without wind power using a TOU pricing scheme. Each house was assigned appliances

using the probabilistic model discussed in Section 5.2, with no EVs, and with HWCs

operating between 55− 60◦C.

Table 5.4 shows the values that were randomly allocated to each load. For each load,

TSoCupper and DCSupper are set to 1. The Ecap of the dryer and dishwasher refer to the

cycle energy, and ton and toff refer to the times at which the user activates the dryer

and expects it to finish by, respectively. For heaters, ton and toff represent the times the

heaters are on, and for HWCs they represent showers starting and finishing. Furthermore,

while the TSoClower of HWCs, refrigerators and heaters are all above 0 due to the fact

that 0 SoC is defined as ambient temperature; the SoC range displayed on the graphs

that follow was magnified such that a SoC of 0 on the graph corresponds to TSoClower.

The TOU pricing scheme is divided into 6 segments within a single day. There are two

off-peak segments that occur at night time, between the hours of midnight to 7am, and

10pm to midnight. During this time the price is at its lowest, 13.7c/kWh and demand

is at its highest. There are two ‘peak’ periods in this particular TOU implementation,

between 7am-9am and 5pm-8pm, during which the price is at its highest, 35.37c/kWh,

and the demand is consequently at its lowest. During the workday and after the evening

peak there are two shoulder periods during which the price is 27.13c/kWh. Demand is

defined by an exponential demand curve described in Chapter 3 using the maximum Edes

of this community.

Fig. 5.5 shows the grid price and some indicators of NES control: the Demand Control

Signal (DCS), Edes and Ereq, the resulting power consumed and the community’s overall

SoC. Additionally the amount of uncontrollable ‘baseload’ has been highlighted. Along-

side which the sum of heater power has also been shown since heaters are not strictly
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Appliance Ecap (J) TSoClower DCSlower Pon
(W)

Ploss
(W)

Puse
(W)

ton
(hh:mm)

toff
(hh:mm)

House 1
Fridge/Freezer 549120 0.5 0.71 208 0-77 100 N/A N/A

House 2
Dryer 7866000 0.69 0.34 2185 N/A N/A 9:21 11:00
Heater 62124967 0.76 0.54 1000,

2000
0-
3274

N/A 1:06,
19:49

7:36,
22:37

HWC 25485294 0.89 0.26 2200 0-131 13422 22:38 22:45
House 3

Dishwasher 4554000 0.75 0.26 1265 N/A N/A 9:59 11:10
Fridge/Freezer 483402 0.5 0.47 194 0-63 100 N/A N/A
HWC 25079805 0.89 0.07 2200 0-791 14975,

15104
5:27,
7:49

5:40,
7:44

House 4
Fridge 259200 0.5 0.74 120 0-36 100 N/A N/A
Fridge/Freezer 505694 0.5 0.78 199 0-66 100 N/A N/A
HWC 24650875 0.89 0.83 2200 0-791 14500,

14591
5:21,
19:11

5:28,
20:00

Upright
Freezer

381600 0.5 0.66 159 0-55 100 N/A N/A

House 5
Fridge 259200 0.5 0.58 120 0-31 100 N/A N/A
Heater 46383866 0.84 0.19 1000 0-

1496
N/A 6:29,

18:50
7:34,
22:57

House 6
Fridge 259200 0.5 0.58 120 0-31 100 N/A N/A
Fridge/Freezer 538560 0.5 0.18 204 0-70 100 N/A N/A
Heater 48860872 0.84 0.50 1000 0-

2884
N/A 9:54 22:26

HWC 33293200 0.89 0.38 2200 0-791 12987-
14853

5:21,
19:10,
19:31,
22:14

5:33,
19:24,
19:38,
22:33

House 7
Fridge/Freezer 456720 0.5 0.11 173 0-54 100 N/A N/A
HWC 46939366 0.89 0.09 2200 0-131 14445 5:29,

6:01,
6:22,
7:06,
7:48,
18:28,
20:13,
22:25

5:31,
6:11,
6:30,
7:32,
7:53,
18:33,
20:19,
22:29

Table 5.4: Simulation Values for Realistic Case Study
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controllable in a New Zealand winter setting. The manner in which electric heaters are

used in New Zealand was the subject of a warning in the 2008 dataset used for this

research that New Zealanders typically lived in temperatures below UN recommended

ranges [87]. The load model generally agrees with that conclusion.

Figs. 5.6 to 5.8 show the power and SoC of each of the loads that have been assigned

to the individual houses in the community.

Figure 5.5: Community Characteristics for Realistic Scenario
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Figure 5.6: Realistic Scenario Appliance Characteristics for Houses 1-3
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Figure 5.7: Realistic Scenario Appliance Characteristics for Houses 4-6
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Figure 5.8: Realistic Scenario Appliance Characteristics for House 7

Off-peak (t=0-7 and 22-24)

The shape of the graphs is perhaps unsurprising. During the cheap, ‘off-peak’ periods at

the start and the end of the day, demand is highest and hence Edes is high. Since Ereq

is comparatively small, the DCS is allowed to remain at 1 for the vast majority of these

periods. One exception is a small amount of time just after the shoulder-price period

ends at t=22, when the Ereq of the community exceeds the limit of Edes. This effectively

caps the power of the community in the off-peak period and in practice may represent

the maximum transformer loading, for example.

During off-peak hours every load attempts to ‘charge’ until its SoC reaches 1. Most

loads reach their target and are unable to consume any more power during this time since

the night-time off-peak times do not typically coincide with user activity. Furthermore,

since the temperature band within which the HWCs are able to operate is relatively

small, the power profile for HWCs is a series of short, frequent, ‘on’ periods separated by

relatively long ‘off’ periods. Some HWCs have much longer off times, like that of House

7 in Fig. 5.8. This is because of a larger tank volume and better insulation and hence a

higher thermal energy capacity and lower losses.
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As t approaches 6am, power starts to increase as people wake up and get out of bed.

The majority of the extra power is HWC elements turning on together as people have

morning showers. The three heaters, in houses 2, 5 and 6, that turn on during the morning

hours also contribute to this peak, although none of the heaters reach the user’s minimum

required temperature. This reflects one of the conclusions of the report in [87], that a large

number of New Zealand homes are not warmed to recommended temperatures. In this

community, which was randomly generated based on the probabilistic model described

earlier in this chapter, the majority of the homes had no heaters and this is because the

source of heating is likely to be non-electric. While this is only a single community, this

probably reflects the relative prevalence of fireplaces in New Zealand homes in 2008.

The SoC graphs are characteristic of a TOU pricing scheme too. Community SoC and

the SoC of most appliances are high in the early morning, fall to almost 0 during the day,

and rise again after 10pm. In the morning, the effect of the showers on overall community

SoC can be seen at around 6am and in the evening at around 10pm. It can also be

seen in the house graphs in Figs. 5.6 to 5.8. When showers occur at the times shown in

Table 5.4, the HWC SoC falls to 0 and stays there, suggesting the temperature of the

HWC is lower than the minimum required temperature. Correspondingly, the element of

the HWC turns on and the HWC consumes power until its SoC again rises above 0. An

example of this is House 3’s HWC at around 5:30am.

Peak (t=7-9 and 17-20)

At the beginning of the morning peak Edes drops to 0, and since Ereq is positive the

DCS immediately falls to 0 and remains there for the duration of the morning peak.

The evening peak has a similar pattern, with 0 DCS throughout. At this point all loads

defer power consumption for as long as possible. Observing the power consumption and

individual SoC curves in Figs. 5.6 to 5.8, almost every load turns off at 7am, and stays off

until its SoC falls below its TSoClower. The HWC in House 2 of Fig. 5.6 maintains its SoC

throughout the morning peak and much of the day because of its high energy capacity

and low losses, and by contrast the HWC in House 3 is on throughout the morning peak

because of the showers occurring before and during this period. The SoC of House 3’s

HWC remains at or below minimum temperature from 5:30am until after the morning

peak owing to its high losses and heavy usage.

Referring the Fig. 5.5, the community SoC provides an interesting measure of the

community’s ability to defer or take on load. In the off-peak period the community SoC

is around 90%, which is near its effective maximum once hysteresis is considered. The

morning showers bring this down to almost 20% at approximately 6am, after which the

community begins a gradual charge until 7am, where it manages to recover to 50% of

its charge before the morning peak hits. Unfortunately this 50% only lasts until around
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8am, at which point the community cannot defer any more load, maintaining its SoC at

around 10% due to hysteresis.

During the evening peak especially, baseload and heating comprise a high proportion

of total power consumption and the DCS is at 0, indicating loads cannot be deferred any

longer and still meet consumers’ usage requirements. This shows the limited extent to

which the demand peak for this community can be controlled in practice without energy-

increasing modifications or local power generation. In general, the results from other

communities agree with this supposition.

Shoulder (t=9-17 and 20-22)

During the shoulder periods, a constrained amount of energy is permitted to charge

the appliances a minimal amount before the evening peak. However in this case the

constrained amount of power is not enough to charge the appliances throughout the day,

due in part to the heater from house 6 operating relatively constantly throughout the

workday. There are several occasions where Ereq falls below Edes, evidenced by the DCS

rising above 0. Generally when this happens a HWC turns on and the DCS is returned to

0. Overall the community SoC is not high enough to allow significant control over load

during the shoulder periods, owing to a low SoC at the beginning of the peak period and

a relatively low community energy. This could be improved by adding controllable energy

to the demand side, options for which will be discussed in Chapter 6. The effect of this

can be seen in each of the SoC graphs in Figs. 5.6 to 5.8 as all SoCs sit near 0.

5.4 Summary and Implications

In this chapter the realistic load model to be used in Chapter 6 has been presented.

Probabilistic models for each of the loads have been discussed, and the process of data

generation has been described. An example community (community number 1 in the

simulations) was demonstrated to show one particular manifestation of the possible com-

binations of input data for a realistic residential community. This example demonstrates

the need for scenarios like this to be generated randomly, as the contingencies that can

arise are not usually predictable by the researcher validating a load control algorithm. For

example, in this community the occurrence of showers before the morning peak period

meant that power could not be deferred for the duration of the peak-price period. If

the showers occurred earlier the cost of electricity for the community would have been

significantly lower and the ‘performance’ of the algorithm would have been higher.

This shortcoming typical of Residential Demand-side Management (RDSM) strategies

is very rarely addressed in the literature and it is argued here that bottom-up probabilis-

tic load models used in a Monte-Carlo simulation adequately address this concern and
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provide a more balanced validation of a load control algorithm. From this perspective,

the contribution of this chapter is to provide a robust platform from which conclusions

can be drawn about the effectiveness of the load model and control algorithm introduced

in Chapters 3 and 4 in the scenarios considered in Chapter 6.
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6
Realistic Community Simulation

In this chapter, the performance of Net Energy Stored (NES) control is examined in

a series of scenarios. To do this, each of the 100 communities generated in Chapter 5

is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink independently for each minute in the day. The re-

sults across all 100 communities are then averaged and it is assumed that this average

represents a typical New Zealand community enough to draw broader conclusions about

the algorithm’s performance. The range is also discussed, showing the sensitivity of the

performance of load control to input data.

Alongside the simulated results an optimal solution is presented which provides a

baseline for the performance estimate, allowing a meaningful comparison tailored to each

community. The optimal solution establishes an absolute minimum cost of electricity for

each scenario for each community, assuming perfect foresight of load consumption, renew-

able energy, and price throughout the day. It represents the upper bound of performance

and is not likely to be attainable with a practical load control algorithm.

As shown in the simulations and models in this chapter, the model and control method-

ology that this thesis proposes achieve the majority of the optimal benefits, even under

significant uncertainty. In consequence, due to the significant practical advantages men-

tioned in Chapter 4 the proposed algorithm appears to be suitable for widespread use to

control residential loads in a practical setting.

131
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6.1 Overview

Seventeen scenarios are covered in five categories: Residential Demand-side Management

(RDSM) penetration, Electric Vehicle (EV) penetration, allowable Hot Water Cylinder

(HWC) temperature deviation, different wind profiles, and Real-Time Pricing (RTP).

The final scenarios then combine all of these ‘enabling technologies’ together in the same

simulations.

MATLAB/Simulink was used to model the communities under NES control, with each

house block receiving the Demand Control Signal (DCS), calculating energy consumption

for the next second and sending revised energy targets to a community control block. The

community control block then recalculates the DCS according to the price of electricity

and any renewable energy. The control parameters were kept constant for all scenarios

for all communities, except the demand curve and proportional gain were kept in con-

stant proportion to the maximum controllable energy demand for each community. It is

anticipated that improvements could be made by tuning the control system and demand

curve to the individual community or scenario, but this was not explored in order to

demonstrate the flexibility and broad applicability of NES control.

The same simulations were used to model the uncontrolled case, except the Edes of the

community was kept consistently at its maximum and all hystereses were set to 1. The

effect of this was all loads consumed as much energy as they desired until they reached

their maximum SoC, then moderated themselves within usual bounds where applicable.

The optimal results were formulated using a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) which

minimises the energy cost of an entire community, subject to penalties for not maintaining

the levels of consumer comfort as defined in Chapter 3; specifically, penalties were accrued

when the SoC of each load fell below TSoClower AND the load was not consuming its

maximum power. By setting the penalty much higher than the cost of electricity, the load

was made to always consume maximum power when the energy was below TSoClower,

mimicking the behaviour of NES control.

The optimisation program solves for every 15 minutes in the day to reduce solving time,

with input data averaged during these periods. As a result the optimisation program is

able to achieve slightly better-than-optimal solutions relative to the 1min time-period

case. This is because by aggregating each minute into a 15-minute block, constraints

within these time periods are relaxed. For example if the first 5mins of a particular 15min

block had a large amount of usage from the HWC, the usage during this time may be

enough to bring the HWC below its respective TSoClower. the optimisation program

can spread the usage across the 15min period and aggregate the power to respond. If

this 15min period were to occur right after the transition to a cheaper price period, it

is possible that power which would have had to have been consumed before the break
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could be delayed until after the break. The same is also true for wind power, for example.

The effect of this is minor, however, and acts against the sub-optimality introduced by a

practical value of optimisation tolerance. In this case the tolerance was set to 1% of the

cost, which in the absolute worst case could lead to a cost which is 50c above the actual

minimum, although this is unlikely.

The data for the Monte Carlo simulation in Chapter 6 were formulated into a linear

program using PuLP [122] while Gurobi [59] was used to solve them. The full mathemat-

ical problem description can be found in Appendix A.

6.2 RDSM Penetration

No technology reaches 100% adoption, and technologies rarely achieve a majority of all

potential consumers in a market. At least in the beginning there is no reason to expect

RDSM will achieve this either. For this reason it is interesting to explore the effect of

increasing RDSM penetration on overall power consumption and overall savings. Each of

the 700 houses (7 houses * 100 communities) was assigned a uniformly distributed random

probability of adopting RDSM between 0 and 1 and five situations were considered: 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% adoption. For the 10% adoption scenario those houses with

a probability figure greater than 90% were selected to be ‘controllable’ while all others

remained uncontrollable. A similar method was used for the other levels of adoption. By

doing it this way, each community had a random number of houses that allowed their

loads to be controlled, not necessarily at the specified adoption level for each community,

but over the 100 communities the average level of penetration tends to approximate the

prescribed level of penetration.

Fig. 6.1 shows that there is a fairly intuitive response: as the Demand-side Manage-

ment (DSM) adoption level is increased, four main areas of difference steadily increase.

Firstly, the initial charge power is different as the narrower hysteresis bands introduced as

a result of NES control cause more loads to charge immediately. Secondly, load is deferred

for longer during the morning peak-price period reflecting the fact that more controllable

energy is available with a higher penetration of RDSM. Thirdly, there is a higher de-

ferred peak power consumption after the night-time shoulder period finishes, reflecting

the higher number of controllable loads that had been deferred until that time. Finally,

the effect of the increasing energy can be seen throughout the day, where the higher en-

ergy scenarios (as RDSM penetration increases) have marginally higher levels of energy

during the daytime shoulder period owing to their ability to defer power consumption for

longer.

The effect on cost is also relatively predictable: at low levels of DSM penetration

there are many communities whose expenditure is exactly the same as their uncontrolled
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Figure 6.1: Community Power for Differing DSM Penetration Levels
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expenditure, and as the level of DSM penetration increases, the number of communities

that begin to save money with respect to their uncontrolled case increases. Additionally,

the magnitude of the overall increase is directly proportional to the level of adoption when

the discrete nature of the random house assignments is taken into account.

In Fig. 6.2, there is one community that lost money as a result of NES control. In

this particular community, whose power profile is shown in Fig. 6.4, all houses except

house 4 did not adopt RDSM. House 4 however adopted RDSM at the 10% penetration

stage. Unfortunately by allowing its loads to be controlled, house 4 lost money in both

an absolute, percentage, and cost-of-energy sense. The reason for this can be seen in

Fig. 6.3, where one load is responsible: in this case the washer/dryer. The washer/dryer

was switched on at 2:43pm as can be seen in the uncontrolled case, but since the DCS was

low during that time given the relatively expensive shoulder period price it was deferred

until later. In this instance the user configured the washer/dryer to finish before 6:59pm.

As a result the washer/dryer was left on until the last minute it could possibly run while

still meeting that deadline, just before the evening peak price began. Because of this it

consumed power at a greater price point than it would have had it not waited at all.

Since NES control does not guarantee optimality and it does not make any predictions

based on price, load, or local generation, situations like this can happen. However as can

be seen by the remainder of the community results they are rare and their impact is small

(the percentage loss was less than half a percent). The other aspect that this demon-

strates is that NES control emphasises consumer comfort above cost, as the washer/dryer

is operated as per the customer’s expectations despite the cycle operating at the most

expensive time of the day when power consumption is extremely restricted. As expressed

in Chapter 3, ‘comfort’ for the washer/dryer is defined by the cycle finishing within user-

defined time bounds. This feature of NES control is important when considering real

consumers in an actual market.

Table 6.5 contains a summary of the savings made across the 100 communities in terms

of actual cost, percentage cost and the average cost of energy. In this table the linear

relationship between the means of each of the three metrics of savings can be clearly seen,

and a linear regression of savings vs RDSM penetration results in an R2 value of greater

than 0.999 for each of the three savings benchmarks.

On this note, the remainder of the chapter will explore the impact of different enabling

technologies on overall power and savings, and despite the fact that RDSM adoption is

never expected to reach 100%, looking at DSM penetration alongside the other enabling

technologies would obscure the impact of the enabling technology for a given community.

For example if a given community saves 3% on cost but only two houses have DSM

available, this is a better result than another community saving 3% with all 7 houses

DSM-ready. Hence hereafter this chapter will examine the 100% case only so that the
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Figure 6.2: Community Savings for Differing DSM Penetration Levels

impact of the variable being examined can be better seen. As such, the results should be

tempered by an overall RDSM adoption factor, which has a strong linear relationship to

mean savings in all three benchmarks.

6.3 Controlled vs Uncontrolled

The first experiment was run with values closest to the status quo, shown in Table 6.2

alongside the range of values explored later in this chapter. The default scenario is a
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Figure 6.3: Load Power for Community 99 House 6

community in which no EVs are present, no local energy is generated, and in which

HWCs operate between 55 ◦C and 60 ◦C. Regarding pricing, in a standard situation in

New Zealand fixed electricity prices are used for residential customers. However if prices

are fixed, there is no local electricity generation, and the community is not being paid for

reserve services by the power system operator, there is no incentive to shift load. For this

reason all of the scenarios use Time of Use (TOU) pricing or RTP, which could be offered

either directly or using a shadow market for demand response as in [24].
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Figure 6.4: Load Power for Community 99 at 10% DSM

6.3.1 Community Power Consumption

Fig. 6.6 shows the average community power consumption across all 100 communities for

a typical winter weekday in New Zealand under NES control, under optimal scheduling

(where the system has ‘perfect foresight’ of price, wind and load), and without control.

SoC information is shown, as well as absolute and relative power consumption between

the three cases. The differences between the power traces are shown in the lower graph

of Fig. 6.6 The mean power was obtained by averaging the consumption of all 100 com-

munities for each minute. The result is heavily averaged, and information about each

individual community is not shown. However it does show the overall trend very boldly.
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Figure 6.5: Relationship between RDSM penetration and savings

DSM Penetration Savings ($) Savings (%) Energy Cost (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

10% -0.22 0.17 1.16 -0.47 0.31 2.11 -0.48 0.29 1.79

20% -0.22 0.33 1.77 -0.47 0.61 3.32 -0.48 0.59 2.44

30% -0.22 0.48 1.96 -0.47 0.90 3.68 -0.48 0.91 2.47

40% -0.22 0.62 1.96 -0.47 1.17 3.68 -0.48 1.19 3.10

50% -0.19 0.79 2.39 -0.40 1.50 4.40 -0.41 1.53 3.75

100% 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

Table 6.1: DSM Penetration Savings Summary

The uncontrolled case shows the typical load profile of the residential sector: a peak

in the morning and evening, and comparative lulls in the late night to early morning and

throughout the workday. The main features of the NES power curve are the stark drop

in power consumption at the transition from off-peak night-time pricing to peak morning

pricing, and the sharp increase in power consumption after the evening peak price period

finishes. These jumps in power consumption are still very visible despite the averaging

and happen across all communities despite no additional responsive loads being active in

the demand side.

These results are to be expected in any scheme that automatically controls load in

conjunction with TOU pricing, but this research is interesting because it quantifies the
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Variable Value Allowable Range

HWC Temperature Band 5 ◦C 5− 30 ◦C

EV Penetration 0% 0-30%

Wind Pattern None 0k-10kW (morning, afternoon, evening)

Grid Price ToU Fixed, ToU, RTP

Table 6.2: Parameters used in Controlled vs Uncontrolled Simulation

Figure 6.6: Average Community Power Profile for a Day With and Without NES Control
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power reductions and increases that would occur in a realistic New Zealand situation if

RDSM were prevalent. The average reduction in power across all communities in the

morning peak is 3.5kW, or 24.9% of the prior uncontrolled peak. This corresponds to

an average 4.1kWh reduction over the morning peak period. In the evening peak under

NES control, there is only a 0.9kWh reduction over the three hours compared to the

uncontrolled case. This is because community SoC, shown in the upper graph of Fig. 6.6,

is low during the evening peak owing to the low community energy and the length of time

since the last low-price period.

However there is a corresponding 4.7kWh increase in the night-time off-peak period

between 10pm and midnight for NES control over the uncontrolled scenario. This is

coupled with a 7.7kW power increase at the instant the rates transition. Often deferred

peaks are undesirable, and the peak under NES control could be mitigated simply by

reducing the off-peak Edes to effectively apply a power cap on off-peak times, or from a

market-driven perspective by designing TOU pricing schemes with ramps between price

tiers instead of step changes.

The most obvious features of the optimal power curve occur around the most expensive

periods, where the optimal solution “pre-charges” the community in the periods directly

beforehand so that peak-price power consumption can be delayed for as long as possible.

This pre-charging is optimal; only the exact amount of energy necessary to ride through

the expensive price period is consumed, and this is only possible because the optimisation

model effectively has ‘perfect foresight’ of load and price throughout the day.

Referring to the morning peak-price period, NES control has a similar power con-

sumption profile to the optimal case as it has a similar amount of energy with which to

ride through the morning peak. The shoulder period throughout the day is also very

similar. However at the evening peak NES control has no more energy left to defer, and

while the optimal scenario pre-charges at the relatively high shoulder rates to compensate,

NES control adopts a constrained charge strategy. More generally, this is a key point of

difference when making predictions about load and price, and it is most pronounced in

long periods of medium prices followed by periods of high pricing. In a practical TOU

setting, NES could be configured to pre-empt price changes and respond appropriately.

This has not been explored to emphasise the flexibility of NES control without making

predictions.

Another difference between NES and the optimal power occurs at the end of the day,

where under NES control all loads charge after 10pm once the off-peak price period begins.

The optimal case does not, as it seeks to minimise power consumption for the day, causing

all appliances to finish the day near their minimum SoC. On average, the optimal energy

consumption during the period is 4.88kWh lower than NES control. This portion of the

savings that the optimal approach derives over NES control is distinct from the portion
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of savings brought about by better scheduling, yet both contribute to the differences in

the cost comparisons in Fig. 6.8. To control for this, all scenarios have had their savings

adjusted by correcting for the difference in energy remaining in the community at the

end of the day. Energy was added or removed from the cost of electricity for the day

assuming the energy would be consumed at the cheapest rate to make the adjustment.

The rationale is that any energy remaining at the end of the day pertains to the following

day as that is when it will be used, and the assumption is that the energy could be readily

consumed during the prolonged off-peak hours between midnight and 7am.

While the average power consumption is one measure of the effect of NES control,

the spread of values is also interesting to consider in a residential situation. Fig. 6.7

shows the min, max, median, mean and upper and lower quartiles of each minute’s power

consumption across the 100 communities. For example, the ‘min’ figure at 8am will show

the lowest community power of all communities at 8am. While none of the curves on

the graph will trace the power consumption of any single real community, it shows the

main features of morning peak reduction and evening off-peak increase are evident in all

of these statistical descriptors of power consumption for the 100 communities.

The range of values in the optimal case tells a similar story to that of the NES case.

Every community has a drop in power during the morning and evening peaks, and apart

from these obvious features the power consumption is spread relatively evenly across

the communities for each time period. The spread of optimal community SoC on the

other hand converges such that all but the maximum measure reaches 0% SoC by 10pm,

highlighting the fact that the minimum cost scenario occurs when each load is kept with

its SoC as low as possible throughout the day.

6.3.2 Cost Savings

In terms of overall cost savings, NES control consistently saves a small amount of money.

Fig. 6.8 shows the cost savings of each community, both as a dollar amount and as a

percentage. It can be seen that the range of cost savings is 2.17% to 5.71% compared

to uncontrolled consumption as a result of NES control. This is a modest saving that

reflects the overall lack of flexibility in the demand side when customer convenience is

emphasised. On the other hand it shows that a simple control methodology that makes

no predictions about price or overall load can consistently save money using RDSM in a

variable price scenario.

Fig. 6.8 also shows the percentage saving in average energy cost. This is the total

energy consumed in the day divided by the total cost of energy for the day. This is a

telling figure because it controls for the differing amount of energy consumed between the

two cases. This shows that the 100 communities received an average 3.05% reduction in

the cost of electricity under NES control without any further RDSM technologies and no
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Figure 6.7: Spread of Power Profiles of the 100 Communities With and Without NES Control
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Figure 6.8: Cost Savings of NES Control over the Uncontrolled Case

wind in a practical TOU pricing scenario.

The graphs of savings and percent savings in Fig. 6.8 both show that optimal schedul-

ing outperforms NES control in all cases. The optimal case achieved an average 2.72%

lower cost than NES control. Thus NES control achieves on average 57.4% of the savings

of the optimal case after adjusting for the energy remaining at the end of the day for each

of the optimal and NES scenarios.

The lower graph in Fig. 6.8 shows the savings in the average cost of energy over this

time period. This graph is also subject to the bias of lower overall energy consumption in
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the optimal case. For this metric, the bias has been adjusted for by artificially equalizing

the energy consumed throughout the day. Any energy added in this manner was assumed

to be consumed at the minimum price bracket. Without correction, the optimal case has

a much higher average cost of energy than NES control because NES control tends to

consume much more power in the off-peak times, diluting the cost per kWh of energy.

After correcting, the graphs show that an additional 1.42% per unit of energy could be

saved over and above the savings of NES control.

The difference between the two adjustments is that the day-long energy adjustment

also takes into account extra energy expended through maintaining higher states of charge

and incurring higher standing losses, and other forms of wasted energy. The end-of-day

energy adjustment on the other hand looks only forwards, considering the energy that

can be used in the following day, highlighting any inefficiencies throughout the day.

Table 6.3 summarises the results for the NES and optimal scenarios as compared

to the uncontrolled scenario. Minimum, mean and maximum values are given for the

100 communities in dollar savings, percentage savings and percentage reductions in the

average cost of energy.

6.3.3 Summary

In the status quo scenario, there is not a lot of energy available to be shifted in the

demand side and as such the potential for savings is relatively low. Even if load control was

perfectly implemented, there is only a possible 6.15% of average savings to be made. While

some communities could get up to 9.6% savings in the absolute (potentially unachievable)

best case, the majority would not see significant enough benefits to purchase load control

hardware. This assumes that load control is performed within the bounds of consumer

comfort. Higher levels of savings may be possible if people are prepared to sacrifice, but

a scheme that expects a large amount of people to maintain this sacrifice in the long term

is likely to fail. Therefore this study appears to show that DSM in New Zealand (NZ) is

probably not cost effective if only TOU price incentives are used.

Controlled vs Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Uncontrolled Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

NES 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

Optimal 1.64 3.32 5.57 4.07 6.15 9.59 3.03 4.43 6.27

Table 6.3: Status Quo Savings Summary
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6.4 Hot Water Cylinder Modification

New Zealand is rare in terms of its high proportion of electrically-heated, storage-based

hot water heating, although this proportion has been decreasing [87]. HWCs can add a

significant amount of energy to the demand-side because of the relatively high volume of

storage tanks and the high specific heat of water. However the energy capacity of HWCs

is restricted by the amount by which the temperature of the water is allowed to vary.

On the one hand, safety concerns suggest an upper temperature bound of 60 ◦C which is

related to the length of time human skin can be exposed to the water without burning;

at 70 ◦C the burn time of skin is less than a second. On the other hand, the lower bound

of HWC temperature is set to approximately 55 ◦C to increase the length of time hot

water can be used before it falls below acceptable hot water temperatures. Additionally,

stored hot water must be periodically heated to at least 60 ◦C to prevent legionella from

surviving in the water.

In terms of load control, this limits the allowable temperature to between 55 ◦C and

60 ◦C, and this temperature range was used in the default scenario. However with a

mixing valve fitted to the output of the HWC the temperature may be allowed to vary

by a larger amount depending on the maximum allowable temperature of the HWC itself.

These valves retail for around $80NZD and could be retrofitted simply if necessary. This

section explores the impact of varying the allowable HWC temperature band on both the

timing of overall power consumption and the savings an average community can expect

by making the change.

6.4.1 Community Power Consumption

In Fig. 6.9 the community’s mean SoC and power consumption is shown alongside the

price of electricity for each of the optimal and NES control cases. Since the temperature

band of the HWCs has been changed with respect to the previous section, the community

will consume power differently in the uncontrolled case as well, and the effect of this is

shown in the graph labelled ‘Uncontrolled Power’. Doing this controls for the effect of

adding the technology itself since the technology is present in both the controlled and

uncontrolled cases, and isolates the additional benefit of adding NES on top.

Firstly, the marked drop in power when the price of electricity increases for the morning

peak is again obvious for all three cases. Interestingly, as allowable HWC temperature

deviation increases, as does the magnitude of this drop, even though the number of HWCs

and the power of each element remain the same. This is because a greater percentage

of HWCs are both on and able to be switched off at the moment the peak price period

begins. The reduction in power during the morning peak comprises much of the cost

savings of NES power consumption vs uncontrolled consumption.
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Figure 6.9: Impact of HWC Temperature Band on Community Power
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At the end of the morning peak price period, the influence of a wider HWC temperature

band can be seen. A visible increase in power consumption can be seen in both of the

extended temperature range situations once the shoulder period has started. This is

because NES charges at a positive, yet constrained rate. A corresponding increase cannot

be seen in the default situation with a smaller temperature band, suggesting that HWC

load shifting cannot be maintained for the duration of this two-hour period, at least on

average.

After the morning peak, during the day, all of the HWC temperature band scenarios

maintain a power consumption similar to their uncontrolled case. However the 30 ◦C

scenario maintains the reduction in power for much longer owing to the increase in the

energy storage capacity of the hot water cylinders.

The next obvious feature of the graphs occurs before the transition between the shoul-

der period and the evening peak. While the default and 10 ◦C scenarios start to decay in

terms of absolute power at around 4:30pm as their respective community SoCs reach an

equilibrium, the 30 ◦C scenario maintains its power consumption, suggesting loads have

yet to reach their target SoCs by the time the evening peak arrives. Then, once the

evening peak starts, power consumption in the 10 ◦C and 30 ◦C scenarios both decrease

after the transition to peak pricing as there are still HWCs that are able to be deferred.

The final trend for the NES control case as HWC penetration increases is the different

length of time that a power increase is observed after the off-peak pricing period begins.

The area under this part of the curve comprises the load that was shifted during the day

as the HWCs waited for off-peak prices before turning on and the 30 ◦C scenario consumes

much more energy during this time.

Looking at the ‘Optimal Power’ graph during the morning peak in Fig. 6.9, the effect

of the higher energy of the 30◦C scenario is most evident, but another difference between

NES control and the optimal scheduling can be seen. In the optimal case, the community

power consumption for the 30◦C scenario is much lower than the power consumption under

NES control, and it remains lower for much longer. This is because NES control charged

the HWCs as early as it was able and as a result the temperatures of the HWCs are not

necessarily near the top of their respective inner hysteresis bands. The optimal method,

on the other hand, makes sure that each HWC is at or near its maximum temperature

just as the morning peak price period begins. A similar trend is visible in the default and

10◦C scenarios.

Referring to the graphs of community SoC in Fig. 6.9, the average community does

not finish at the same SoC level as that with which it began. Some in the literature choose

to run the simulation a number of times to find the equilibrium beginning/ending SoC

for the simulated day and use the equilibrium value in their simulations. Approaching

the problem in this manner controls for the effect of over- or underestimating initial SoC
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and provides a more internally-consistent representation of each scenario. However this

approach also assumes a static behavioural pattern and context for each community.

In this work, initial SoC is randomised for each load, effectively assuming a set of

unpredictable and inconsistent consumers. This means that all scenarios (uncontrolled,

NES and optimal) are faced with the same situation at the beginning of the day, facili-

tating direct comparisons. A side-effect of this approach is that the finishing SoC of the

community needs to be adjusted for in the overall performance measure for each scenario.

The optimal approach consumes only enough power to keep the SoC of each appliance

above its TSoClower until just before the evening peak, where appliances are pre-charged

enough to ride through the peak-price period

The increased inertia evident in the ‘Price and NES SoC’ graph in Fig. 6.9 with the

SoC data shows the greater amount of energy in the demand side as HWC temperature

band width increases, and indicates the enhanced ability of a HWC with a wider temper-

ature band to shift power. The green dashed trace denoting the 30 ◦C case takes longer

to charge in the morning, to discharge during morning showers, and holds its charge for

longer throughout the day. The fact that energy remains in the community during the

evening peak also explains the lower power consumption during this period for the 30 ◦C

case.

6.4.2 Cost Savings

Fig. 6.10 plots the savings for each community. This shows the impact that increasing

the allowable HWC temperature band can have on RDSM value.

The spread of savings values in Fig. 6.10 is wide. One communities saved only 4.75%

over the uncontrolled cost at a 30◦C temperature band, while another saved almost four

times as much, at $16.34. It is also interesting that the increase in savings as the band

is increased from 10◦C to 30◦C is so significant, but it again shows the trend that more

HWC Scenario Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

5 ◦C - NES 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

10 ◦C - NES 1.33 2.95 5.22 3.41 5.62 8.26 2.95 4.99 7.44

30 ◦C - NES 1.59 5.63 9.42 4.75 10.85 16.34 4.00 9.78 15.20

5 ◦C - Optimal 1.64 3.32 5.57 4.07 6.15 9.59 3.03 4.43 6.27

10 ◦C - Optimal 2.25 4.80 8.13 6.16 9.16 12.54 4.57 6.93 9.72

30 ◦C - Optimal 2.82 8.18 12.98 7.66 15.80 22.97 6.00 12.57 18.92

Table 6.4: HWC Band Savings Summary
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Figure 6.10: Impact of HWC Temperature Band on Community Percentage Savings

energy in the demand side results in higher savings.

Referring to the optimal graphs in Fig. 6.10, the optimal solution for each of the sce-

narios extracts significantly more savings than NES control, around 50% extra in absolute

and relative measures across all communities. The average cost of energy between the

two cases, which controls for the amount of energy consumed, shows the optimal solution

extracts approximately 50% more value than NES control.
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6.4.3 Summary

Overall, NES control achieved an average of 61.4% of the unadjusted optimal savings in

the 10◦C case, and 68.2% in the 30◦C case after correcting for the end-of-day energy

levels. The corrected figures again show that NES control achieves around two-thirds of

the possible savings without any predictions of load or price. Also these results support the

conclusion that adding more controllable energy to the residential demand side improves

the extractable benefits of load control generally, of which NES control appears to be able

to extract a consistently high percentage.

Comparing now the cost of electricity when the HWC temperature band width is in-

creased, under a practical TOU pricing scheme the community stands to gain significantly

by increasing the energy storage potential of their HWCs. The uncontrolled cost stayed

relatively constant across the three scenarios at $52.46, $52.29, and $51.62 for the 5◦C,

10◦C and 30◦C cases respectively. However the optimal cost reduces to $49.22, $47.48

and $43.45 respectively. This suggests that in a TOU pricing scheme, affixing a mixing

valve on the output of a HWC could save a further 11.7% of an average consumer’s power

bill compared to TOU pricing without the modification. This is a significant saving and,

if a conservative $150 per month power bill is assumed, this could pay for the alteration

in less than 6 months, not accounting for labour cost. If NES control is used the savings

figure after adding a mixing valve reduces to 9.12% but the modification would still pay

for itself in a similar amount of time, even neglecting any earnings from participation in

reserve services, which are outside the scope of this thesis.

6.5 Electric Vehicle Penetration

This section will explore the effect of NES control in situations with EVs. Since EV

adoption rates seem to be much slower than anticipated in the literature [84], this study

considers 3 cases: 10%, 20%, and 30% penetration. Many studies tout EVs as a silver

bullet when combined with demand response for renewable energy integration, however

the ability of residentially-charged EVs to capture Distributed Generation (DG) is limited

due to the fact that EVs are typically not at home during the day. Furthermore, if current

trends continue and EV charging stations become the prevalent way to charge EVs, most

people would choose to use the fast-charge functionality of the car to limit the amount of

time they are kept at the EV charging station, also reducing the charging load at home.

Since the EV charging infrastructure in NZ is relatively weak, this work assumes that all

EV owners charge at home and examines the resulting effect on power consumption.

To simulate an EV penetration of a certain percentage, each of the 7 houses for each

community was given a specific percentage chance of owning an EV. Similar to the RDSM

penetration simulations, rather than each community having a fixed percentage of EV
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owners, some communities may have a higher or lower percentage of EVs in their com-

munity but overall across the 100 communities the EV penetration will be approximately

the target value. Also the houses that were assigned an EV at 10% penetration retained

their EV at 20% and 30% penetration, so each situation adds to the previous situation.

The intent of this was to model a range of different communities in a broader context to

see how NES control would perform.

6.5.1 Community Power Consumption

Fig. 6.11 shows the results of the simulation. There are very few differences in the power

consumption profile as EV penetration is increased to 30%, but the differences that do

exist are interesting, as are the striking similarities between the situations. The first

difference for the NES control case is the initial power consumption of the communities as

EVs charge up from their initial SoCs. This shows the increased loading on the network

as a result of EVs, and as expected this effect increases as the number of EVs increase.

The initial power consumption depends on the initial SoC chosen for each EV, which has

been randomised as discussed in the previous section.

There is also, as usual, a corresponding increase after the evening peak, and this

increase seems to be proportional to the EV penetration.

The lack of difference in some places is also very interesting. First, the power con-

sumption during the morning and evening peaks is almost exactly the same as the 0% EV

penetration case. This suggests that using NES control, neither the morning nor evening

peaks increase significantly as a result of increasing EV penetration. During the evening

price peak a reduction in load is observed compared to the uncontrolled case. Since the

overall power consumption stayed the same throughout the different levels of EV pene-

tration, it is possible to infer from this graph that on average most EV load arising from

the day’s travel was deferred from the evening peak until the off-peak boundary under

NES control.

Since NES control turns a load on automatically if SoC is less than TSoClower, this

shows that few EVs violate this criterion after a day’s driving, and those that do are

averaged out in this analysis. Given NES control pre-charges all EVs, indicated by the

relatively high SoC before the morning peak, and given realistic driving data is used to

generate the EV usage profiles, this finding implies that EVs that are precharged do not

materially increase the demand peak in the evening when drivers return home, subject to

a randomised set of ‘emergency states of charge’.

The most obvious feature of the ‘Optimal Power’ graph is the apparent lack of dif-

ference between the three EV penetration scenarios in the optimal case, referring to the

graph labelled “Optimal Power”. The only divergence from the case without any EVs

occurs just before the morning peak, where some of the EVs would have been below the
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Figure 6.11: Impact of EV Penetration on Community Power
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required level of charge for the day’s travel and the optimal scheduler was forced to con-

sume energy beforehand, the percentage of this divergence increases as the penetration of

EVs increase. The reason for the comparatively small magnitude of this extra consump-

tion is the average distance per day driving in the city is relatively low compared to the

range of most of the EVs modelled in this simulation. Secondly there is no corresponding

increase in power after the evening peak because the optimisation program does not pre-

charge for the following day, essentially the EVs are deliberately left to finish as close to

the minimum ‘emergency’ state of charge as possible at the end of the day. A less obvious

feature of the ‘Optimal Power’ graph is the very minor increase in power consumption

between approximately 5pm and 7pm that almost cannot be seen without zooming, with

the average difference peaking at approximately 500W for the 30% scenario. This rep-

resents the EVs whose SoC fell below the emergency SoC during the day’s driving and

required immediate charge upon their return.

Another interesting piece of information is the community SoC. The difference in

shape between the three situations for both the NES and optimal cases is driven by the

proportion of the community energy capacity that is EV energy. In the NES case, the

community SoC for the 30% penetration scenario does not fall as quickly as the other

two situations starting from around 6am because this decrease is due to showering, and

the EVs hold their charge as the HWCs discharge. Therefore a situation with a higher

penetration of EVs will hold its charge for longer if everything else is held constant. The

fact that all three situations converge in the middle of the day is because the EVs leave

for work during the day. The divergence at the end of the day reflects the overall higher

levels of charge of EVs than the rest of the loads in the community at the time of the

evening peak, combined with the proportion of the total energy that the EVs comprise.

Regarding the ‘Optimal SoC’ graph, the same pattern as the previous section can

be seen, with short periods of high charging rates occurring just before the morning and

evening peak-price periods. These peaks are almost exclusively due to the other residential

loads shown by the lack of difference in average optimal power consumption between the

scenarios. Again there is a difference between NES control and the optimal solution in

that NES control pre-charges at the beginning and end of the day in the off-peak times,

whereas the optimal solution does not.

6.5.2 Cost Savings

The difference in cost between the three situations can be seen in Fig. 6.12. Unsurprisingly

as the EV penetration increases, so do savings - both relative and absolute - compared to

each uncontrolled case. This shows once again that as more energy is added, NES is more

effective at extracting value. In both the optimal and NES cases, the effect of random EV

ownership can be seen, with little separation between the highest and lowest community
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savings, and the highest separation occurring in the middle of the graphs.

Fig. 6.12 shows that the optimal case provides marginal improvements over NES con-

trol, and these improvements increase as the amount of EVs in the system increase. The

results show that the optimal case provides average percentage savings of 6.88%, 7.57%,

and 8.16% for the 10%, 20% and 30% EV penetration cases, respectively, over the uncon-

trolled case, while NES control achieved savings of 4.25%, 4.90%, and 5.45%.

Figure 6.12: Impact of EV Penetration on Community Percentage Savings
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EV Penetration
Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

0% - NES 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

10% - NES 0.95 2.33 5.99 2.17 4.25 9.17 2.12 3.80 8.84

20% - NES 0.95 2.77 6.59 2.53 4.90 10.20 2.18 4.45 9.88

30% - NES 1.23 3.15 7.51 2.57 5.45 11.61 2.18 5.02 11.29

0% - Optimal 1.64 3.32 5.57 4.07 6.15 9.59 3.03 4.43 6.27

10% - Optimal 1.64 3.76 7.45 4.33 6.88 11.50 3.03 5.18 10.09

20% - Optimal 1.64 4.27 9.73 2.93 7.57 12.68 3.28 5.83 11.00

30% - Optimal 1.65 4.71 10.11 2.93 8.16 13.86 3.40 6.42 12.32

Table 6.5: EV Penetration Savings Summary

6.5.3 Summary

When the dollar savings for each community are considered, NES control achieves 61.1%,

64.2% and 66.4% of the optimal savings for the 10%, 20% and 30% EV penetration cases,

respectively, averaged across all communities and after controlling for end-of-day energy.

This shows that NES control again achieves almost two-thirds of the optimal savings.

It is perhaps counter-intuitive that NES control extracts a higher percentage of the

optimal value as the proportion of EVs increases. However this trend cannot be credited

to the workings of the algorithm, as it reflects the fact that the vast majority of EV

charging is conducted at the lowest rate under NES control. Rather than NES getting

better at EVs when there are more present, the performance on EVs remains constant

and the savings on other residential loads that NES fails to extract are diluted by the

relative proportion of EV energy.

6.6 Wind Profiles

Another important consideration for load control algorithms is their ability to absorb

stochastically varying renewable energy sources. This section will examine the effect of

three different wind profiles on community power usage and savings under NES control.

The wind profiles were constructed using synthetic wind data taken from National Insti-

tute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), and the intention was to model the

effect of morning wind, all-day wind, and evening wind. To do this whilst preserving

the randomness of a particular day’s wind, a real month of wind data was taken and

the days were ranked using a simple method: the sum of wind energy before noon was

compared to the total wind energy after noon. The ‘morning’ wind day was the day that
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had the highest ratio of morning wind energy to afternoon wind energy; the ‘daytime’

wind day was that which had the most similar ratio; and the ‘evening’ wind day was the

day that had the lowest ratio. The morning, daytime and evening scenarios will hereafter

be labelled as ‘Wind1’, ‘Wind2’, and ‘Wind3’ respectively.

Of the three profiles that were selected, all produced the majority of their energy

during either the morning and evening peak-price period where uncontrolled consumption

was typically high, or in the early morning off-peak price period, where there was little

difference in desirability between cheap pricing and wind energy from the perspective

of NES control. If energy was present throughout the daytime shoulder-price period, for

example with a daytime wind pattern or with solar power, the performance of NES control

is expected to be significantly better because the community SoC is typically low during

this time and the community has the capacity to absorb the extra energy. The amount

of simulations achievable in this thesis were limited, so a more sophisticated examination

of the effect of different renewable energy profiles warrants further study.

Furthermore, any excess wind generated is assumed to be lost and is not able to be

back-fed into the grid. Trade-offs cannot therefore be made between back-feeding income

and local consumption. A wider discussion around the future of DG is ongoing in the

literature and is outside the scope of this study.

6.6.1 Wind1: Morning Wind

Fig. 6.13 shows the scenario for the morning wind pattern, ‘wind1’. The interesting piece

of information is the community SoC in the top graph. In the morning wind pattern, the

community SoC is near its maximum for almost the entire windy period, meaning the

community cannot absorb more power. Then as people start to shower in the morning the

average community SoC decreases, but the power is still not absorbed any faster with the

wind than without since all desired energy is already being consumed owing to the low

price. For this reason the consumption during the windy morning period is very similar

with control and without. After this the consumption pattern is similar to the typical

NES control consumption pattern - a reduction during the morning and evening peaks

and a spike after the evening shoulder period.

While the intent of this chapter is to demonstrate NES control working in a number

of situations without any tuning to demonstrate its diversity, the wind scenarios alter the

dynamics behind a fundamental assumption for the other scenarios: that the minimum

and maximum price points are known and this is reflected in the community’s desired

energy demand curve. Adding wind energy creates a new price tier at the lowest end of

the price scale and the way in which the controller is tuned does not reflect this. In order to

best integrate this morning wind that coincides with the off-peak price period, the demand

curve should be adjusted to reduce the desired energy consumption during the cheapest
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Figure 6.13: Community Power for Wind Scenarios
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rate to make room for wind energy consumption. There is a trade-off to be observed

however, as reducing off-peak energy demand would increase the risk of failing to fully

charge during the off-peak period and potentially push consumption to more expensive

periods in the middle of the day. Predictions of wind could be used to better utilise wind

under uncertainty and this remains as future work, though incorporating predictions could

come at the cost of a reduction in responsiveness and resilience to unexpected deviations,

increasing computational complexity and hence processing power and system cost.

By contrast, the optimal solution’s power consumption for ‘wind1’ mirrors the wind

power perfectly at the beginning of the day, incurring little to no cost during these hours.

After the wind power diminishes, the optimal power consumption is very similar to the

base case without wind, pre-charging significantly before the morning and evening peaks

and deferring unnecessary power consumption until the next day.

6.6.2 Wind2: All Day Wind

The all-day pattern, ‘wind2’ is representative of a realistic all-day wind profile. Referring

to the NES power curve in the ‘wind2’ graph of Fig. 6.13, the section of day before the

morning peak is identical to the wind1 pattern due to the community SoC being near

its maximum throughout this period. Contrasting the NES SoC graphs in the ‘wind1’

and ‘wind2’ graphs in Fig. 6.13, the community SoC climbs much higher during the day

owing to the increased amount of wind energy.

In this scenario, the power consumption under NES control is almost identical to

the case without wind. This is because the wind energy almost entirely falls below the

natural power consumption that NES would consume and as such NES control absorbs

the wind freely but does not make any adjustment to compensate for it. It can be seen

in the morning that NES control does not absorb the morning wind at all and again

this is because the community SoC is already at 100%. As discussed earlier this wind

energy could be potentially absorbed by the loads if predictions were made as to the wind

energy available, or if a lower desired energy soft cap was set for the off-peak period.

Another strategy is to use a stepwise-linear Target State of Charge (TSoC)/DCS curve

where loads only charge to 80% of their maximum SoC on grid electricity and wait for

an extraordinary DCS signal to let them know that there is excess wind energy available.

Though this would require an alteration to the naive control strategy. All of these solutions

come with trade-offs.

The community power consumption in the optimal case, as demonstrated in the opti-

mal power curve in the ‘wind2’ graph of Fig. 6.13 changes little between the wind scenarios.

This is because the optimal energy needed to service demand is not a function of supply.

The only times at which the optimal scenario deviates from its optimal schedule is where

the wind power exceeds the no-wind optimal power consumption at a given point in time,
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and in that case the optimal load will shift more consumption to this point in time such

that all available wind is utilised. Early in the morning the power consumption can be

seen to follow the wind power pattern, demonstrating this point.

6.6.3 Wind3: “Evening” Wind

The third wind pattern is the ‘evening’ wind pattern - ‘wind3’. While the amount of

energy in the evening is still outweighed by the morning wind energy, reflecting a general

bias towards morning wind in the month chosen, some interesting characteristics can be

seen in the ‘wind3’ graphs of Fig. 6.13. The first is the period from 8-9am, where wind

power peaks for the day but electricity prices are at their most expensive. In the upper

‘Price and NES SoC’ graph the community SoC increases sharply while the wind power

is high, and the community SoC through the daytime period is markedly higher than the

previous wind patterns as a result.

In the NES power curve of the ‘wind3’ graph, the wind peak briefly exceeds the

uncontrolled power consumption just after the morning peak-price period and NES control

can be seen to absorb this. However there is no other evidence of NES control changing

its behaviour to adjust for the wind because of the timing and magnitude of the wind

energy.

Regarding the optimal curve in the ‘wind3’ graph of Fig. 6.13, following the completion

of the morning peak-price period, NES control continues to absorb the available wind

energy while the optimal approach defers shiftable loads until immediately before the

evening peak-price period.

This section so far demonstrates that the performance of a load control algorithm in

absorbing renewable energy depends heavily on the shape and magnitude of the gener-

ated power profile. The three wind days chosen all have the majority of wind absorbed,

although NES control cannot take credit for this. It is again demonstrated how critical

it is to demonstrate the effectiveness of a load control algorithm in a range of different

realistic and representative scenarios, also with a range of consumption data.

6.6.4 Cost Savings

Fig. 6.14 shows the savings comparisons between the different wind patterns, bearing

in mind that the savings are taken with respect to the uncontrolled case, where the

uncontrolled case still uses as much wind power as it happens to consume. Therefore the

savings are a direct measure of the effectiveness of NES control to adapt to fluctuating

wind patterns rather than an examination of the savings that can be made by installing

wind in a community. It also explains the discrepancy between absolute and percentage

savings, since a greater amount of wind energy will lead to a lower overall cost and higher
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percentage savings.

In the ‘NES Savings’ graph, all three scenarios save a similar amount over the un-

controlled case, and this amount closely resembles the amount that NES saves over the

uncontrolled case without wind energy. ‘Wind2’ has marginally higher percentage savings

because the greater amount of wind during the shoulder period and evening peak reduces

the overall average cost. In general, however, most of the wind energy absorbed by NES

control is also absorbed by the uncontrolled scenario, while the optimal does a much

better job at absorbing all available wind, particularly for ‘wind2’. Table 6.6 summarises

Figure 6.14: Community Absolute and Percentage Savings for Three Different Realistic Wind Scenar-
ios
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these results.

6.6.5 Summary

Overall, in a situation without extra enabling technologies to absorb wind energy NES

control achieves the following results. For Wind1, NES achieves 66.0% of the optimal

unadjusted savings after controlling for the energy remaining at the end of the day. For

Wind2, the percentage falls to 38.8%. Finally for Wind3, NES control achieves 54.5% of

the adjusted savings.

This shows that in a situation with a small amount of wind, NES control performs

marginally better than the uncontrolled savings, and the percentage of optimal savings it

achieves depends on the wind profile. In the wind2 scenario it fails to absorb the portion of

the wind that the uncontrolled does not automatically absorb, while the optimal solution

proves it was possible to do without breaking comfort constraints, however the controller

required to reliably absorb this particular set of wind gusts may be relatively complex

and accurate predictions may be necessary far in advance. For the other scenarios the

wind does not materially change the results.

If the wind had occurred within the shoulder period however, NES control would have

absorbed as much of it as it could have before reaching 100% SoC. This would have

created a large saving over the uncontrolled case. This shows that the performance of

NES control is not constant across all wind scenarios and again highlights the usefulness

of the community SoC to ascertain the ability of a community to shift load, or in this

case absorb wind energy.

Wind Pattern Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Default - NES 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

Wind1 - NES 0.85 2.09 3.87 2.20 4.53 7.02 2.34 3.47 5.14

Wind2 - NES 1.03 2.10 4.03 3.54 7.67 15.62 3.65 5.95 11.28

Wind3 - NES 0.85 1.82 3.67 2.81 5.03 8.67 2.58 4.26 7.23

Default - Optimal 1.64 3.32 5.57 4.07 6.15 9.59 3.03 4.43 6.27

Wind1 - Optimal 1.53 3.19 5.78 3.93 6.89 10.21 3.23 4.97 7.27

Wind2 - Optimal 3.31 5.42 7.90 12.03 19.76 31.87 7.18 11.74 20.03

Wind3 - Optimal 1.63 3.39 6.05 5.14 9.29 13.52 3.74 6.37 9.08

Table 6.6: Wind Pattern Simulation Results Summary
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6.7 Real-Time Pricing

Perhaps the most exciting simulation is the RTP simulation shown in Fig. 6.15, especially

considering the fact that this algorithm acts without any foreknowledge of wind, price

or load, runs without a central optimiser, and emphasises simplicity and low cost. The

generated RTP prices for the day fluctuate quite significantly and it is interesting to see

the average community power profile change in response.

6.7.1 Community Power Consumption

The NES power trace in the third graph of Fig. 6.15 can clearly be seen to follow the

inverse of the price, which is shown in the upper graph, and when all enabling technologies

are present the effect is even more pronounced. This trend is evident both in the power

consumption data and in the community SoC data. Even without any extra enabling

technologies the community charges and discharges depending on the cost of electricity,

and when enabling technologies are added the effect of the extra energy capacity can be

seen.

One key difference under NES control between the performance of the scenarios with

and without enabling technologies is the average community SoC reaches its maximum

more often and for longer. When this happens, no further energy can be absorbed by

the community and all additional load shifting capability is wasted. It manifests strongly

between 4-5am, where the power consumption in the half-hour between 4:30am and 5am is

extremely low despite the low price at this time. The algorithm conservatively pre-charged

between 3am and 4am when the price was very low, but as it was not as low as it could

have been the extracted benefits were not as great. By contrast the ‘all’ scenario defers

load until the price is its cheapest and even in the scenario without enabling technologies

the power spikes at 3:30am as a result of the drop in price.

In the scenario with all enabling technologies, much more energy is available in the

community and the community SoC only approaches its maximum in the afternoon. As

a result, NES control makes use of the cheaper period between 3:30am and 4am, following

the optimal power consumption but consuming much more power as it conservatively pre-

charges. In the afternoon the community SoC approaches its maximum and the power

cannot respond to the price between 5pm and 6pm. Both with enabling technologies and

without, the power of the optimal approach is inversely related to the price, and the power

consumption of both approaches is similar.
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Figure 6.15: Power Consumption in a Real-Time Pricing Environment
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6.7.2 Cost Savings

Perhaps even more interesting is the savings data for RTP, specifically the difference in

average cost of energy. Without any enabling technologies the average reduction in cost

of energy vs the uncontrolled case is 7.08% for NES control, while the average percentage

reduction in cost is 6.70%. Comparing this to the TOU pricing example, almost dou-

ble the savings could be extracted if electricity retailers offered RTP in conjunction with

DSM. Not only would the system operator have more control over the demand side, con-

sumers could save significantly on electricity by adding energy capacity and controlling

it automatically. The case with enabling technologies and RTP shows 23.1% reduction

in average cost of electricity, with the worst saving at about 9.7% savings over the un-

controlled case. While this was only done for one randomly generated RTP price profile,

similar performance is expected for any other RTP profile that varies relatively frequently.

The cost savings results can be seen in Fig. 6.16. The effect of optimally scheduling

controllable load in a real-time pricing environment is a 13.7% average saving for the

community without enabling technologies and a staggering 40.4% average saving with

enabling technologies and wind over and above the uncontrolled case which also has all

of these technologies.

Similar to the time-of-use pricing scenarios, the optimal method consumes less energy

throughout the day due to its cost-minimisation approach and this has been controlled for

as normal. Unlike in the TOU pricing scenario however, the price at which the optimal

approach will need to consume this extra energy the following day is unknown. The

lowest price during the day was chosen to find the most conservative adjustment, but this

is almost certainly overstating the value of the optimal savings, as well as the relative

performance of NES control to optimal.

Real-time Pricing Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Default - NES 0.68 3.13 7.02 1.92 6.70 11.20 2.52 7.08 11.10

All - NES 1.82 6.85 14.18 8.48 22.90 36.08 9.75 23.12 36.90

Default - Optimal 3.33 6.34 11.54 8.68 13.73 18.80 8.39 12.90 18.24

All - Optimal 3.93 11.86 24.60 27.55 40.39 49.64 25.96 38.06 46.35

Table 6.7: RTP Savings Summary
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Figure 6.16: Community Control with Real-Time Pricing Cost Comparisons

6.8 Summary

Without enabling technologies and with real-time pricing, NES control achieves on average

48.2% of the optimal savings, and 56.3% of optimal savings with enabling technologies,

although these figures are likely to be understated. This shows that NES control performs

similarly well whether using a relatively predictable TOU pricing scheme or a random

RTP scheme. It is in these situations, where predictions are difficult to make and the

situation changes quickly, that NES control is designed to react quickly and effectively to

the changes.
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Fig. 6.15 shows a distinct responsiveness to price in the power consumption graph

in the NES case. It also shows that NES consumes energy too quickly, approaching its

maximum SoC and subsequently becoming unable to shift load any longer at a number of

points in the day. This effect is mitigated as more energy is added to the demand side. To

get the best results the community should stay in the controllable range all day, for NES

control this would potentially involve tweaking the demand curve to the specific situation

beyond a naive scaling based on the maximum energy requirement and an exponential

demand curve. Such an optimisation is out of the scope of this thesis as its purpose is to

demonstrate the broad applicability of the algorithm in a wide range of scenarios.

6.9 All Combined

This chapter so far has highlighted the contribution of individual enabling technologies to

community savings using RDSM. This section compares the different enabling technologies

and demonstrates what happens when the most extreme case of adoption under TOU

pricing for each technology is combined.

6.9.1 Community Power Consumption

The average power consumption across all communities is shown in the third graph of

Fig. 6.17 for the default case, each of the most extreme cases of individual technology

adoption, and for all of them combined. An obvious difference between the situations

is the increased power consumption at the start in situations where the energy capacity

of the community is highest: the 30 ◦C HWC temperature band scenario, the 30% EV

scenario, and the combined scenarios.

The power in the HWC situation is lower on average during this period in the NES

case, suggesting that the HWC load is deferred with respect to the default case. The

combined case also takes this property, with lower power consumption than the default

for most of the expensive period throughout the day.

The HWC and combined scenarios have the largest reduction in power for the morning

peak since morning showers have on average led to HWCs being on when this period

occurs. Conversely the combined and EV scenarios have the largest peak after the evening

shoulder period ends, because the EVs need to charge after the workday.

Fig. 6.17 also shows the community SoC and power consumption for the optimal

scenarios. Referring to the optimal SoCs, it can be seen that there is a similar pattern

of SoC between the scenarios throughout the daytime shoulder period. The 30% EV

scenario differs from the other scenarios during the mornings and evenings when the EVs

are at home. This is a result of the fact that the EVs tend to have a relatively high
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Figure 6.17: Enabling Technologies with ToU Pricing Community Power
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SoC after a given day’s driving and without significant standing losses the optimisation

program does not have the ability to let the EVs reach their minimum SoC, despite its

objective to minimise finishing SoC and hence cost. By contrast, the other scenarios

finish near 0 community SoC. The SoC of the combined scenario sits between the EV

scenario and the other scenarios, reflecting primarily the average SoC of the 30◦C HWC

scenario and the 30% EV scenario since these are the dominant energy elements.

Comparing the SoC of the combined scenario under NES control and optimal schedul-

ing, one primary difference is the rapid pre-charge period of NES control between midnight

and 3am, as it absorbs as much energy as possible while electricity is cheap. The optimal

approach, by contrast, consumes only as much energy as there is wind energy during

this time, contributing to a major difference between the scenarios. In the remainder

of the morning hours, the optimal approach begins to increase the HWC temperatures,

which reach a peak just before the morning peak-price period. Average community power

consumption under NES control, on the other hand, falls away as the HWCs reach their

maximum temperature.

During the morning peak-price period, power consumption in the optimal case is

much lower than under NES control because of the way in which the HWCs were heated

with respect to their hysteresis bands. Generally speaking, the HWCs fall below their

TSoClower sooner because the peak-price period timing and duration are not predicted.

As the day progresses into the shoulder period, power consumption under NES control

stays relatively constant, due to the constant power cap that the community aims to reach.

The optimal approach maintains a similar level of power, except it begins to charge for

the evening peak in the afternoon. The last major difference, common to all scenarios,

is the spike in power consumption at 10pm as NES attempts to make use of the cheap

energy to pre-charge for the following day.

To reiterate this point, the 10pm power consumption results in what is called a ‘re-

bound peak’ in the literature - a shifting of the natural peak away from the typical time

between 6pm and 8pm. Such a peak causes the same problems as the existing peak and is

undesirable. Under NES control this could be solved in a number of ways: by incorporat-

ing known time-of-use price points into the decision making logic; changing TOU pricing

schemes to have a ramped change instead of a step change; or putting an indirect cap

on consumed power by mapping off-peak-priced energy to a lower desired energy through

the Edes demand curve. The latter solution would be relatively simple to implement and

would result in a lower, flat power consumption for a longer period of time after the

transition.
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6.9.2 Cost Savings

The overall effect on cost has been summarised in Fig. 6.18. It can be seen that the

combined case results in the highest savings at $6.63 under NES control. Out of the

enabling technologies at the chosen levels of penetration and magnitude, controlling HWC

with an increased temperature band has the most significant impact on both absolute and

percentage savings, with an average of $5.63. Controlling EVs has the next highest impact

on savings, with an average saving of $3.15.

Again the ‘% Average Cost of Energy Saving’ graph in Fig. 6.18 is very interesting. It

shows that if all DSM technologies are combined, just over half of the communities save

at almost 20% in the average cost of their energy over the corresponding uncontrolled

case.

Fig. 6.18 shows the savings of the optimal solution over NES control for each com-

munity under all of the scenarios that use time-of-use pricing, including the all-combined

scenario. The optimal solution for the combined case results in an average saving of $10.29

over the uncontrolled combined case, corresponding to a 32.68% saving.

Similar to the results for NES control, the highest possible savings after the combined

scenario is the 30◦C HWC scenario at an average saving of $8.18, followed instead by the

wind scenario, at $5.42 and then 30% EV penetration at $4.71. It is interesting to note

also that the RTP scenario outperforms the TOU scenario in all metrics for both NES

and optimal control.

Enabling Tech Saving ($) Saving % (%) Energy Cost % (%)

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Default - NES 0.95 1.85 3.60 2.17 3.51 5.71 2.03 3.05 4.40

30% EV - NES 1.23 3.15 7.51 2.57 5.45 11.61 2.18 5.02 11.29

30 ◦C HWC - NES 1.59 5.63 9.42 4.75 10.85 16.34 4.00 9.78 15.20

Wind2 - NES 1.03 2.10 4.03 3.54 7.67 15.62 3.65 5.95 11.28

All - RTP - NES 1.82 6.85 14.18 8.48 22.90 36.08 9.75 23.12 36.90

All - ToU - NES 1.79 6.63 11.98 6.23 21.16 32.25 7.20 19.53 34.62

Default - Optimal 1.64 3.32 5.57 4.07 6.15 9.59 3.03 4.43 6.27

30% EV - Optimal 1.65 4.71 10.11 2.93 8.16 13.86 2.93 8.16 13.86

30 ◦C HWC - Optimal 2.82 8.18 12.98 7.66 15.80 22.97 6.00 12.57 22.97

Wind2 - Optimal 3.31 5.42 7.90 12.03 19.76 31.87 7.18 11.74 20.03

All - RTP - Optimal 3.93 11.86 24.60 27.55 40.39 49.64 25.96 38.06 46.35

All - ToU - Optimal 4.54 10.29 17.06 16.85 32.68 47.32 12.25 25.19 40.82

Table 6.8: All Results Savings Summary
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Figure 6.18: Enabling Technologies with ToU Pricing Cost Comparisons

6.9.3 Summary

With respect to how much of the optimal savings NES achieves under TOU pricing with

each of the individual enabling technologies, NES captures 63.6% when all technologies

are combined, 68.2% in the 30◦C HWC scenario, 66.4% in the 30% EV scenario, and

38.8% in the daytime wind scenario. Extracting almost two-thirds of the benefit is a

reasonable result considering the practical advantages and lack of prediction of NES con-

trol, especially when considering the fact that the optimal control method is likely to be

unattainable in practice due to its ‘perfect foresight’ of load, wind and price.
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6.10 Overall Scenario Cost Analysis

Another interesting angle is a comparison across the different scenarios. Since realism

has been sought in the bottom-up load model, the results could shed some light on the

available potential of demand response in New Zealand.

Fig. 6.19 shows a graph of all of the average costs of all of the scenarios in a single graph.

The graph clearly shows the difference between the scenarios, from the grey uncontrolled

bar the impact the technology would have can be derived if no load control were present,

and from the drops to the blue and red bars the effectiveness of NES control and the

optimal scenario at leveraging the different price levels to save the community money can

be seen. The scenarios have been sorted by uncontrolled cost, in descending order.

Unsurprisingly, the most expensive uncontrolled scenarios are the EV scenarios, since

Figure 6.19: Overall comparison in average cost of all simulated scenarios
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they add an energy consumption requirement to the existing requirements. It can be

seen that in the 30% case the optimal solution is approximately the same as the default

scenario without control. While this avoids some of the complexities around controlling

other loads, it is not too much of a leap to say that the maximum possible benefits of load

control are enough to pay for the power required to add EVs to 30% of homes, without

significantly impacting upon consumer comfort.

Also, the uncontrolled costs of the HWC scenarios and the default are approximately

the same, however the extra amount of potential - and extracted - savings increase sig-

nificantly as the energy capacity of the community is increased.

The wind solutions offer very different base levels of cost to the community and also

have different scales of potential benefits for control, showing in graphical form how the

particular savings that can be extracted depend on the wind power profile.

Finally, the magnitude of savings in the ‘all combined’ scenarios as compared to the

other scenarios is very clearly visible, both for the optimal case and the NES case. This

shows that a combination of enabling technologies gives load control systems the greatest

chance of success by offering the highest level of potential savings; and that a unified

approach to load control is key to the success of RDSM.

6.11 Comparisons with the State of the Art

Drawing comparisons between NES control and the state of the art is very difficult because

of the broad nature of input data that each article or paper uses to test their approach.

This chapter has demonstrated conclusively that the performance of the algorithm, as

measured by the percentage of savings attained, changes drastically from community to

community and scenario to scenario and as such the input data are critically important

when presenting results. For example in the 30% EV penetration scenario, one of the

communities saved 11.61% under NES control, yet the average community saved just

5.45%. All external conditions were held constant, and the only thing that changed was

the appliance ownership, controllability, and starting conditions. Despite this, as far as

the author is aware, very few other studies adequately account for this source of variance.

This section will present some of the high quality articles from the literature, all of which

have taken a relatively high level of care with their load modelling, and draw comparisons

between their approach and the contextualised results.

6.11.1 Bozchalui et al. 2012

Bozchalui et al. [10] present an optimal scheduling approach to RDSM based on the

input data presented in [64]. In essence, the problem they solve in this journal article
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is analogous to the optimal solution in Appendix A that this chapter provides for each

community - they set the bounds of consumer comfort for each of the loads they model

and then develop an optimal schedule for every 15 minutes of the day. The difference

between Bozchalui et al. and the optimal schedule in this work is that the optimisation

program defined in this chapter serves as a benchmark, whereas theirs is proposed as a load

control solution based on demand predictions. However deviations from the predictions

are explored only in a cursory fashion at the end of the paper for the refrigerator.

In the article, they model a single household under a number of different objective

functions. The household owns the following appliances:

• Air conditioner and furnace

• Refrigerator

• Water heater

• Lighting

• Stove

• Dishwasher

• Clothes washer and dryer

• Pool pump

• Energy storage device

The energy storage device is perhaps the biggest difference between this paper and

the results proposed in this chapter. The energy storage device represents a battery

attached to a solar Photovoltaic (PV) array, or the battery of an EV. However a direct

analogue cannot be drawn between this energy storage device and the EVs modelled in

this and earlier chapters because the battery is present for the entire day and is allowed to

discharge into the house. Furthermore the existence of the battery changes, with respect

to the wind energy used in this chapter, the dynamics relating to the renewable energy

generated by their solar panel. In the model that they use it is less crucial that load

coincides with generation as energy can be stored, and also the dynamic is different as

any excess energy generated can be sold back to the grid.

Another difference is the air conditioner and furnace model that they use, which is

appropriate for a typical Canadian house in the summer. As such, much of the work the

unit does is cool the house before the user returns home. This is quite different from

heating the house after the user turns the heater on.

Additionally, the swimming pool pump is an addition that is not modelled in Chap-

ter 5. The pool pump can be shifted for most of the day without sacrificing consumer

comfort. As this chapter shows, the more flexible energy in the community the higher
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the savings potential, and this load is entirely schedulable in off-peak hours, though its

energy capacity is relatively low [64].

Finally, the TOU cost schedule used is for a Canadian summer, with the peak-price

period occurring between 11am and 5pm with the evening off-peak period starting earlier

at 9pm. In the paper, therefore, the majority of residential load occurs outside the peak-

price period while it is the opposite for the results portrayed in this chapter.

With these caveats expressed, in their cost minimisation objective function they report

a 20% reduction in cost for the day. Since they use a battery, hot water heating, solar

energy and additional loads, the most appropriate scenario to compare against is the all

combined TOU scenario. In this scenario under NES control, the average community saves

21.16% of energy cost. Comparing these two numbers directly, NES control on average

achieves a similar amount of the savings reported in [10]. However since the paper reports

an optimal scheduling solution for the day and does not temper the performance of the

algorithm with real results, and given the massive difference between the two scenarios,

it is difficult to judge whether NES would achieve similar results in practice. Also there

is a wide range of communities simulated in this chapter with a similarly wide range of

cost savings, and the community modelled in [10] could best resemble any of these.

Furthermore the model they solve has used a commercial solver which would be nec-

essary if on-line optimisation were to be performed in practice. The cost of these licenses

is prohibitive for individual consumers in large-scale load control, and on the other hand

if each of the optimal schedules are to be calculated by a central server on behalf of

consumers, the disadvantages associated with centralised optimisation approaches to load

control, namely computation complexity and poor scalability, come into play. By con-

trast NES control can run on a low-cost embedded framework with low computational

complexity.

6.11.2 Vandael et al. 2013

Vandael et al. [166] describe a very detailed and compelling EV charging scheme and

thoroughly explore the issues of varying input data and scalability. They follow a similar

process of verification as that of this chapter, calculating a best-case yet unachievable

optimal schedule, as well as a non-scalable optimisation solution to the same problem,

and their novel ’three step’ algorithm which scales in constant time relative to the number

of cars, and in linear time with respect to the length of their prediction horizon. They

also use a Monte-Carlo simulation to control for input variability.

The main difference between Vandael’s [166] approach and that of this thesis is the

type of load modelled, where Vandael considers only EVs connected in a form of de-

mand aggregation, which means all loads are controllable and have homogeneous internal

characteristics. An alternative pricing scheme is also used, with relatively more expen-
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sive off-peak times, longer ‘shoulder’ price periods and comparatively shorter peak-price

periods.

The average optimal saving over the uncontrolled case for their ‘community’ of EVs

was approximately 70% of the uncontrolled cost. Of these optimal savings, their scalable

3-step approach achieved 75%, for approximately an overall 53% saving in cost over the

uncontrolled case. While the comparison is not direct, the communities in the 30% EV

penetration scenario save on average 66.4% of the optimal savings. As discussed this figure

is averaged across an entire community of loads while the EV penetration in [166] is 100%,

and the trend seems to be that as EV penetration increases, so too do the proportion of

optimal savings achieved by NES control.

It is important to note that Vandael [166] does not appear to directly compensate for

differing levels of SoC at the end of the day, instead opting to run the simulation for a prior

day and then use the final SoC from that trial run as the initial SoC for the simulated

day. This will partially account for the differing end-of-day SoC since presumably the

optimal approach will only consume the minimum amount of energy to facilitate the day’s

driving while the 3-step approach will consume slightly higher energy to account for an

uncertain driving pattern, hence finishing at a necessarily higher SoC.

In any case, the results are comparable in magnitude, and given the significant im-

plementation advantages in NES control in terms of the ability to run the algorithm on

microcontrollers instead of necessitating an optimisation program on a PC, and due to

the ability of NES control to unify all controllable residential loads, it is believed that the

work in this thesis presents an alternative to, and adds to the state of the art as offered

in [166].

6.11.3 Other Comparisons

Other comparisons were difficult to make for a number of reasons. Often the emphasis

placed on modelling a wide range of input data was not strong enough. In some cases,

such as for those papers listed below, the input data modelling was good, but the paper

presented its results using a different metric such as peak reduction or conformity to a

’desired’ power curve [26].

Chen et al. [26] propose a communications protocol for load control, and use existing

load control techniques to show it in operation. Loads are not modelled realistically, but

they use a large number of loads and look at the aggregate effect so attention is paid to

input variance. However their benchmark for success is the deviation from a particular

desired demand target. The desired target energy is defined as the average of the last

100 days’ power consumption and the overall deviation from this is measured. They

claim a 54.6% reduction in deviation from the curve, although the power curve chosen is

relatively arbitrary, making it difficult to make any comparisons to other approaches, for
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example the performance would be much worse if they were trying to drastically change

the demand curve rather than the effect the small shift that they target.

Galus et al. [49] create an extremely detailed, realistic EV model for their control

algorithm. They create a library of EVs and a model the resulting traffic using a tech-

nology called MATSIM and with this information they control EV charging with the goal

of reducing morning and evening charge peaks. They achieve significant results, reducing

the peak from approximately 29MW to just under 5MW. The work differs from this work

in that they assume cars can charge at work and at home, which relaxes the constraints

on the system such that EVs can be charged all day. Furthermore they focus on local

power system impacts, breaking down the EVs into separate realistic charging hubs and

examining the power requirement for each hub. In summary, it is very difficult to compare

this work to that work.

Ozturk et al. [130] present a compelling home energy management system architecture

and control algorithm baswed on a simple adaptive neural fuzzy inference system which

facilitates load and generation predictions. They then use a branch and bound based

algorithm to shift load according to variable pricing schemes. Their pricing scheme has

price breaks throughout the day as usual, but the pricing scheme they use differs from

other pricing schemes in the literature as it also has price breaks for different levels

of power consumption at each time of the day, which helps to control peak demand.

Practical considerations are considered well in this paper, but the performance is not

really measured. The example they give considers one house with four unschedulable

loads and three schedulable loads: dishwasher, washer and dryer, each of which have a

desired turn-on time and a desired completion time, as in this thesis. Then their branch

and bound algorithm optimises cost by scheduling the appliances within the allowable

time period. As a result, the dishwasher saved 6.25% of its cost, the washer saved 54.5%,

and the dryer saved 28.6%. Becuase of the different pricing scheme, the different (and

very specific) shifting flexibility and proximity to price breaks, both time and power-wise

in their example, any comparisons to their work would lack rigour and meaning.

6.11.4 Summary

In a field where comparisons between offered approaches and that of others in the lit-

erature are relatively rare, it is easy to see how comparisons are difficult. The authors

typically choose a situation that most closely resembles the complexities of their local

power system in terms of summer/winter peaks, local electricity pricing, different inno-

vative pricing schemes and different characteristic technological mixes. Adding onto this

the sheer complexity of residential power consumption, it is difficult to demonstrate the

algorithm working in an unbiased and representative context. The approach offered in

this thesis makes an attempt to control for this large source of uncertainty by generating
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as realistic load profiles as possible and refraining from tuning the system to match the

specific community context as much as possible so that the generalisability of the algo-

rithm can be clearly seen. Furthermore optimal solutions for each situation are offered,

which provide a clear, internally consistent view of how well the algorithm could have

done if subjected to the same constraints. It would be a positive step if an approach such

as this were to become a standard for demand response such that adequate comparisons

between approaches can be made, but also so that different contexts in different countries

and different pricing schemes can be contrasted against one other in the same context.

Until this happens the claimed performance of load control algorithms will have only local

significance.

6.12 Summary and Applicability

This chapter has explored the operation of NES control over several different variables

and at a number of different values for each variable. The overall point that this chapter

attempts to make is that regardless of the situation, if a variable price situation exists

with controllable load, NES control always reduces the cost of energy for a community. It

does this without needing to make uncertain forecasts of load, local generation, or price,

and it uses a simple interface for each load that translates the controllable behaviour of

said load into an analogous battery whose limits are defined by real consumer comfort

limits. This was demonstrated using the Monte-Carlo approach in conjunction with a

bottom-up load model that was developed objectively and separately from the algorithm.

The intention was for the load model to be as descriptive as possible of 7-house New

Zealand communities. Furthermore the control parameters of the algorithm were not

tweaked for any situation once they were set up at the start. This was intended to test

the general applicability of the algorithm to a diverse set of communities, and the fact

that each community reduced their cost of energy and achieved the majority of optimal

benefits is a sign that the algorithm works as intended and performs well.

This chapter also demonstrated the usefulness of the community SoC parameter that

is characteristic of NES control. Using the community SoC the ability of the demand

side to respond to changes in price can be inferred. Additionally the reduction of every

load into an energy value that adds to the energy capacity of the overall community

helps to quantify the benefit of a given load - higher energy capacity loads result in higher

savings. Also this chapter has established that NES control seamlessly integrates disparate

load types, local generation, and rapidly varying RTP situations without requiring any

customisation. This is a strong result considering the objective approach to input data

that was taken which emphasised realism over higher algorithm performance. Combined

with the similarity of the simulated results to those of the practical system in Chapter 4,
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these results suggest that NES control is a viable and valuable technique that could

be used to facilitate RDSM adoption in the current market provided a dynamic pricing

mechanism existed.

Overall, NES control achieves between 38 and 68% of the optimal savings that could

be extracted by performing load control on residential communities while prioritising

consumer comfort. Of the savings that NES control does not extract, there are two

primary reasons: not choosing the optimal times to charge, and charging more than is

necessary for the situation. NES control achieved the majority of the optimal benefits of

load control and broadly speaking this is a good result.

Also, the results show that higher controllable energy capacity not only results in more

savings, but a higher percentage of optimal savings achieved by NES. The performance of

the RTP solution shows that NES is more robust in highly uncertain situations because it

isn’t adversely affected by bad predictions. The TOU pricing scheme which served as the

basis for most comparisons may represent a poor case for NES control given its prolonged

shoulder period followed by a high peak price period without any time in the middle to

charge at a greater rate.

Hence, in highly uncertain environments with high levels of controllable energy, the

performance of NES control is comparable to solutions offered in the state of the art of

the literature with advantages and disadvantages as discussed above.
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7
Conclusions

A load model and system for controlling residential loads has been presented in this thesis.

An emphasis has been placed on the issues that are believed to be the major barriers to the

adoption of RDSM, promoting market-readiness over optimality. The following barriers

were targeted:

• Cost of implementation

• Impact on consumer comfort

• Control complexity

• Configuration heterogeneity

The load model provides a way in which all controllable loads in a residential household

can be modelled with a simple and flexible battery interface. Modelling loads in this

manner abstracts out most of the complexities associated with individual loads from the

perspective of the controller. Consumer comfort, for example, is built into the battery

model, thus while the load remains within its SoC bounds the consumer is not affected

by external control, or only affected to a level with which they are satisfied. If the

load exceeds these limits its default behaviour is automatically overridden to observe

these bounds again as quickly as possible. This puts the comfort of the consumer at the

forefront of the model.

A hierarchical control framework called NES control was built on top of the battery

load model, allowing indirect control of loads by directly changing the TSoC of the loads

181
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in a community. In order to target the barrier associated with a lack of a focus on

consumer comfort, the algorithm was designed in such a way that the decision whether

or not to switch is left to the loads so that the consumer’s comfort with respect to the

load is left to the load itself. Control simplicity is achieved as the controller does not

need to know anything about the number or make-up of the loads, nor the amount or

type of renewable energy generation. It does not need to make any predictions about

demand, generation, or price, and instead makes its decisions based on net short-term

energy consumption goals. Potentially sensitive information is masked by this process,

which improves the privacy aspect of the control scheme, and the lack of direct control

over loads has positive security aspects.

The control algorithm achieves fairness by prioritising loads based on their actual

SoC as well as their TSoC. Prioritising loads in this manner allows high-priority loads

to be compared with low-priority loads based on how close each respective load is to its

desired level of charge, and through the TSoC/DCS curve the relationship between the

desired level of charge and the DCS can be individually configured. Hence instead of the

DCS controlling which loads turn on and off directly, the energy consumption goals of

each load load is compared to its SoC, which is a function of past usage and past power

consumption. The result is a fair method of scheduling loads that consequently preserves

load diversity.

The load model also includes a simple mechanism to view the state of the load, through

its SoC, and loads can be combined in this fashion to provide a good snapshot about the

state of a household or community. The SoC of the community has been shown to reflect

the amount of power the community is able to increase or decrease in the short term and

this figure is expected to be useful for players in the power system who may utilise RDSM.

Targeting the barrier of cost, a practical system was built using low-cost embedded

systems. Each microcontroller used was capable of hosting up to 15 virtual appliances,

raising the possibility of controlling an entire house using a single 8-bit microcontoller. The

prototypes fit inside a practical switchbox and could yet be miniaturised. The communi-

cation requirements are very low, with approximately 6 Bytes/sec per slave needed using

Controller Area Network (CAN), and the controller can operate seamlessly with latencies

of more than 250ms without interfering with normal control operations, making the shift

to wireless communications protocols easier. Despite having been implemented in C on

microcontrollers with discretised, low-bandwidth communications vs MATLAB/Simulink

on a PC, the algorithm performance is almost identical to its performance in simulation.

This lends evidence to the supposition that the algorithm could be built into a practical

smart home as is, and used to control real appliances.

Since the ownership and usage of residential loads are diverse in practice, a realis-

tic dataset was required to examine the potential impact of such an algorithm on real
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communities. A Monte-Carlo simulation was chosen, in which results were averaged over

100 randomly generated communities to find the net impact on a power system. Since

no data of the required granularity were available for the New Zealand context, a novel

bottom-up load modelling tool was written to generate probabilistic load profiles based

on empirical behavioural data. The tool assigned loads to houses based on the probability

of ownership, and generated usage data down to the minute. It is believed, therefore, that

the results in Chapter 6 that use this load profile generator have broad applicability to the

New Zealand residential electricity sector. The algorithm was not tuned for each scenario

to examine the algorithm’s flexibility to a number of scenarios, hence the algorithm’s

performance in the simulations results of Chapter 6 should also be generalisable.

An optimisation program was written as a method to measure the performance of

the algorithm. It was designed to take in the same load data and subject loads to the

same constraints, providing an optimal solution to the scheduling problem. The optimal

results were used as a benchmark for the performance of the algorithm. One of the main

metrics used was a measurement of the percentage of the optimal potential savings that

NES control achieved.

NES control was simulated in a ‘status quo’ scenario with existing residential loads in

a TOU pricing scheme. Additionally, several relevant scenarios were explored depending

on the level of different enabling technologies that can influence the controllability of

residential load. These include the following:

• RDSM penetration level

• EV penetration level

• Allowable HWC temperature variation

• Three different wind generation profiles

• Random real-time pricing

• A combination of all of the above scenarios

The benefits of NES control in a TOU pricing environment were modest, with a range

of savings between 2.17% and 5.71% for the communities simulated, which translates

to an average 3.05% reduction in the cost of energy. However the algorithm attained

57.4% of the optimal saving after adjusting for the pre-charging effect of NES control.

The modesty of the savings reflects a general lack of controllability in the New Zealand

residential demand side today. In the study of RDSM penetration level, it was found that

the average benefits the algorithm provided increased linearly as RDSM penetration rose,

both in terms of individual communities saving more, and an increase in the percentage

of communities that saved money. Even the optimal benefits were relatively low, at
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an average of 6.15%. This appears to show that automated RDSM using status quo

residential load in NZ is not cost effective for consumers.

Four different EV penetration levels were examined, 0% (default), 10%, 20% and 30%.

With EVs, NES control performed relatively well after adjusting for the pre-charging

effect, and overall the savings per community and the number of communities that saved

increased as the percentage of EVs increased. Not only did the savings increase, but

the percentage of optimal savings that NES control achieved rose as EV penetration

increased. NES control achieved 66.4% of the optimal savings with 30% EV penetration

which suggests that NES control is well-suited to the EV charging problem, especially

since the percentage of optimal benefits extracted is likely to increase further as EV

penetration were to increase.

Given the relatively large proportion of electric hot water storage heaters in New

Zealand, HWCs have a strong influence on overall flexibility in the residential demand

side. However the temperature range is limited, and if the range is varied the savings

achieved under NES control increase with the width of the temperature band. Increasing

the width of the HWC temperature band did not change the uncontrolled cost much,

but it drastically affected the amount of savings that could be extracted in the optimal

case. It also increased the percentage of optimal savings that NES extracted on average.

Modifying HWCs in this fashion could improve the utilisation of Variable Renewable

Energy Generation (VREG) and increase the value of RDSM generally.

At 30◦C HWC temperature band, NES control extracted an average of 68.2% of the

optimal benefits. Moreover, the average saving was 10.85% over the same uncontrolled

scenario. This would provide a significant incentive for residential customers to explore

a wider HWC temperature band and mixing valve in a variable price environment. This

warrants further exploration.

In the simulations, wind utilisation depends strongly on the timing and magnitude of

the generated energy. If energy is generated when the community SoC is almost 100%,

NES does not do a good job of absorbing the wind since nothing is available to turn on.

However in situations where there is some energy capacity remaining in the community,

as in the RTP and combined scenarios, NES can absorb a significant portion, bounded

only by the energy capacity of the community. In the three wind profiles provided, there

was very little wind energy generated during the middle of the day while the community

SoC was low and NES was best able to absorb it. Solar energy is most prevalent during

this period of time, hence NES is expected to perform well with solar power, or indeed

for wind patterns with strong daytime generation, combined with TOU pricing.

The final variable explored was a RTP pricing scheme, which NES control performed

well in. The absolute dollar savings were $3.13, almost the same as the 30% EV scenario,

except no extra loads had to be added. The RTP scenario where all enabling technologies
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combined had the single highest average saving out of all of the scenarios, at $6.85.

Bearing in mind that the same control settings were used in the RTP and TOU scenarios,

NES control would be able to handle the randomness with no further adjustment. In

this sense, a move towards RTP alongside NES should be given serious thought as it may

prove to be cost effective even with today’s loads.

Combining all of these scenarios leads to NES achieving its best results in terms of

the percentage of the optimal benefits that it extracts. In these situations, the energy

capacity of the community is a crucial indicator. This leads to one of the key outcomes

from this thesis, that the performance of load control algorithms depends strongly on the

energy capacity of the simulated household or community, and how much of this energy

is available near price breaks, as measured by the community SoC.

Overall, a simple, flexible, scalable RDSM solution has been presented and extensively

validated in a number of different situations. The algorithm was targeted towards the

main barriers to RDSM adoption and a practical implementation shows it is closer to

being ready for the market relative to other offerings in the literature.

No attempt was made to tune the algorithm for each simulation, yet NES control

achieved almost two-thirds of the optimal savings in many cases, performing well even in

scenarios with high uncertainty and volatility. Hence, it provides a useful contribution to

the state of the art of RDSM control.
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8
Future Work

Net Energy Stored (NES) control is a platform upon which further research can be built.

There are several areas that warrant further exploration, and they will be organised

according to the general areas of work that were presented in the thesis.

8.1 Load Model

Chapter 3 presented the unified load model that was used in NES control. One area

of potential future work is that more practical loads could be modelled. For example

heat pumps have not been modelled, and would be modelled perhaps with a Battery

or Thermal load. Air conditioning with heating and cooling functionality has not been

explicitly modelled, since a winter situation was observed and air conditioning was gener-

ally uncommon at the time the main New Zealand (NZ) dataset was released in 2008. It

would be interesting to extend the load model to make it agnostic of heating and cooling

by defining zero energy as ambient temperature, and hence specifying a negative energy

(and hence negative relationship between power and energy) if the ambient temperature

is above the temperature of the room. Swimming pool pumps could also be modelled well

within the Fixed Energy load type, but none were included in the datasets.

Hybrid loads could be further explored. These hybrid loads have sections of their

power consumption profile with different categories. For example a washing machine may

have a Fixed-Energy agitate cycle and a Time-shiftable spin cycle. In order to do this, it
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would be necessary to program a load to start with a specific load type and transition to

another load type at some later point in time, for example when the SoC of the previous

part of the cycle reaches 100%. Through this process, a generalised model could be created

to describe any residential load.

Another extension could be the integration of generation and bi-directional loads into

the load model, by being agnostic to positive and negative energies and collating negative

Net Energy (Enet) at the community controller instead of setting a minimum of zero. As

such, locally generated energy could reduce the community’s required energy since loads

that can generate energy cancel out loads that need it before considering external energy.

In this way, real household batteries such as the Tesla Powerwall could be used seamlessly

within this load model.

8.2 Control Algorithm

In all of the simulations, while a Proportional, Integral, Differential (PID) controller was

supported, a simple proportional controller was used. The transient dynamics of the

system could be explored to optimise response to quick impulses, such as a low-frequency

event or a rapid change in price. This could manifest as an exploration into the optimal

tuning of additional parameters of the PID controller depending on the situation, or into

the salient features of each situation that should be factored into the tuning.

During the simulations, a single demand curve was used for all situations, where

the maximum desired energy was assigned to the minimum price, the maximum price

was attributed 0 demand, the shoulder allowed a heuristic one-fifth of the maximum

energy and an exponential curve was constructed to join these points. This demand curve

is important for optimising the value that can be extracted from a specific situation.

For example, trading off higher consumption in the shoulder period can help to avoid

consumption at the peak periods, but too much consumption during this period can

lead to energy being preferentially consumed in the shoulder period instead of the off-

peak period. Carefully choosing the demand curve based on the situation may extract

significantly more benefit.

In these simulations, a fixed prediction horizon, tgoal, was used. It effectively sets the

length of time for which each appliance forecasts its own energy needs and acts similarly

to a deadband on power consumption. For example if a load can reach its TSoClower

within tgoal seconds, it will indirectly be given priority to finish charging over a similar

load that will not finish within the goal time. Extending the length of time of tgoal should

therefore introduce a bias towards allowing loads that are close to finishing to finish, and

allow more overlap between concurrent loads.

NES control uses no predictions to preserve its ability to react quickly without af-
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fecting the normal operation of the algorithm. Doing so greatly simplifies the control

action giving advantages in terms of physical cost, reliable operation, and resilience to

unexpected external conditions. With this being said, there is a trade-off between sim-

plicity and performance, and in some instances predictions could potentially create a lot

of value. A good example of this is the Time of Use (TOU) pricing scheme that was used

extensively throughout Chapter 6. The pricing scheme stays the same for months, and

the price breaks occur at specific points in time, thus this could be integrated into the

algorithm. This wasn’t explored under NES control because the intention was to create a

general-purpose algorithm that will work in any situation, but it would be an interesting

extension to explore. Similarly, work could be done negotiating the trade-off between

the enhanced performance attainable by incorporating wind and load predictions and the

ensuing computational requirements, while looking closely at the sensitivity to inaccurate

predictions.

All of the work in this thesis was aimed at solving the barriers to Residential Demand-

side Management (RDSM) adoption. However there is nothing restricting NES control

from being applied to highly uncertain or critical industrial or commercial applications.

For example aluminium smelters may have strict bounds within which they can operate,

and being exposed to the spot prices may create opportunities to save a massive amount

by shifting energy while strictly adhering to the bounds of ‘comfort’ to draw an analogy

to the residential sector. Commercial buildings are another possible application.

Finally, the next logical extension is to adapt the algorithm to provide reserve and

ancillary services to the power system on short time scales. In theory NES control should

have no trouble responding in less than 1 second to signals from Distribution Network

Operators (DNOs) or Transmission System Operators (TSOs). It is anticipated that

revenue from these activities would greatly improve the business case for adopting RDSM

and NES is a stable platform upon which this functionality could be built.

Non-linear and feed-forward control could be used to effect this sub-second response

requirement. To achieve this, the community controller would need to know the Target

State of Charge (TSoC)/Demand Control Signal (DCS) curve for each load that it is

controlling and the SoC, power consumption and load type of each load. Then it could

recalculate the control gains so that the response time could be sped up or slowed down as

necessary. Feed forward control alongside this information would be useful for responding

to a large spike in price or a grid-operator shut down, by adjusting the DCS immediately

as Edes undergoes a step change. A combination of these two control techniques would

speed up the response of the system dramatically.
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8.3 Practical System

In this work, practical loads were simulated with resistors in the lab setup and the re-

lationship between power and energy was simulated. An interesting area of future work

would be to use real appliances, substituting the integral of previously consumed energy

less projected losses for real measurements of a property of the appliance. For example,

a real Hot Water Cylinder (HWC) could be used, or a real Electric Vehicle (EV) battery,

or practical smart appliances could be sourced which responded to a load control dongle

instructing the appliance to turn on/off or pause.

This concept could be extended such that NES control is implemented in a practical

smart community with actual occupants to test whether the bounds of consumer comfort

as defined in the battery interface actually correspond to perceived levels of comfort in

the home. The community could be fitted with a wind turbine and provided with an EV

and savings could be monitored in practice, and compared to simulation. The differences

between the two would be very interesting.

Furthermore, the daughter-board concept introduced in Chapter 4 which allowed the

hardware communications system to be easily switched out could be capitalised on and

the Controller Area Network (CAN) interface switched out for a leading wireless protocol

like Bluetooth Low Energy or WiFi. Migrating to a wireless technology would make

installation easier and enable a more customisable, modular approach to installation.

Issues such as contention for a shared medium and message priority will need to be

accounted for, since CAN has very desirable qualities from this perspective. There may

be technical snags, but in theory the extension should be relatively trivial given the high

tolerance for latency in NES control. The security of such a system and the ensuing

implications are also interesting considerations to explore.

8.4 Simulated Scenarios

Many more simulated scenarios could be explored, such as the impact of heat pump

penetration, the impact of a wider range of wind profiles, the addition of solar energy to

the mix and potentially even controllable reservoir-based micro-hydro generators could be

integrated. Controllability was randomised for all of the simulations, but it would also be

interesting to examine the impact of overall levels of consumer flexibility on performance.

Additionally the impact of each appliance on the overall results would be interesting to

examine in more detail.

Simulations to prove the other aspects of NES control, such as reserve service provi-

sion and peak reduction would be useful, and a simulation which combines all of these

competing objectives in a single set of scenarios would be very interesting, providing an
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analysis of how each objective trades off against each other.

The ‘optimal’ solution introduced in Chapter 6 was based on perfect foreknowledge

of everything that would happen in that day; as such it was an unattainable benchmark.

While useful for giving an indication of the algorithm’s performance, a better indication

may be the percentage of attainable benefits that NES achieves. Initial thoughts suggest

a Markov Chain-based approach could simulate this, where the best possible decisions are

made at each point based on the quality of information that is available at the time. This

would provide a more realistic benchmark against which to compare the performance of

NES control.

A final interesting line of work would be to synthesise the optimal schedule generated

in this fashion with the real-time aspects of NES control such that the community could

respond quickly to uncertain impulses while approaching an attainable optimal solution.

Perhaps a hybrid approach could be employed, with the optimal schedule guiding the

real-time aspect. Now that a solid benchmarking system and simulation platform has

been built, extensions should be readily comparable using the same techniques.

8.5 Summary

There are a multitude of directions in which to take this research from here. The most

exciting new areas of research involve extracting value from reserve services and inte-

grating optimal schedules into the algorithm. This marriage of fast response and slower

optimal-solution seeking is an interesting area provided the bounds of consumer comfort

are adhered to and cost is kept low. From this perspective NES provides a solid founda-

tion upon which RDSM control algorithms can be developed as it specifically targets the

key barriers to adoption of the technology.
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A
Optimisation Model

The Mixed Integer Program (MIP) was written in Python using PuLP [122], a python-

based linear programming package developed at the University of Auckland, in con-

junction with the Gurobi solver [59]. The MIP accumulates the minute-by-minute non-

controllable consumption data into 15-minute blocks and allocates the remaining control-

lable load based on the price of electricity and the availability of wind for each 15-minute

block. A block size of 15 minutes was chosen due to the amount of situations to be run

and the time it takes to formulate and solve each simulation.

A.1 Objective Function

The consumption scheduling problem is a mixed-integer linear optimisation problem which

attempts to minimise total energy cost to the consumers of the community while keeping

within each load’s energy bounds. Loads comprise two sets, controllable loads L and

uncontrollable loads U . Uncontrollable loads are not able to be shifted without com-

promising consumer comfort. The set T contains the time indices: T = {1, 2, , N}
where N = 96 in this instance, and each time index represents a 15-minute block starting

from and ending at midnight for the simulated day. The objective function is shown in

Eq. (A.1).
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min
∑
t∈T

(Ct(
∑
l∈L

(xl,tP
max
l,t ) +

∑
u∈U

(Pu,t)− wt) +
∑
l∈L

(Kyl,t)) (A.1)

s.t.
∑
l∈L

(xl,tP
max
l,t )− wt ≥ −

∑
u∈U

(Pu,t) ∀t ∈ T (A.2)

wt ≤ PDG
t ∀t ∈ T (A.3)

0 ≤ xl,t ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L\I,∀t ∈ T (A.4)

Ct is the cost of electricity at time t. The non-negativity constraint in Eq. (A.2) implies

that the user is not paid for feeding power back to the utility, nor are they restricted from

doing so. xl,t is a variable which represents the proportion of the time period t for which

each controllable load, l, is turned on. Pmax
l,t is the maximum power that load is allowed

to consume at time t, and is predetermined from the dataset. For example, Pmax
l,t is 3kW

for an EV when it is parked in its garage, but 0kW when it has left for work. Pu,t is the

power for uncontrollable load u at time t, and wt represents the wind power used in time

t and PDG
t is the maximum amount of power coming from Distributed Generation (DG)

sources at time t.

A penalty term, yl,t, has been introduced to force the loads to conform to the con-

sumer’s preferences and will be explained later in Eqs. (A.16) to (A.18). K is an arbitrarily

large penalty constant, it is chosen to be large to ensure under no circumstance should

appliances be able to operate outside the consumer’s acceptable bounds, but still allow

for a feasible solution if this is unavoidable.

Loads have been modelled as per the load model introduced in Chapter 3, where Γ is

the set of Battery loads in the model, B is the set of Thermal loads, I denotes Thermal

Integer loads that have a minimum on and off time, the set F denotes the fixed energy

loads in the model, and the set Υ denotes time-shiftable loads. It should be noted that

these five categories are disjoint sets and that L = Γ ∪ B ∪ I ∪ F ∪Υ.

A.2 Energy Model

Aside from the general constraints presented in Eq. (A.2) - Eq. (A.4), constraints were

added to a load’s power consumption based on its load type. To mimic the energy bounds

used by the algorithm, a linear measure of energy is first required. For thermal loads,

energy is considered to be linearly proportional to temperature using the specific heat of

the medium in question, for Battery loads energy is the charge stored in a battery, and

for fixed energy loads energy is related to the integral of power over time as the device

advances through its load cycle. Each time period’s energy for a given load is defined as

the previous time period’s energy plus power consumed in that time period, minus usage
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and standing losses for that time period. The above energy constraints are generally

described in Eq. (A.5) - Eq. (A.7).

El,t = Einit
l + α(ηlxl,tP

max
l,t − (1− zl,t)Ul,t − Sl,t) ∀l ∈ L\Υ, t = 1 (A.5)

El,t = El,(t−1) + α(ηlxl,tP
max
l,t − (1− zl,t)Ul,t − Sl,t) ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T \ {1} (A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

Where Einit
l is the initial energy level of the load; El,t is load l’s energy at time t; α

is a multiplier that converts power to energy and depends on the duration of each time

period, in this case the time period is 15 minutes and α = 900; ηl is load l’s efficiency;

Ul,t is the load’s usage in Watts for time period t, which is defined in the dataset; and

Sl,t is the load’s standing losses in Watts. Finally, xl,t and Pmax
l,t are as described above.

Energy is accrued for all load types except time-shiftable loads since time-shiftable loads

need to be switched on only once, and hence energy is irrelevant.

bl,t ≤ 1− El,t
Emax
l

∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.9)

zl,t ≤ bl,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.10)

bl,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.11)

0 ≤ zl,t ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.12)

(A.13)

Because of the large range of randomly generated values in the dataset introduced in

Chapter 5, there were some edge cases that needed to be handled in the optimisation

problem to ensure the constraints could be feasibly met. In some cases, some loads’ usage

was such that the energy was reduced below 0. To avoid this, the z variable reduces the

usage in these cases. Through Eq. (A.9), the b variable is 1 when energy is 0, and 0

otherwise. Eq. (A.10) restricts z from reducing the usage unless the energy is 0.
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El,t ≤ Emax
l ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T (A.14)

El,t ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T \ {1} (A.15)

yl,t ≥
Emin
l − El,t
Emin
l

− al,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.16)

yl,t ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.17)

yl,t = 0 ∀l ∈ {F ∪Υ} ,∀t ∈ T (A.18)

al,t ≤ xl,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.19)

al,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T (A.20)

(A.21)

The above equations describe the energy constraints as they relate to the penalty term

defined in Eq. (A.1) where Emin
l and Emax

l are the minimum and maximum permissible

energy values for load l. yl,t is a variable which is introduced to penalise loads for falling

below their minimum energy bounds. Eq. (A.16) creates a positive yl,t value when in-

stantaneous energy falls below a load’s predefined minimum energy, which is the same as

that used in Chapter 6 and Eq. (A.17) forces the value to zero otherwise. In order to best

mimic the situation under NES control, the binary variable a is introduced whose pur-

pose is to nullify the penalty y when x equals 1 through Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20), ensuring

the load is fully turned on whenever the load’s energy is below its respective minimum.

Instantaneous energy is not constrained for fixed energy loads, which instead are only

constrained to receive a certain total amount of energy by the end of the day and will be

described in a subsequent section.

A.2.1 Thermal Loads

Given their differences, Thermal loads are treated slightly differently, and are subject

to the following additional constraints. Standing losses in thermal loads depend on the

difference between ambient temperature and current temperature, so are extended for

Thermal loads in Eq. (A.22) and Eq. (A.23). To do this, standing losses were assigned

relative to the ratio between current and maximum energy. In this case, Smaxl is the

standing losses at load l’s maximum temperature. Another important thing to note is

that energy is defined to be equal to 0 at ambient temperature, i.e. the energy level of a

load is the energy the load possesses with respect to ambient temperature, as in Chapter 3.
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Sl,t =
Einit
l

Emax
l

Smaxl ∀l ∈ B ∪ I, t = 1 (A.22)

Sl,t =
El,(t−1)
Emax
l

Smaxl ∀l ∈ L,∀t ∈ T \ {1} (A.23)

Sl,t = 0 ∀l ∈ L\B ∪ I,∀t ∈ T (A.24)

There is one additional extension on top of Eqs. (A.22) and (A.23) for Thermal-integer

loads I, that is to enforce a discrete set of values for the variable xl,t. Thermal-integer loads

were constrained not to turn on or off faster than 5 minute blocks to mimic practical limits

on the switching rate of the compressor. 15 minute blocks were targeted but implementing

these constraints prolonged solving time such that each of the 1200 simulations could take

more than 3 days. Reducing the constraint to 5 minutes is not expected to materially

affect the resulting costs to the communities used in Chapter 6. The 5 minute on/off time

limit was achieved using the constraint presented in Eq. (A.25).

xl,t =
Zl,t
3
, Zl,t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∀l ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (A.25)

(A.26)

A.2.2 Fixed Energy and Time-shiftable Loads

Fixed Energy loads have an additional constraint that is presented in Eq. (A.27) which

forces the drier to finish before the end of the day. This is because the survey from

which the dataset derived factored in statistically representative numbers of households

turning on driers, so deferring some of these drier loads to the next morning would come

at the implied expense of those that would have been deferred from the previous day. The

simulated driers in Chapter 6 are subject to the same constraint.

El,24 = Emax
l ∀l ∈ F (A.27)

For this MIP, time-shiftable loads use the model presented in [177], which guarantees

the load will turn on only once within its allowable time period and will then finish its

cycle. In the model, acceptable start and finish times were programmed for each time-

shiftable load and the loads were restricted to this time period to consume power. As

with fixed energy loads, time-shiftable loads were constrained to finish in the simulated

day.
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The formulation for time-shiftable loads is described in detail in [177], albeit there it

is shown in vector form. This paper will summarise their model in Eq. (A.28)-Eq. (A.30)

in a similar format to the remainder of the chapter, where sl is an array of switching

variables that denote the time period in which the load first turns on, and which can

take the values 0 or 1, and can only take the value of 1 for one time period t. Pl is a

square matrix for a given load that contains all possible time-shifted instances of power

consumption in its rows, and xl is the selected time-shifted power profile to be used in

the objective function. In other words, the switch variable sl selects one of the rows in Pl

to be the time-shiftable load’s xl array.

∑
t∈T

(sl,t) = 1 ∀l ∈ Υ (A.28)

sl,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ Υ,∀t ∈ T (A.29)

xl,t =
∑
a∈T

(
Pl,a,tsl,a

)
∀l ∈ Υ,∀t ∈ T (A.30)

A.3 Complete Problem Formulation

The previous constraints are collated in Eq. (A.31), whose equations represent the entire

optimisation model.
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min
∑
t∈T

(Ct(
∑
l∈L

(xl,tP
max
l,t ) +

∑
u∈U

(Pu,t)− wt) +
∑
l∈L

(Kyl,t))

s.t.
∑
l∈L

(
xl,tP

max
l,t

)
− wt ≥ −

∑
u∈U

(Pu,t) ∀t ∈ T

wt ≤ PDG
t ∀t ∈ T

0 ≤ xl,t ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L\I,∀t ∈ T

xl,t =
Zl,t
3
, Zl,t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∀l ∈ I,∀t ∈ T

El,t = Einit
l + α(ηlxl,tP

max
l,t − ...

(1− zl,t)Ul,t − Sl,t) ∀l ∈ L\Υ, t = 1

El,t = El,(t−1) + α(ηlxl,tP
max
l,t − ...

(1− zl,t)Ul,t − Sl,t) ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T \ {1}

El,t ≤ Emax
l ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T

El,t ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ L\Υ,∀t ∈ T

al,t ≤ xl,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

al,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

zl,t ≤ bl,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

0 ≤ zl,t ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

bl,t ≤ 1− El,t
Emax
l

∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

bl,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

yl,t ≥ Emin
l − El,t ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

yl,t ≥ 0 ∀l ∈ {Γ∪B ∪ I} ,∀t ∈ T

yl,t = 0 ∀l ∈ {F ∪Υ} ,∀t ∈ T

Sl,t =
Einit
l

Emax
l

Smaxl ∀l ∈ B ∪ I, t = 1

Sl,t =
El,(t−1)
Emax
l

Smaxl ∀l ∈ B ∪ I,∀t ∈ T \ {1}

Sl,t = 0 ∀l ∈ L\B ∪ I,∀t ∈ T

El,24 = Emax
l ∀l ∈ F∑

t∈T

(sl,t) = 1 ∀l ∈ Υ

sl,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ Υ,∀t ∈ T

xl,t =
∑
a∈T

(
Pl,a,tsl,a

)
∀l ∈ Υ,∀t ∈ T

(A.31)
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